LOOK—NO CONTACTS!

NORBIT STATIC SWITCHES for automatic control systems NEVER NEED MAINTENANCE

No maintenance, no 'sneak circuits', operation in any position, constant speed and a life unaffected by the number of operations.

These are only some of the many reasons why electrical and electro-mechanical engineers, in increasing numbers, are using Norbit static switches instead of relays in a wide variety of automatic control and alarm applications, from lift systems to food processes.

Since they use no moving parts contactless Norbit switches need no adjustments, no cleaning and suffer no mechanical wear or variation in operating speed. Time wasting 'cut and try' methods are also eliminated during system design—using Norbits you can plan your complete system on paper and know that what you plan will work in practice.

Furthermore, one basic Norbit gives you any switching function you need. No contacts, no sparking, no heat to dissipate, unaffected by detrimental atmospheres—dust, abrasive particles, humidity, corrosive fumes, hazardous atmospheres—the reliability of Norbit static switches has been proven in practice and by exhaustive quality testing.

**Here's all you need to know** How does the Norbit switch if it uses no contacts? Just regard the Norbit as a switch which does not open or close, but one which either conducts or does not conduct. Furthermore, there’s *no need* for you to know any electronic theory to understand Norbits and apply their many advantages.

**Free to the practical engineer** Write for a free copy of 'Static Switching Simply Explained'. This booklet gives you a completely non-mathematical explanation of Norbit static switches—what they can do and how they can be used. Write today for this practical guide to contactless switching using Norbits.
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The theory of a tunnel-diode transducer is developed and circuits for operation of variable-resistance or modulated negative-resistance microphones are analysed.

**621.395.616**

**3565**

**Investigations on a Condenser Microphone with Cardioid Characteristic.** - B. Weingartner. (Anota., 1962, Vol. 12, No. 3, pp. 158-165.) Deviations from the desired frequency response curve and directivity pattern near the lower and upper frequency limits are studied with reference to theoretical and experimental data. A method of improving low-frequency response is indicated.

**621.395.625.3: 681.84.083.84**

**3566**

**The Measurement of Modulation Noise.** - E. Belgr. (Rundfunktech. Mitt., June 1962, Vol. 6, No. 4, pp. 152-154.) Modulation noise caused by inhomogeneities in the coating of magnetic recording tape is considered. The masking of this noise by the useful sound is investigated and a filter compensating for the masking effect is proposed to facilitate the measurement of noise.

### Acoustics and Audio Frequencies

534.14-8: 537.311.33 3557

**Amplification of Ultrasonic Waves in Piezoelectric Semiconductors.** - D. L. White. (J. appl. Phys., Aug. 1962, Vol. 33, No. 8, pp. 2347-2354.) The technique necessary for amplification is discussed, and extension to higher frequencies and more general operating conditions is considered. See 1 of January (Hutson et al.).

534.23: 534.68 3558

**Space Time Correlation in Spherical and Circular Noise Fields.** - M. J. Jacobson. (J. acoust. Soc. Amer., July 1962, Vol. 34, No. 7, pp. 971-978.) The cross-correlation of the noise field of an infinite number of white-noise sources is examined as a function of time delay, wavelength between correlation points, and frequency.

534.23: 3559

**Determination of the Parameters of a Piezoelectric Transducer from the Decay of Resonant Vibrations.** - M. Redwood. (J. acoust. Soc. Amer., July 1962, Vol. 34, No. 7, pp. 895-902.) The theory of the method and its limitations are discussed. It is particularly suitable for rapid measurements on transducers with low coupling coefficients (<0.4).

534.23: 3560

**Shock-Wave Transducer Calibration.** - R. E. Ziemer & R. F. Lamberti. (J. acoust. Soc. Amer., July 1962, Vol. 34, No. 7, pp. 907-908.) "The use of a shock-wave technique to obtain a frequency-response calibration of a small lead zirconate-titanate transducer is described. The response curve is obtained through numerical Fourier transformation of the recorded response to a shock-wave excitation. Sources of error and agreement with other methods of calibration are discussed."

534.417.089.6 3561

**Hydrophone Calibration in a Vibrating Column of Liquid.** - F. Schloss & M. Strasberg. (J. acoust. Soc. Amer., July 1962, Vol. 34, No. 7, pp. 938-960.) The procedure has advantages over usual laboratory methods for the calibration of small low-sensitivity hydrophones: pressures up to 1 000 dyn/cm² can be produced.

534.61: 3562


534.782 3563

**Verification of the Properties of an Artificial Mouth by the Method of the Thresholds of Audibility, Intelligibility and Perception.** - G. G. G. Atten. (Alta Frequenza, March 1962, Vol. 31, No. 3, pp. 127-133.) The ability of an artificial mouth to reproduce speech is assessed on the basis of subjective tests.

621.395.61: 621.382.23 3564
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AERIALS AND TRANSMISSION LINES


World Radio History
transmission lines for use as high-frequency circuit elements. The theory is extended to cover transmission lines with any number of conductors.

621.372.2

The Change of Shape of Steep-Fronted Pulses by Multiple Reflections along a Transmission Line. - D. Seiter.

(Arch. elekt. Übertragung, June 1962, Vol. 16, No. 6, pp. 263-270.) Further investigation of the effects of irregularities in a homogeneous line on the shape of a steep-voltage waveform. See also 360 of February.

621.372.2: 621.318.57; 337.312.62

Low-Impedance Transmission System for Driving Cryogenic Circuits. - D. J. Dumin.

(Res. sci. Instrum., July 1962, Vol. 33, No. 7, pp. 715-720.) The possible advantages of driving cryotron circuits with a low-impedance transmission system are discussed. Although losses are higher a reduction in the signal coupled between cables in a cryotron system is possible when low-impedance cable is used. A note is given on low-impedance pulse generator design.

621.372.22

Circuit Arrangements at the Output of Low- Impedance Cables. - S. A. Stutz.


621.372.832.8

On Some Design Problems of a Star-Type Ferrite Circulator. - S. J. Lewando-

(Noise, Aug. 1962, Vol. 6, No. 4, pp. 263-270.) Theory developed by Auld (26 of 1960) was used as a basis for an experimental investigation of the circulator. Modifications were made to improve the wide-band operation.

621.372.831.1: 621.385.632.19


(Arch. Elekt. Übertrag., June 1962, Vol. 16, No. 6, pp. 283-290.) The advantages are discussed of diaphragm-loaded waveguide for use as delay lines in travelling-wave tubes operating at extremely high frequencies. The design of a multiple-beam delay line and experimental investigations are described.

621.372.832.22

Modes in Rectangular Guides Loaded with Magnetized Ferrite. - G. Grego.


621.372.922

High-Power Resonance Isolators. - F. W. Smith.


621.372.953.56

Coupling of Modes between a Slow-Wave Plasma Mode and a Helix. - S. F. Pak.

(J. appl. Phys., Aug. 1962, Vol. 33, No. 8, pp. 2480-2483.) Propagation characteristics of a transmission system consisting of a plasma column and coaxial helix are analyzed. Results are compared with those obtained by Bulagov et al. (Zh. tekh. Fiz., July 1960, Vol. 30, No. 7, pp. 840-850.)

621.396.67: 621.396.946

The Importance of 'Cold' Aerials for Space Communications. - A. Fournier & P. Chavance.

(Res. tech. Comp. fragn. Thomson, Houston, June 1962, No. 36, pp. 43-53.) The equivalent noise temperature of aerials is considered and, in particular, Cassegrain and horn-reflector aerials are compared.

621.396.673.259


(J. Res. nat. Bur. Stand., Nov. Dec. 1961, Vol. 65D, No. 6, pp. 547-563.) Theoretical investigation of the problem of communication between aerials submerged in a conducting medium such as sea-water. The analysis is given in terms of a dipole radiating in a conducting half-space separated by a plane boundary from a dielectric half-space.

621.396.674.3

Transient Response of a Dipole Antenna. - S. P. Morgen.


621.396.674.3: 551.510.353

The Impedance of a Short Cylindrical Dipole in the Ionosphere. - P. N. Bramley.

(Planet. Space Sci., Aug. 1962, Vol. 9, pp. 445-454.) Theoretical expressions are obtained for the dipole impedance in & an isotropic conducting medium, & a magnetoionic medium, and are used to calculate numerical values for an aerial in the ionosphere.

621.396.677.3: 012.12


(Microwave J., July 1962, Vol. 5, No. 7, pp. 51-54.) A three-dimensional presentation is needed to show the radiation pattern of planar phased arrays adequately. Plotting power contours on a spherical coordinate system is the most practical way of doing this. The particular advantages and the transformation formulae for three such systems are given.

621.396.677.43


(Electronics, Sept. 1962, Vol. 39, No. 9, pp. 337-346.) Field measurements of parameters indicate that the theoretical directivity patterns are achieved in practice. Graphical procedures for determining the gain and the shape of the main lobe and minor lobes are given.

621.396.677.7


621.396.677.85

Electromagnetic Scattering from Radially Inhomogeneous Spheres. - R. J. Garbace.


681.142

Improved Electronic Differentiator has Low Noise Factor. - N. D. Diaman-

tides. (Electronics, 27th July 1962, Vol. 35, No. 30, pp. 46-47.) A 2:1 improvement in noise factor is achieved using the circuit configuration described which incorporates an extra amplifier, providing a time delay, and avoids a series input capacitor.

681.142: 621.318.134

The Measurement and Reduction of Noise in Coincident-Current Core Mem-

ories. - P. Cooke & D. C. Dillistone.


681.142: 621.382.2.3

Transistor-Diode Static Switching Units. - J. F. Young.

(Elctronics, Aug. 1962, Vol. 34, No. 415, pp. 595-599.) The advantages of replacing resistors by diodes in the input of transistor NOR circuits are noted and operating conditions are discussed.

621.372.413: 337.312.62

Measurements on Two Nb Super-

condutive R.F. Cavities. - I. Kisterer.
A note on Tuned Circuits.—O. Schwelb. (Electronic Vol. II, Nos. 1, 2, 4 & 9, pp. 1-4, 47-49, Metron [see e.g. 3588 of 1959 (Gotol].

Resonant Harmonic Generation in Ruby.—C. M. Kellington. (Phys. Rev. Lett., 15th July 1962, Vol. 9, No. 2, pp. 57-58.) An experiment is described in which harmonic generation occurs in a medium which is resonant with respect to both the fundamental and the harmonic.


Varactor Charge Voltage Expansions for Large Pumping Conditions.—A. L. Helgeson. (Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs, Aug. 1962, Vol. 50, No. 8, pp. 1850-1851.) Methods of stabilizing the output from the frequency multiplier. Operation of the maser is summarized and the physical properties of maser materials and related microwave components are reviewed.

Ammonia Maser on the 3.2 Line as a Frequency Standard: Part 1.—Shimoda & Kohno. (See 3812.)


A General Method of Representation of Electromagnetic Fields. — G. Borgiotti (Alta Frequenza, April 1962, Vol. 31, No. 4, pp. 220-234.) The method is based on simple properties of vector space and Fourier transforms. Various types of representation are obtained by changing the vector basis.  
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of reference of the two-dimensional space considered. For English version see ibid., May 1962, Vol. 31, No. 5, pp. 285-293.

358.311


358.56: 531.6


The ponderomotive forces and torques exerted on a dipole by a linearly or circularly polarized wave are calculated. The amount of mechanical energy that can be directly transmitted from a transmitting to a receiving aerial is shown to be the energy equivalent of the Doppler effect.

358.561: 337.56


Difficulty in measuring the electron density of the plasma [see 3386 of 1961 (Hirshfield & Brown)] is overcome by using an interferometer in the B-mm region.

358.566: 337.56


A theoretical study of the interaction of a plane c.m. wave with a flat uniform free-space plasma interface in a static magnetic field. Values are listed for the attenuation and phase constants for each of the two possible waves in the plasma.

358.569.4: 535.853


The use of a travelling-wave helix for concentrating microwave fields is discussed, with special attention to its application for electron spin resonance and Overhauser effects.

358.569.4: 538.221


The threshold of nonlinear absorption due to unstable growth of certain spin waves is calculated for the case of an r.f. field applied orthogonally to the d.e. field, with another r.f. field of twice the frequency simultaneously applied parallel to the d.e. field.

358.569.4: 538.222


Redfield's proposal of a spin temperature in the rotating frame is verified independently of a relaxation theory. The technique gives a usable signal in solids for which the ordinary absorption signal is almost undetectable.

358.569.4: 621.379.5: 535.61-15


Optical maser oscillation has been obtained in each of the noble gases; 14 transitions have been observed in the wavelength range 1-5-2-2 m.

358.569.4: 621.379.5: 535.61-15


358.569.4: 621.379.5: 535.61-2


A technique for constructing elliptical reflectors of any size by use of simple machine settings is described.

358.569.4: 621.379.5: 535.61-2


The signal from a ruby maser has been mixed with quite broad and relatively weak spectral lines of a mercury lamp, using a KDP crystal 0-6 cm thick.

358.569.4: 621.379.5: 535.61-2


The conversion efficiency obtainable with different types of nonlinear media is considered. Nonlinear passive resistive elements may give optimum results.

358.569.4: 621.379.5: 535.61-2

358.569.4: 621.379.5: 535.61-2


Experimental results are given on the operation of a photodiode as a mixer in an optical superheterodyne system using microwave-modulated light.

358.569.4: 621.379.5: 535.61-2


Simultaneous observation of the fundamental and second harmonic produced by a high-intensity ruby maser does not indicate discrepancies in the expected frequency ratio, within experimental limits and allowing for purely instrumental shifts.

358.569.4: 621.379.5: 535.61-2


The electro-optic effect of KDP crystals [see also 3430 of 1961 (Kaminow)] is used in the modulator described, which has been tested at a.f. for modulating the light produced by a gas laser.

358.569.4: 621.379.5: 535.61-2


The configuration proposed uses total internal reflection for the light beam in the resonator and frustrated total reflection via a coupling prism for the output coupling. The system may be used to support two mutually independent resonance waves travelling in opposite directions.

358.569.4: 621.379.5: 535.61-2


The energy output is calibrated by attenuating the laser beam with neutral filters and directing it into a phototube; the current produced is then integrated.

358.569.4: 621.379.5: 535.61-2


The nonlinear mixing system discussed provides for the generation of the heat frequency between laser beams operating at different temperatures, and for the highly directional radiation of these microwaves.

358.569.4: 621.379.5: 535.61-2


Modes were observed in U:CaF, and ruby masers with a high-resolution spectrometer. Mode spacings are in reasonable agreement with theory.

358.569.4: 621.379.5: 535.61-2
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523.164 3659
Intense Shell Sources of Radio Emission.—H. van der Laan. (Mon. Not. R. astr. Soc., June 1962, Vol. 124, No. 2, pp. 179-187.) Observational evidence for the existence of shell sources is cited and conditions under which such sources might be formed are outlined.

523.164.3 3660

523.164.3 3661

523.164.3 3662

523.164.3 3663

523.164.3 3664

523.164.3 3665
Microwave Spectrum of Saturn.—F. D. Drake. (Nature, Lond., 1st Sept. 1962, Vol. 195, No. 4844, pp. 893-894.) Results of observations at 10 cm on Saturn, combined with those of Cook et al. (133 of 1961), indicate that the emissions are almost entirely of thermal origin.

523.164.3 3666

523.164.3 3667

523.165 3668

523.165 3669

523.165 3670

523.165 3671

523.165 3672
An Extremely Intense Electron Flux at 1 000-Kilometre Altitude in the Auroral Zone.—B. J. O'Brien & C. I. Laughlin. (J. geophys. Res., July 1962, Vol. 67, No. 7, pp. 2667-2672.) An intense flux of 'dumped' electrons at 1 000 km altitude was observed during the period 11-17. Variation in flux was detected by Explorer XII at several earth radii on the same day.

523.165 3673

523.165:523.75 3674

523.165:523.75 3675

523.165:523.75 3676

523.165:550.38 3677
The Magnetic Field of the Quiet-Time Proton Belt.—M. I. Fradkin & S. Chapman. (J. geophys. Res., July 1962, Vol. 67, No. 7, pp. 2643-2647.) The magnetic field of a model proton belt, which is analogous to that measured by Explorer XI, is computed numerically. The equatorial magnetic field at the earth's surface due to this belt is about 38 y.

523.165:550.385.4 3678
Geomagnetic-Storm Effects on Charged Particles. T. Ohayashi. (J. Geomagn. Geoelect., 1961, Vol. 13, Nos. 1/2, pp. 26-32.) The change in geomagnetic cutoff, for a model in which the magnetic storm is equivalent to an improved uniform field, is calculated; it compares favourably with observations of cosmic rays and ionospheric absorption.

523.165:550.385.4 3679
Cosmic-Ray Threshold Rigidity during the Magnetic Storm of November 12, 1960.—C. I. Hatton & P. L. Marsden. (Planet. Space Sci., July 1962, Vol. 10, No. 7, pp. 1145-1156.) During the storm the magnetic threshold rigidity for particles reaching the earth was lowered all over the world. That this reduction was anisotropic in longitude and latitude is calculated from the geomagnetic lines of force on the night side of the earth.

523.165:551.391.5 3680

523.3:551.594.5:621.396.677 3681
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Part 1—Observations of Meteors (pp. 585-597).

Part 2—Observations of the Aurora Borealis (pp. 599-607). The observations were made with a high-power transmitter installed on the Jodrell Bank 250-ft radio telescope.

523.746.5 5262

523.75 5263

523.75; 523.165; 550.385.4 5264

520.37 5265

550.385.4 + 551.594.5 5266

550.385.4; 523.75 5267
Dependence of Interval between Flare and Associated Sun-Ion-Commencement Storms on Pre-Condition—M. W. Haurwitz. (J. geophys. Res., July 1962, Vol. 67, No. 7, pp. 2979-2982.) The time delay between a sudden commencement and its 'parent' flare is least for those s.c.s which have been preceded by high magnetic activity.

550.385.4; 523.75 5268

551.507.362.1+2 5269

551.507.362.1 5270

551.507.362.2 5271

551.507.362.2 5272

551.507.362.2 5273

551.507.365+ 523.164.32 5274
Scattering and Conversion Cross-Sections in Inhomogeneous Plasma. M. H. Cohen. (J. geophys. Res., July 1962, Vol. 67, No. 7, pp. 2729-2739.) A general scattering theory is developed for a magnetic-field-free plasma, allowing for both transverse and longitudinal waves. Special features of the cross-section formulae are discussed and ionospheric incoherent-scatter experiments and solar r.f. bursts are considered quantitatively.

551.510.355 5275
Corpuscular Heating of the Upper Atmosphere.—H. K. Piatekzold. (J. geophys. Res., July 1962, Vol. 67, No. 7, pp. 2741-2744.) Satellite drag data are used to examine the dependence of temperature on solar activity. Two-thirds of the energy is due to corpuscles from ultraviolet radiation, and one-third from interplanetary corpuscles.

551.510.355 5276

551.510.355 5277
D-Region Ionization by Solar X-Rays.—J. G. Popoff & R. C. Whitten. (J. geophys. Res., July 1962, Vol. 67, No. 7, pp. 2966-2980.) By using the X-ray spectra reported by Kreplin (4057 of 1961) it is shown that X rays can make an important contribution to ionization in the range 70-90 km, at least during periods of sunspot maximum.

551.510.353 5278
Electron Cooling in the D Region.—A. Dalgarso & R. J. Moffett. (Planet. Space Sci., July 1962, Vol. 9, pp. 355-369.) A theoretical treatment for $N_{e}$ and $O_{3}$ from which the mean rate of electron energy loss is calculated for gas temperatures in the range 100-1000 K.

551.510.353 5279
The Reflection Characteristics of a Patchy Sporadic-E Layer.—J. D. Whitehead. (J. atmos. terr. Phys., Aug. 1962, Vol. 24, pp. 681-684.) An explanation is given of the inextensivity of $f_{k}$ and $f_{e}$ from which the electron density of the layer can be calculated.

551.510.353 5280
The Thermal Balance of the Ionospheric F Region. —C. H. Gummack. (J. atmos. terr. Phys., Aug. 1962, Vol. 24, pp. 691-699.) Heating of the F region by ionizing radiation, and cooling by convection and ionization, are considered. When simplification is made, the equations can be solved to give the variation of temperature with height and local time.

551.510.353 5281

551.510.353 5282
A172


551.510.535: 621.3.087.4 3709 An Electronically Scanned Panoramic Ionospheric Recorder. — L. D. Wilson. (J. Res. nat. Bur. Stand., June 1962, Vol. 63, No. 2, pp. 89-97.) Linear or logarithmic sweeps of variable duration for the frequency range of 0-1-20 Mc/s or any part of that range may be made. The transmitter which operates normally at 5-5 ke/s ± 1 db, has a subsidiary amplifier to boost the output to 44 kW ± 3 db. See 517 of February (Heisler & Wilson).

551.510.535: 621.396.674.3 3710 The Impedance of a Short Cylindrical Dipole in the Ionosphere. — Bramley. (See 3581.)


551.510.536 3712 'Scale Frequency' of the Exosphere. — R. L. Dowden. (Nature, Lond., 8th Sept. 1962, Vol. 195, No. 4845, pp. 984-985.) The parameter 'scale frequency' is defined in terms of the whistler nose frequency and the gyro-frequency. Applications to theoretical studies on a model or real exosphere are noted.


551.594.6: 551.10.536 3719 On the Origin of 'Very-Low-Frequency' Emissions. — H. Ume (J. atmos. terr. Phys., Aug. 1962, Vol. 24, pp. 685-689.) The magneto-ionic theory for drifting plasma is applied to the theory of the origin of v.l.f. emissions. The frequency at which there will be interaction, and possibly amplification, between two different streams of electrons is found. Physical phenomena are explained by interaction between several streams of electrons of different plasma frequency and different velocity.

551.594.6: 621.391.92 3720 On the Spectrum of Terrestrial Radio Noise at Extremely-Low Frequencies. — Kamer. (See 3848.)

Location and Aids to Navigation


Materials and Subsidary Techniques

537.37: 537.286 3726


537.227 3727


537.227: 546.431 3728


537.227: 546.431 3729


537.227: 546.431 3730


537.227: 621.318.5 3731

Increase in Dielectric Constant during Switching in Barium Titanate and Triglycine Sulphate.—E. Patuzzo. (J. Appl. Phys., Aug. 1962, Vol. 33, No. 8, pp. 2588-2596.) Measurements at frequencies up to 2 Gc/s reveal two relaxation frequencies, one previously measured by Landauer et al. (1956) and a new one at much higher frequencies: 100 Mc/s for triglycine sulphate and above 2 Gc/s for BaTiO3.

537.228.1 3732


537.228.1 3733


537.228.1: 538.222 3734

The Generation of Microwave Phonons for Studying the Spin-Lattice Inter-
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537.311.33 3741

Space-Charge-Layer Width and Capacitance of Symmetrical Step Junctions.—C. C. Wang. (Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs, Aug. 1962, Vol. 50, No. 8, pp. 1838-1839.) For step junctions the inductance effect noted at high forward bias voltages is associated with the drop of carrier levels in the neutral regions in which the corresponding carriers are majority carriers.

537.311.33 3743


537.311.33: 535.215 3744


537.311.33: 535.215 3745


537.311.33: 535.215 3746

Theory of Photoelectric Emission from Semiconductors.—E. O. Kane. (Phys. Rev., 1st July 1962, Vol. 127, No. 1, pp. 131-141.) The variation of yield with energy near threshold is found for a general band structure, and for several predissociation and scattering mechanisms. The distributions of the emitted carriers in energy and direction are also calculated.

537.311.33: 537.228 3747


537.311.33: 537.312.9 3748

Resistance of Elastically Deformed Shallow p-n Junctions.—W. Rindner. (J. Appl. Phys., Aug. 1962, Vol. 33, No. 8, pp. 2479-2480.) The resistance of diodes and alloyed junctions was found to be highly sensitive to stress under both forward and reverse bias.

537.311.33: 538.614 3749

Oscillatory Interband Faraday Rotation and Voigt Effect in Semiconductors.—Y. Nishina, J. Kolodziejecz & B. Lax.


In a - Fe,0 7 S 6 Thin Films of Iron. — Y. Gone). (J. Phys. Chem. Solids, July 1962, Vol. 23, pp. 1023-1025.) Lattice spacings and unit cell volumes were found over the complete range of composition.


Recombination Radiation Emitted by Gallium Arsenide. — R. J. Keys & T. M. Quist. (Proc. Inst. Radio Eng., Aug. 1962, Vol. 50, No. 8, pp. 1822-1823.) Measurements of emitted radiation intensity on diffused GaAs diodes biased in the forward direction indicate that at 77 K the efficiency in converting injected holes and photons of energy close to the band gap may be as high as 85% for these diodes. Data on spectral distribution and speed of response for this radiation are given.


Free-Carrier Absorption in p-Type PbTe. — H. R. Riedl. Rev., 1st July 1962, Vol. 9, No. 2, pp. 39-41.) The results of measurements of emitted radiation intensity on diffused GaAs diodes biased in the forward direction indicate that at 77 K the efficiency in converting injected holes and photons of energy close to the band gap may be as high as 85% for these diodes. Data on spectral distribution and speed of response for this radiation are given.

Recombination Radiation Emitted by Gallium Arsenide. — R. J. Keys & T. M. Quist. (Proc. Inst. Radio Eng., Aug. 1962, Vol. 50, No. 8, pp. 1822-1823.) Measurements of emitted radiation intensity on diffused GaAs diodes biased in the forward direction indicate that at 77 K the efficiency in converting injected holes and photons of energy close to the band gap may be as high as 85% for these diodes. Data on spectral distribution and speed of response for this radiation are given.


Partial-Switching Processes in Thin Magnetic Films. W. Dietrich. IBM J. Res. Developm., July 1962, Vol. 6, No. 3, pp. 368-374. The partial switching which occurs when rapidly rising field pulses with amplitudes just beyond the rotational threshold are applied to the film, is ascribed to inhomogeneities. An unexpected creep effect is also reported.


A New Technique for Measuring Hall-Effect Coefficients. H. Hamner. (Semiconductor Prod., June 1962, Vol. 5, No. 6, pp. 35-36.) A general description of a method which discriminates strongly against ohmic drop and stray induced potentials. An alternating magnetic field and constant current are used.


A Method of Measuring Static Dielectric Constant Especially of Materials with Long Relaxation Times. N. Clark. J. Inst. Elect. Engrs, Jun, 1962, Vol. 13, No. 2, pp. 81-88. The method is based on the measurement of charge using a high gain d.c. amplifier connected as an integrator. The measurement time can be extended to several hours by using the integrator as a null detector of charge. Typical curves of charge and discharge as a function of time are given for four types of capacitor.


An Absolute Microwave Attenuator. P. F. Mariner. Proc. Inst. Elect. Engrs, Part B, Sept. 1962, Vol. 109, No. 47, pp. 415 419. The construction and method of operation of a rotary attenuator are described, and the errors that may arise in its use are analysed. Results are given for a 3-em attenuator which has been compared with a precision piston attenuator operating at 60 Mc.


for the measurement of the Hall effect in illuminated samples with mobility as low as 0.7 cm² V⁻¹ sec⁻¹ over the temperature range 77-450 K.

621.317.7 621.391.8423

621.317 621.391.822 3824

OTHER APPLICATIONS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONICS

621.362 621.387 3825

621.362 621.397 3826
Origin of the Oscillations in a Low-Pressure Thermionic Converter. — P. Mazur. (J. appl. Phys., Aug. 1962, Vol. 33, No. 8, p. 2653.) By integrating the Vlasov equation, it is shown that the stationary states previously believed to be the cause of small current oscillations do not exist in just that region of the IV characteristic where the oscillations are observed.

621.362 621.397.143 3827

621.375 621.372.44 621.313.13 3828

621.385 3829
An Arrangement for the Magnetization of Objects in Electron Microscopes. — E. Fuchs & W. Lasik. (Optik, Stuttgart, June 1962, Vol. 19, No. 6, pp. 307-310.) The method described facilitates the investigation of magnetic structures in the presence of external fields and incorporates a system of automatic compensation for the image movement due to the magnetic field changes.

621.385 3830

621.385 3833

621.385 3833
Change of the Electron-Microscope Image Contrast at the Transition Amorphous-Crystalline and Liquid-Crystalline. — L. Reimer. (Naturwissenschaften, July 1962, Vol. 49, No. 13, pp. 297-298.) Possible applications of the contrast changes are suggested with reference to results obtained with In.

621.387 3833

621.391.812.63 3834

621.391.812.63 3835
Obstacle Gain and Shadow Loss. — G. H. Grenier. (Microwave J., July 1962, Vol. 5, No. 7, pp. 60-69.) A practical method of determining path losses to within several db is given, using simple 'knife-edge' analysis as the first approach.

621.391.812.63 3836
Study of Radio Wave Propagation in Sweep-Frequency Pulse Transmission Tests in Japan. — Y. Aono. (J. Radio Res. Labs., Japan, March 1962, Vol. 9, No. 42, pp. 125-200.) The experimental procedure, observational results and analysis for propagation paths of 1 090 and 1 840 km are given. Vertical-incident soundings were made simultaneously with the oblique measurements.

621.391.812.63 3837

621.391.812.63 3838
The Effect of a Solar Flare on the Frequency of High-Frequency Ground Back Scatter. — G. H. Barry & P. R. Widess. (J. geophys. Res., July 1962, Vol. 67, No. 7, pp. 2707-2714.) Fixed-azimuth back-scatter radar equipment operating at 25 Mc/s was used to investigate the ionospheric effects of a Class 2 flare. The observed sudden frequency shift of ground back-scatter is attributed to a rapid change in ionization density in a nondissipative layer 40 100 km thick.

621.391.812.63 621.391.812.63 3839

621.391.812.63 3840
Attenuation Coefficients for Propagation at Very Low Frequencies (V.L.F.) during a Sudden Ionospheric Disturbance (S.I.D.). — E. F. Bresnahan. (Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs, Nov. Dec. 1961, Vol. 65D, No. 6, pp. 543-546.) Atmospheric-noise records for the frequency range 3-5 50 kc/s are analysed. The onset of S.I.D. conditions has little effect on attenuation above this range and a pronounced increase below 12 ke/s. An improved atmospheric-noise recorder is proposed which is capable of discriminating between source effects and propagation influences.

621.391.812.63 3841
Magnetio-ionic Duct Propagation Time (Whistler Mode) versus Geomagnetic Latitude at 4 kc/s. — C. A. Greenman. (Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs, Aug. 1962, Vol. 50, No. 8, p. 1852.) Simplified analysis showing that a graph of the propagation time as a function of geomagnetic latitude of origin may have a flat portion or one of negative slope.

621.391.812.63 3842

621.391.814.2 3843
Propagation of Electromagnetic Step Functions over a Conducting Medium. — P. E. Mijnarends. (J. appl. Phys., Aug. 1962, Vol. 33, No. 8, pp. 2356-2358.) "A theoretical treatment is presented of the behaviour of various components of the electromagnetic field generated by a horizontal electric dipole, embedded in a homogeneous conducting half-space, and excited by a step-function current."


Noise Predictions. — J. R. Herman. (J. Instn Radio Engrs, Aug. 1962, Vol. 6, No. 59, pp. 360-367.) Two simple types of decoder operating from the discriminator of a normal f.m. receiver are described in which low- and high-pass filters are avoided. For a similar description see Wireless World, Oct. 1962, Vol. 68, No. 10, pp. 487-491.


The Characteristic of a Semiconducto- p-n Junction at High Current Densities. — L. Roher. (Z. angew. Phys., June 1962, Vol. 14, No. 6, pp. 347-352.) The static and dynamic characteristics of a Ge diode are obtained and the results analysed with reference to Stacev's theory (e.g. 1417 of 1960). At high current levels the forward inductance is suddenly reduced which results in a negative-resistance section of the dynamic characteristic.
Electron-Beam Microanalysis of Germanium Tunnel Diodes.—M. I. Nathan & S. H. Moll. (IBM J. Res. Develop., July 1962, Vol. 6, No. 3, pp. 375-377.) Small regions of solid specimens are excited by a finely focused beam of high-energy electrons. An X-ray spectrometer is used to observe the characteristic emission lines of the atoms in the sample. Results of a quantitative analysis of impurities in tunnel diodes are given.


The Static Characteristics of Transistors: Parts 1-3.—R. Paul. (Nach-Tech., May-July 1962, Vol. 12, Nos. 5-7, pp. 168-172, 218-221 & 266-271.) Summary of the main results of theoretical and experimental investigations of the static characteristics of transistors, including operation outside the normal working range.


Inductance from a Field-Effect Tet rode.—P. J. Enter & B. L. H. Wilson. (Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs, Aug. 1962, Vol. 50, No. 8, pp. 1828-1829.) Bias conditions are proposed for a field-effect tet rode acting as gyrator to simulate an inductance of very high Q-value. A suitable design for the gyrator is given.


New Infrared-Generating Diode Transmits Television over Modulated Light Ray.—T. Maguire. (Electronics, 27th July 1962, Vol. 35, No. 30, pp. 24-25.) Zinc-diffused GaAs diodes can be used to transmit television signals, although the output is not coherent.

The Construction of a Stable Field Cathode.—Z. Hájek & L. Eckertová. (Naturwissenschaften, May 1962, Vol. 49, No. 5, p. 291.) Stable currents and repeatable results were achieved with cold cathodes of the type Al-Al₂O₃-metal (e.g. Ag, Au, Pt). The requisite conditions for such operation are summarized and advantages over the porous type of cathode (e.g. 350 of 1960) are mentioned.
Speed Computer.—O. H. Schede, Sr. (RCA Rev., June 1962, Vol. 23, No. 2, pp. 246-284.) The classical space-current solution is shown to be adequate for modern close-spaced thermionic valves. A computer is programmed to calculate complete FET characteristics from basic input data, with corrections for space-charge effects and initial electron velocities.

621.385.6

3889

Electrokinetic Vortex Beams.—H. W. König. (Mech. elektr. Übertragung, June 1962, Vol. 16, No. 6, pp. 271-292.) The characteristics of vortex beams are derived theoretically with particular emphasis on energy relations. See also 1099 of March (Riedler).

621.385.6: 537.339

3890

Axial Quasi-Brillouin Streams.—M. H. Miller. (J. appl. Phys., July 1962, Vol. 33, No. 7, pp. 2247-2248.) "A non-linear model for axially uniform electron streams is postulated and conditions for which the model is consistent with physical requirements are derived. The character of the current density profiles permitted by the model are discussed." Description of analysis of rectilinear flows see 330 of January.

621.385.6: 632.269.1

3891


621.385.6: 632.269.1

3892

Electron Guns for Forming Solid Beams of High Pervance and High Convergence.—R. D. Frost, O. T. Purl & H. R. Johnson. (Proc. Inst. Radio Engs, Aug. 1962, Vol. 50, No. 8, pp. 1800-1807.) Two methods of design are described and data are given of three types of electron gun developed by these techniques.

621.385.6: 537.13

3893


621.385.623.2

3894

Optimum R.F. Field Distribution of Membrane Cavities.—K. Bluetkjaer & B. Grung. (J. Electronics Control, June 1962, Vol. 12, No. 6, pp. 441-450.) Mathematical analysis relating to the design of monotron oscillators for maximum negative small-signal electronic conduction. The optimum field distribution is shown in a number of graphs for various d.c. gap transit angles and space-charge densities.

621.385.623.2

3895

Optimization oF R.F. voltage Amplitudes and Gap Spacing of Generalized Floating-Drift-Tube Oscillators.—K. Bluetkjaer. (J. Electronics Control, June 1962, Vol. 12, No. 6, pp. 461-499.) A detailed analysis of a monotron oscillator with an interaction region comprising a number of narrow gaps separated by drift tubes. The conditions for maximum conversion efficiency are determined.

621.385.624

3896


621.385.63

3897

The Beam Maser—a Unique Depressed Collector for Crossed-Field Travelling-Wave Tubes.—J. M. Oesperchuk. (Microwave J., July 1962, Vol. 5, No. 7, pp. 75-78.) A 30% increase in the power output of standard M-type backward-wave oscillators has been achieved by the addition of a collector internally connected to the cathode so as to reduce the anode current for a given beam current.

621.385.63

3898


621.385.63: 637.59: 632.49

3899

Paradox Effects in Transverse Electron-Beam Waves.—P. A. H. Hart. (J. appl. Phys., Aug. 1962, Vol. 33, No. 8, pp. 2401-2408.) Theory is presented concerning the attenuation of the original beam waves, the fast, the slow, and the generation of noise waves if part of the beam is intercepted. See also 1833 of 1960 (Siegmund).

621.385.63: 637.59: 632.49

3900

Transverse Electron-Beam Noise Described by Filamentary Beam Parameters.—K. Bluetkjaer. (J. appl. Phys., Aug. 1962, Vol. 33, No. 8, pp. 2409-2414.) The equivalence of the microwave noise beam and the theoretically equivalent modulated filamentary beam is demonstrated. The frequency components of the equivalent filamentary beam modulation are calculated.

621.385.63: 637.59: 632.44

3901


621.385.64

3902

Electron Trajectories in a Magnetron.—C. G. Lejne, J. W. Louis, I. Silverman & R. C. Gunther. (J. Electronics Control, Aug. 1962, Vol. 13, No. 2, pp. 89-122.) The problem of electron trajectories in an oscillating magnetron was investigated numerically by analysis using Hartree's method of self-consistent fields. The trajectories so obtained do not converge to a self-consistent result until the requirement of space-charge-limited cathode emission is dropped.

621.385.832

3903


621.385.832

3904


621.387: 632.620

3905

Extended-Space-Charge Theory in Low-Pressure Thermionic Converters.—McIntyre. (See 3826.)

621.387: 632.620

3906

Origin of the Oscillations in a Low-Pressure Thermionic Converter.—Mazur. (See 3826.)

621.387: 632.620

3907

The Direct Conversion of Heat into Electrical Energy by means of Rare-Gas-Filled Thermionic Valves.—Bloss. (See 3827.)

621.387: 632.620

3908


621.96: 1723 + 55

3909


(a) Space Research.—M. Galay (pp. 251-257. In French).

(b) Plasma Physics.—F. Ludi (pp. 257-261. In German).

(c) Maser and Laser: their Physical Principles and Possible Applications.—B. Erschl (pp. 265-278. In German).

(d) Telecommunications with the Aid of Artificial Earth Satellites.—W. Klein (pp. 273-286. In German).
Comment

59 Numerical Control of Machine Tools by H. Ogden, B.Sc.(Eng.)
The application of electronic and numerical control to machine tools has developed at a great pace over the last decade. Some of the current uses are described in this article.

66 Industrial Temperature Measurement by K. A. Fletcher
A new form of thermometer for industrial application is described. It is based upon the mercury-in-glass thermometer, but remote indication of temperature is easily achieved and an expanded scale about any desired mean can be arranged.

70 Vacuum and Gas Photocells by J. Sharpe, B.Sc.
There are so many industrial applications of photo-electric cells, that a wide variety of types of cell is needed to meet the requirements. This article describes the characteristics of cells in which the action takes place in an evacuated or gas-filled envelope, usually of glass.

75 Flight Simulators
Simulators are being increasingly used for training purposes because they are cheaper and safer than using real aircraft. Efforts are continually being made to improve the degree of simulation and in this article is described the latest development, a colour picture of an airfield viewed by a colour television camera under the control of a computer.

Describes a graphical way of determining the magnetic field produced by a current in a strip. This is a problem which must often be solved in designing some kinds of stores for computers.

94 Thin Film Transistor
A new type of transistor, which can be manufactured by thin-film deposition techniques, is described. It is at present in the experimental stage, but it could well be an important development in microminiaturization.

96 Memory and Learning Circuits by B. R. Wilkins, B.Sc.(Eng.)
After definitions of the more important terms used, and a discussion of points arising from these definitions, descriptions are given of some practical learning and memory machines.

101 Conversion Loss in Rectifier Modulators by D. P. Howson, M.Sc.
Continuing the discussion of rectifier modulators, this part of the article deals with the effect of negative feedback on stabilizing conversion loss.

continued overleaf
104 Remote Alarm for Unattended Plant by R. E. Martin
This article describes a radio transmitter capable of automatically sending telegraphic or speech alarm signals from outstations. Designed for the Electricity Supply and Gas Industries the equipment may find applications in other industries.

110 Thermoelectric Cooling by J. E. Bean
For long a textbook curiosity, the Peltier effect has become a practicable method of small-scale refrigeration. This is a consequence of the development of semiconductors and very compact units are now available.

114 And Or Nor Nand
This article explains the meaning of these logical terms which are now so widely applied to certain electronic apparatus used in computers and control equipment.
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Next Month

Among the articles in next month's issue will be one on the use of ultrasonics for grading pigs. Another article will deal with industrial applications of stroboscopes and there will be a discussion of the properties of solid-state photocells.
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A soldering bit goes ten times as far ... does ten times as much work when it is used only with Ersin Multicore Savbit Alloy. Replacement of bits can be a heavy, recurring, maintenance cost. The small percentage of copper in Ersin Multicore Savbit Alloy reduces bit wear and prolongs the working life of bits as much as ten times.

Send for this interesting booklet

Laboratory engineers and technicians are invited to write on their Company's letterheading for the latest edition of Modern Solders. It contains technical and background information, tables of data on alloys, gauges and temperatures.

Ersin Multicore Savbit Alloy is manufactured under sole British Licence of Patent No. 721,881 — by

MULTICORE SOLDERS LIMITED, MULTICORE WORKS,
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS.

(BOXMOOR 3636)
All measuring data,
all monitoring data,
all programming data,
are recorded simultaneously by
the LIE-BELIN T 500
and they become reproduceable
readily and repeatedly
with an accuracy
as high as 1/1000 th
and this, at frequencies
ranging from DC to 200 kc/s.

Data tape recorder

T.500
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From this new range of standard Apparatus Panels and Racks and Electronic Equipment Units, Plant and Instrumentation Engineers can now develop a wide variety of measurement and control systems with substantial savings in cost and space.

The advantages are many - lower capital costs, savings in time and money in installation, easy maintenance and inspection, adaptability, flexibility and substantial savings in space.

This equipment creates the opportunity for every organisation to bring automatic inspection, measurement and control into its operation. To obtain more information you need only contact us.

Some Suggested Applications
- Automatic Inspection
- Warning and Timing Systems
- Data Distribution
- Parameter Measurements
- Function Plotting

These are only a few. From the range of standard units a low-cost system for most purposes can be devised.

Complete Control - Measurement - Warning Systems in compact ‘build-up’ Units

James Scott (Electronic Engineering) Ltd

68 BROCKVILLE STREET,
CARNTYNE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GLASGOW.
TEL: SHETTLESTON 4206
Plug-in amplifiers turn this portable oscilloscope into a versatile laboratory system

One oscilloscope with plug-in amplifiers provides a compact portable instrument capable of tackling an extremely wide range of applications at a cost normally associated with instruments of limited potentiality. All connections are made internally as the unit slides home. All or any of the basic range of amplifiers can be supplied, or special units can be built to requirements. Exceptionally bright traces, easy to read and record, are insured by use of a PDA tube of advanced design operating at 3.5 KV.

A General purpose amplifier, dual range
1. D.C. — 6 Mc/s at 100 mV/cm.
2. D.C. — 500 Kc/s at 10 mV/cm.

B Differential amplifier
Maximum sensitivity 1 mV/cm D.C. — 100 Kc/s. High common-mode rejection.

C Ultra high gain amplifier
Maximum sensitivity 100 µV/cm, 5 c/s to 75 Kc/s.

WIDE RANGE CALIBRATED TIME BASE has 18 per-set sweep speeds from 1 µsec/cm to ½ sec/cm (or slower if necessary) and a variable control covering intermediate speeds.

VERSATILE TRIGGERING CIRCUIT allows two modes of triggering:
1. Automatic synchronisation. The time base locks automatically to any frequency between a few cycles and 1 Mc/s at any input level.
2. Selective triggering. Enables the time base to be triggered from any selected point on the input waveform.

NEW D.C. COUPLED FLYBACK BLANKING ensures uniform trace brightness at slow sweep speeds and complete flyback suppression.

ILLUMINATED GRATICULE facilitates accurate measurements.

£112
(with General Purpose Amplifiers)

£125

A General purpose amplifier, dual range
1. D.C. — 6 Mc/s at 100 mV/cm.
2. D.C. — 500 Kc/s at 10 mV/cm.

B Differential amplifier
Maximum sensitivity 1 mV/cm D.C. — 100 Kc/s. High common-mode rejection.

C Ultra high gain amplifier
Maximum sensitivity 100 µV/cm, 5 c/s to 75 Kc/s.

WIDE RANGE CALIBRATED TIME BASE has 18 per-set sweep speeds from 1 µsec/cm to ½ sec/cm (or slower if necessary) and a variable control covering intermediate speeds.

VERSATILE TRIGGERING CIRCUIT allows two modes of triggering:
1. Automatic synchronisation. The time base locks automatically to any frequency between a few cycles and 1 Mc/s at any input level.
2. Selective triggering. Enables the time base to be triggered from any selected point on the input waveform.

NEW D.C. COUPLED FLYBACK BLANKING ensures uniform trace brightness at slow sweep speeds and complete flyback suppression.

ILLUMINATED GRATICULE facilitates accurate measurements.
Hundreds and thousands...

...off-the-shelf — or specially designed for you. Insulators, Lugs, Stand-offs, Brackets, Terminal Boards, Chassis Fittings, etc. Watch-maker precision, rigid inspection, post-haste service.

As Mini-Tronic says:
'When time and space are tight,
HARWIN see you right' 
Just telephone or write

HARWIN ENGINEERS LTD • RODNEY RD • PORTSMOUTH HAMPSHIRE • TELEPHONE: PORTSMOUTH 35555 (4 lines)

GREAT FOR MINIATURE ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
For further information circle 208 on Service Card

**Electro-Magnetic COUNTERS**

**MODEL 442**

- 6 figures — adds or subtracts
- Resettable by hand — or non-resettable
- Standard Model — up to 500 counts per min
- High Speed Model — up to 1000 counts per min
- Standard Voltages:
  - DC: 12v, 24v, 48v, 110v
  - AC: 115v, 230v, 50c/s, 115v, 60c/s
- Base or Panel Mounted
- Panel size — 1-78 in (45.3 mm) × 1-250 in (31.8 mm)
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**MODEL 443**

- Adds or subtracts — or adds and subtracts
- Manual or Electric Reset, or non-reset
- Standard Models — up to 2100 counts per min
- High Speed Models up to 3000 counts per min
- Standard Voltages:
  - DC: 12v, 24v, 48v, 60v, 110v
  - AC: 115v, 250v, 50c/s, 115v, 60c/s
- Panel mounted only
- Panel size — 1-012 in (46.0 mm) × 2-75 in (69.0 mm)

![Model 443 Image](image2)

Write or telephone HOWard 2611 for fully descriptive literature

**English Numbering Machines Ltd**

**DEPT E7 QUEENSWAY ENFIELD MIDDLESEX**

Tel HOWard 2611

Grams Numgravco Enfield
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CIC EUROPEAN SERVICE announces:

**ON THE TARGET!**

WITH CIC

ELIMINATE LOADING ERRORS

Input shaft position corresponding to Range R

Input shaft position corresponding to Radar Elevation Angle \( \theta \)

**SINE-COSINE FILM POTS**

* 0.015% ACCURACY!

* INFINITE RESOLUTION!

Typical example of Radar Tracking System Problem:
To accurately locate target

- Loading Error and Quadrature: 35
- Resolution: 50
- Linearity: 8
- Quadrature due to Inductance: 0
- Resolution: 0
- Linearity (incl. load): 8

Range to Target: 50,000 yards
Radar Elevation Angle: 45°

Error with conventional Resolvers
Error with CIC Film Pots

- Loading Error and Quadrature
- Resolution
- Linearity

WRITE TO US OR TELEPHONE FOR COMPLETE DATA SHEETS

Radar Display and Tracking Systems, Intertial Guidance and Fire Control, Analogue and Air Data Computers, Tube Scanning, and many Control Applications are served with CIC Pots, linear and non-linear, from 1 inch to 5 inch diameter, single or multi-gang, with or without taps, including 3- and 10-turn types, and low-torque low-inertia units.

**FIRST IN FILM POTS**

Computer Controls Ltd., 19 Buckingham Street, London, W.C.2
TRAloger 2371
ALL GLASS twin panel tubes

**GENERAL DETAILS**

- **Twin Panel**
- **Rectangular Face**
- **Aluminised Screen**
- **Electrostatic Focus**
- **Short Neck**

- **Tinted Grey Glass**
- **110° Deflection Angle**
- **Silver Activated Phosphor**
- **Magnetic Deflection**
- **Straight Gun—non ion trap**
- **External Conductive Coating**
- **Heater for use in Series Chain**
- **Heater Current I h 0.3 A**
- **Heater Voltage V h 6.3 V**

**DESIGN CENTRE RATINGS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CME1906</th>
<th>CME2306</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Second and Fourth Anode Voltage V a2,a4(max)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Second and Fourth Anode Voltage V a2,a4(min)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Third Anode Voltage V a3(max)</td>
<td>+110 to +0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum First Anode Voltage V a1(max)</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Heater to Cathode Voltage—Heater Negative (d.c.) V h,k(max)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTER-ELECTRODE CAPACITANCES**

- **Cathode to All*: C a-all**
- **Grid to All*: G a-all**
- **Final Anode to External Conductive Coating (approx.) C a2,a4-M**

* Including AEI B8H Holder VH68/81 (8 pin)

**TYPICAL OPERATION**

- **Grid Modulation (Voltages referred to cathode)**
- **Second and Fourth Anode Voltage V a2,a4**
- **First Anode Voltage V a1**
- **Beam Current**
- **Third Anode Voltage for Focus (Mean) V a3(mean)**
- **Average Peak to Peak Modulating Voltage**
- **Grid Bias for Cut-off of Raster V g**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CME1906</th>
<th>CME2306</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16 to 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>40 to −77</td>
<td>40 to −77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS**

- **Overall Length**
- **Face Diagonal**
- **Face Width**
- **Face Height**
- **Neck Diameter**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CME1906</th>
<th>CME2306</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagonal</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>29.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CME1906</th>
<th>CME2306</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>317</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>491</td>
<td>614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>441</td>
<td>544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>361</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>29.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- | CME1906 | CME2306 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>631</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TUBE WEIGHT**

- **Nett (Approx.):**
- **Base: B8H**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CME1906</th>
<th>CME2306</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CME1906 and CME2306 are respectively 19in. and 23in. twin panel cathode-ray tubes. They differ from previous 19in. and 23in. tubes of the Mazda range in that each has a moulded safety panel of tinted glass bonded directly to the front face of the tube. In neck length and electrical characteristics these tubes are identical to CME1903 and CME2303 respectively, having 110° deflection angle and using magnetic deflection and electrostatic focus.
NEW MINIATURISED EQUIPMENT

PHILIPS

THREE-TERM CONTROLLER

for proportional, integral, and differential control

Philips Three-Term Controller PR7201 is the latest addition to Philips range of miniaturised equipment. Built to the same dimensions as the well-known Philips Miniature Recorder, its modular construction enables almost any control conditions to be met. Write (or 'phone Tulse Hill 4652) and ask for leaflet IM8-Q1.

SPECIFICATION

Input Signal 0........ 8 volts DC; 2........10 volts DC; 0........5 mA DC; 0........20 mA DC; 0........50 mA DC; 1........5 mA DC; 4........20 mA DC; 10........50 mA DC.

Input Load Depends on input signal; maximum input load 5000 ohms.

Accuracy of Input Deviation Meter ± 5% of measuring range.

Output Signal For standard version 1........5 mA DC direct or reverse acting.

Output Load For standard version 3000 ohms.

Accuracy of Output Meter ± 5% of output range.

Set Point Setting accurate within ± 0.5% of set point range.

P-action 3........300.... continuously adjustable.

I-action 2........1000 seconds in 20 logarithmic steps. Also infinite reset time (i.e. no integral action).

D-action 2........600 seconds in 11 logarithmic steps. Also zero rate time (i.e. no derivative action). At higher frequencies D-action does not exceed 10 x P-action (time derivative).

Zero Frequency Gain Higher than 200 at 100% P-action setting (i.e. Initial Proportional Band under 1°).

Max. Output Current (output terminals short circuited) 12 mA DC.

Maximum Output Voltage at Infinite Output Load 16 volts DC.


Power Supply 110-240 volts AC ± 10%, 40......50 c/s, 30 VA.

Maximum Permissible Ambient Temperature 45°C (113°F).

Net Weight 15 kg (33 lbs.).
The HED range of regulators are designed to provide voltage or current, stabilised at any desired level by manual control, or in response to an input signal from a temperature controller, radiation pyrometer, photo-electric cell, etc. Regulation is achieved by standard HED transistorised amplifier and reference units in conjunction with saturable reactors.

The highest degree of reliability is ensured by the use of these static devices.

**APPLICATIONS:**
- Laboratory Supplies,
- Electrolytic Machining, Test Supplies,
- Aircraft Supplies, Linear Accelerator Magnet Supplies, Motor Speed Control Supplies, etc.

**STABILISED RECTIFIER POWER PACKS**

HED Stabilised Rectifier Power Packs utilise a saturable reactor, transformer, semi-conductor amplifiers and reference system, the A.C. output being rectified and smoothed to give a D.C. output.

High speed response and high accuracy is a major feature of this system. Both single or three phase inputs can be utilised up to 300 KW, the regulation being ±1%, from no load to full load with mains voltage variations of −12% to +6%, and with ±2% frequency variation. Ripple is 4% or to specification.

Unstabilised rectifier power packs can also be built to customer specification.

**HIRST ELECTRONIC LTD.**

GATWICK ROAD • CRAWLEY • SUSSEX • Crawley 25721-2-3-4
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point-contact general purpose diodes

HG10
High forward conductance
Max. average power dissipation 80mW
Nominal capacitance at -10V 0.2pF
Operating and Storage temperature range -60°C to 90°C

TYPE APPROVED *CV 7041 *CV 448 & +CV 7130

HG50
Extremely high forward conductance
Stored charge at 10mA 400pC
Nominal capacitance at -10V 0.4pF
Max. average power dissipation 80mW

TYPE APPROVED *CV 7127

gold-bonded computer diodes

HG18
High forward conductance
6 Nanosec typical recovery time
Nominal capacitance at -1V 1.5pF

fast recovery computer diodes

WRITE NOW for complete data on the full range of Hughes semi-conductor products, which also includes:
- Silicon General Purpose and Computer Diodes
- Silicon Power Diodes and Rectifiers
- Voltage Reference Devices
- High Voltage Cartridge Rectifiers
- Voltage Variable Capacitors
- PNP and NPN Silicon Transistors

---

For further information circle 213 on Service Card
HERMETICALLY SEALED PLUGS

- Compression glass-to-metal seals.
- Leakage rates of 1, 0.1, and 0.01 micron cubic feet per hour at 15 psi.
- Pin contacts and shells are steel.
- Small shell sizes will withstand pressures up to 1,000 p.s.i. and larger sizes up to 500 psi.
- Ranges available include:
  - GS02 and BFH for MIL-C-5015 series connectors.
  - KPTH for MIL-C-2648 series connectors.
  - MC for MC sub-miniature series connectors.
  - KM for KO miniature connectors.
- Variations in shell style mountings including jam-nut, square and circular flanges, bulkhead fittings, etc.

US ARMY ORDNANCE CONNECTORS

- An extremely rugged weatherproof 12 pole connector ideal for prime mover/trailer applications, and arduous field conditions.
- Standardised by NATO.
- F. V. R. D. E., approved.
- Manufactured in steel hardware throughout.
- Cable connectors shrouded in tough neoprene.
- Positive locking engaging device.
- Cable units provided with self-closing moisture/dust covers.
- Self-closing moisture/dust flaps available for receptacles.
- Other insert arrangements up to 37 poles available.

STANDARD "K" CONNECTORS

- General purpose rugged multi-pole series.
- 8 shell sizes with up to 82 solder type contacts, including coaxial layouts.
- Lightweight aluminium alloy shells.
- Coarse thread quick-disconnect coupling.
- Wide variety of shell styles.
- Positive polarisation.
- Melamine insulators.
- Also available are hermetically sealed and high temperature ranges.

KO SERIES

- A general purpose lightweight multi-way connector with acme coarse thread coupling.
- Available in three basic shell sizes and four shell styles.
- Insert arrangements of 3, 10, 20, 30, 38 and 50 poles.
- High potential test voltages, from 1,350v. a.c., to 6,550v. a.c.
- Gold plated copper alloy contacts, rated 5 amperes. Solder type.
- Zytel insulation.
- Lightweight aluminium alloy shells.
- Hermetically sealed series with steel shells and contacts also available.

TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF CANNON CONNECTORS MADE IN GREAT BRITAIN

One tends to associate the symbol CANNON PLUGS with electrical connectors manufactured in the U.S.A., but in actual fact, over 60 per cent of the Cannon connectors sold in Great Britain are manufactured entirely at the Cannon factory in London.

The facilities of Cannon Electric (Great Britain) Limited, include:
- Connector research, development, design and engineering; a fully equipped test laboratory; machine and model shops; toolroom; injection and compression moulding machines; quality control and inspection, etc.

All the divisions of the Company are manned by highly competent, qualified personnel with many years background of technological "know-how". The Sales and Engineering Departments provide a Technical Service of the highest calibre and the Company will gladly undertake development contract work.

Cannon Electric (Great Britain) augments and supplements the activities of the parent company factories in the U.S.A., and contributes in no small way in helping to maintain the name CANNON as the world's foremost manufacturer of electrical connectors.

CANNON ELECTRIC (Great Britain) LTD., 168/172 OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.1. Tel: CLErkenwell 4954


Scandinavian Enquiries:
- Sweden: Ab Gosta Backstrom, Box 10808 Stockholm 12.
- Denmark: Tage Schouboe, 7 Skyttegade, Copenhagen.
- Norway: Morgenstierne & Co., Wessels Gate 6, Oslo.
- Finland: OY Chester AB, Helsingfors, N. Esplanadgaten 37 A., Helsinki.
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Accuracy

0.02% OF READING \(\pm\) 1 BIT

WITH THE
SOLARTRON
DIGITAL VOLTMETER
LM 1010-2

- 20 \(\mu\) Volt Resolution.
- Operational Simplicity.
- Thermocouple Ranges Scaled in °C.
- > 1000 M\(\Omega\) Input Impedance.
- 50 Conversions per Second.
- Automatic Polarity Indication.
- Print-Out Facilities.
- Solid State Switching and Logic.
- 20 \(\mu\) Volt — 1.5999 kV Dynamic Range.

APPLICATIONS
Measuring and recording any physical parameter convertible to voltage—VELOCITY, TEMPERATURE, LIQUID LEVEL, DISTANCE, ANGLE, ACCELERATION, MAGNETISM, WEIGHT, PRESSURE, FLOW, LIGHT—as in the following fields—

- ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
- NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
- PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
- POWER GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION
- CHEMICAL PROCESS ENGINEERING
- AERODYNAMIC RESEARCH
- MEDICAL RESEARCH
- ANALOGUE COMPUTING

FOR FULL DETAILS WRITE TO
SOLARTRON LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS LTD.
COX LANE, CHESSINGTON, SURREY.
TELEPHONE: LOWer Hook 5252
TELEX: 23842 SOLARTRON CHESS.
CABLES: SOLARTRON CHESSINGTON
BUT STC COMPONENT RELIABILITY REMAINS INVARIABLE

Capacitors • Crystal Filters • Ferrites • Germanium Diodes • Germanium Photocells
Hermetic Seals • High Stability Resistors • Infra-red Filters • Ionisation Gauges
Klystrons • Magnetic Materials • Magnetic Recording Heads • Quartz Crystals • Relays
Selenium Rectifiers • Silicon Rectifiers • Silistors • Suppressors • Thermal Delay
Switches • Thermistors • Thermocouples • Transistors • Travelling Wave Tubes
Toroidal Chokes and Transformers • Tunnel Devices • Vacuum Capacitors • Valves
Uniselectors • Zener Diodes

Write or telephone for booklet M/103, which outlines
the range and lists the technical publications available

RELIABILITY—THE FOURTH DIMENSION IN STC COMPONENTS

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
COMPONENTS GROUP: FOOTSCRAY • SIDCUP • KENT • FOOTSCRAY 3333
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Comment

It is now fashionable to talk about learning machines, by which is meant machines which can be taught to perform desired functions. Elsewhere in this issue some of their elementary principles are discussed. Such machines in any useful form still lie very much in the future, but the idea of the learning machine has captured people's imagination.

However, we seriously wonder if 'learning' is the right word. It seems to us that the idea of learning necessarily implies the idea of consciousness, and no one has suggested that the machine has this. According to the dictionary, learning means the acquisition of knowledge or skill by study.

We suggest that these machines would more properly be called trainable machines. Training involves bringing to a desired state by instruction and practice. This is just what is done with these machines and the word does not involve such personal associations as 'learning'.

We ourselves think it desirable to avoid the use of personality labels for machines. We do not believe that electronic brains are brains, nor that computer memories are memories. We could at this point bring in an obvious quotation from Shakespeare. Instead, we will refer to B.S. 2641:1955 which deprecates 'memory' and says that the proper word is 'store'.

Road Accidents

There has so far been no widespread use of electronics to help in reducing road accidents. Closed-circuit television has found some application for traffic control in cities, and there are reports of experimental work, especially in the U.S.A., on the automatic control of vehicles. This includes most elaborate systems in which the speed and even steering of a car is taken completely out of the driver's control. They involve not only elaborate apparatus on the vehicle itself, but an elaborate system of buried guidance cables in the road. We suspect that it might be simpler to lay rails and turn cars into trams!

Without going to such lengths, electronics could help in road safety. It is technically possible for it to do so. A prevalent driving fault, which is responsible for many of the multiple car crashes, is following too closely behind another vehicle. It would not be difficult to prevent this with the aid of electronic apparatus.

A radar-like device, probably using ultrasonics, could be mounted in the front of a car and would produce an output proportional to the distance from the car in front. A simple logic
unit fed with this signal and with one from the car's speedometer could produce a control output which would act, first, to close the throttle and then, if necessary, to apply the brakes if the speed of the car exceeded the proper value for its distance from another car.

We doubt if many drivers would like the device, however, and few would be willing to pay for it, for it would not be cheap. We suspect that more people would be willing to fit it if it were used not to control one's own car but were turned round and used to display a large notice at the back to tell a following driver that he is too close!

Transatlantic Communication

The Post Office has a permanent exhibition of telecommunications equipment in Fleet Building, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4, which is open to the public. It now includes a model of an orbiting satellite with a tracking dish aerial.

It is a little over a hundred years since the first transatlantic telegraph cable was laid (1857). Telephony did not come until 1926 when the first two-way radio-telephone channel was established. Telephony by cable had to wait until 1956, for it necessitated submerged repeaters and it was not until then that they became practicable.

Now in 1962 the first experimental link using a radio repeater carried by an artificial satellite is being tested. Telstar has already shown its capabilities and successful television and multi-channel communications have taken place. In addition, business-machine type data has been transmitted at a rate approaching 1½ million words a minute.

Scientific Information

It is a commonplace that it is now a major problem to trace scientific information even when it is known to exist. So much material is published in so many places that, even with the aid of abstracting services, its retrieval is a real difficulty. So much is this the case that one American firm is reputed to find it cheaper to repeat previous work than to search for its record in the literature!

Some attempts are being made to harness electronic computers for searching for information, but the real answer has not yet been found. In the meantime new organizations to help in the problem keep being formed. One of the latest is the Scientific Documentation Centre Ltd. at Halbeath, Dunfermline.

The Centre already holds 3,500 spectra or sets of numerical spectral data. All types are collected, but primarily infra-red and ultra-violet. There is also a substantial collection of specialized data about methods of storing and retrieving information, particularly on electronic and photoelectric methods.

A Flight of Fancy

The intervals between the successive major steps in transatlantic communication are 69, 30 and 6 years. If the last were 9.3 years instead of 6, these numbers would be the cubes of 4.1, 3.1 and 2.1. However, the 6-years represents the interval to Telstar, which is experimental and not operational. If the sequence of numbers means anything, which is highly doubtful, it means that an artificial satellite system should be operational in 1965. Actually, this is by no means impossible, even if it is a little improbable.

We do not suggest that the figures are indicative of any law. However, the intervals 60, 30 and 6 years between successive major steps in the development of communications do show how the pace of development is increasing. It is an increase by no means confined to communications, but one which is occurring everywhere in technical development.
Some proven method of linear measurement is a fundamental requirement for the control of machine movements and Ferranti Ltd. have developed the Moire Fringe measuring system (Patent Nos. 760,321 and 810,478) which has been the keystone of the Company's basic work on numerical control.

The initial element of the measuring system is a length of optical diffraction grating having a line structure at right angles to the length of the grating and a precisely known number of lines to the inch.

When two sections of such a grating are superimposed, at a slight angle with respect to each other, a Moire fringe pattern, with an approximately sinusoidal distribution of density, is produced as a result of the integrated interference effects caused by the angular intersection of the individual lines on each grating. Effectively, this is a greatly magnified pattern in which individual lines are easily separated.

When one grating is moved with respect to the other in a direction at right angles to this line structure, the fringe pattern travels at right angles to the direction of movement. The sense of this pattern movement being dependent on the direction of relative travel of the two gratings. The width of one fringe can be made sufficiently large to cover the full area of the index grating, which is 0.375 in. square. Fig. 1. Thus, a relative movement of one line between the main and index gratings will cause this field to go through a complete cycle of light intensity if a beam of parallel light is projected through it.

A photosensitive element integrating the light over this

Use of Adlo-X printer with a control system so that a permanent record is obtained

* Numerical Control Division, Ferranti Ltd., Dalkeith.
Typical application of the Ferranti electronic measuring system

In practice, it is required to have additional information about the direction of travel, otherwise errors will be introduced when any vibration or inadvertent reversal occurs. In order to take account of direction, it is necessary to view the pattern over two areas, the mean density variation in which differs in phase preferably by 90°. If this is the case, then electrical outputs from the photosensitive elements will be in the form of approximately sinusoidal variations in quadrature with this two-phase system containing complete and continuous information about the relative movement of the two gratings. The number of complete cycles or fractions of a cycle will indicate the total movement, the frequency will be a measure of the velocity and the direction of phase rotation will reveal the motion, and thus it is possible to use the Moiré fringe effect to measure digitally lengths to a very high order of accuracy. The general arrangement of the optical system is sketched in Fig. 1.

By the use of high-speed transistorized counting circuits, with safeguards in respect to checking facilities, both of the counter and of the input signal levels, digital display techniques have been made available to industry for basic measurement for inspection and manufacturing purposes.

The operation of the input circuits is continuously monitored by an input check facility which will detect failure of any part of the input circuits and also indicate faulty operation due to excessive speed or inadequate photocell signal. This check operates from the logical sequence of pulses appearing within the counter and provision is made to detect any change in this sequence which would indicate the missing of a pulse from the grating system.

Additionally, the operation of the counter stages is continuously monitored by a ternary check facility which detects the counting error of one or more digits in any decade stage by means of ternary logic. In brief, each decade of the counter, starting from the most significant, is divided electronically by three, the ternary remainder being passed to the next lowest stage, resulting in a final ternary remainder after all successive decades have been operated on, which is compared with the state of a separate ternary counter derived independently from the input circuits.

The input and ternary check circuits on the basic counter operate red warning lamps located near the decimal display and give automatic indication of the presence of a fault.

The inherent accuracy and flexibility of electronic measurement give the important operator facility of being able to zero the numerical display at any arbitrary datum and to reverse the counting direction, thus avoiding the perennial addition and subtraction calculations which result from the use of vernier and optical measuring scales.

A wide range of applications is now in hand ranging from jig borers to large lathes and horizontal boring machines. In each case the direct universal measurement achieved by electronics improves the setting time and accuracy, thus creating conditions for increased productivity with improved quality.
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Manual Inspection

One of the interesting areas for the application of moire fringe linear measurement scales has been for inspection purposes. The Ferranti Inspection Machine is an example of the use of this technique whereby the movements of the machine are recorded continuously by x and y digital-counter displays with the ability to reset datum and reverse counting direction as and when required. The machine movements are achieved with the use of kinematic slides which enable the machine to be positioned manually and extremely rapidly with a resulting high inspection rate.

The machine has had an extremely good reception in this country and the U.S.A. by virtue of its performance on universal two-dimensional techniques for production inspection.

In addition to direct operator display, machines have been equipped with a print-out facility operated by a conventional foot pedal, whereby the indicated position may be printed out on an Addo-X printer for permanent record purposes. Facilities are provided whereby the sequence number of each inspection operation is automatically prefixed to the x and y co-ordinate dimensions recorded, and by manual use of the Addo-X keyboard, additional information may be printed for part identification purposes.

Point-to-Point Inspection

For point-to-point co-ordinate inspection purposes the Ferranti Co-ordinate Positioning system has been associated with the H.P.E. Measuring Machine which is used for three-dimensional inspection of large areas by means of x and y, dial or tape set instructions, resulting in an automatic z measurement, which is available from an electric typewriter, or, if necessary, into a tape punch for subsequent calculation using general purpose computer techniques.

Continuous Inspection

An interesting development for continuous inspection purposes has been the application of Ferranti control to a modified jig boring machine in association with the Inspectorate of Electrical and Mechanical Engineering. The basic principle of this work is the use of a high resolution control system using a magnetic tape which carries the continuous inspection instructions for the monitoring of a workpiece. Deviations from true dimensions are sensed by a specially developed contacting probe unit such that any departure in the x, y or z planes results in error measurement which is continuously recorded on a single-channel recorder.

Co-ordinate Positioning

The Ferranti co-ordinate positioning system for point-to-point machine tool control uses the transistorized ternary checked counting technique referred to at the beginning of this article, but has additional facilities whereby an input demand from either dial or paper tape sets up a coincidence demand on this basic counter, and gives drive instructions to the machine.

This basic co-ordinate positioning system has been applied to the Atlantic Co-ordinate Table and uses simple clutch drive gear boxes, driven by 3-phase a.c. induction motors.
On each axis the motor drive is transmitted through a high-speed traverse Warner SF.160 electromagnetic clutch by reduction gearing on to the table leadscrew until coincidence is reached; i.e., the table is instantaneously at the desired position. The high-speed traverse clutch is disengaged at this instant and the drive is transferred to the low-speed Warner SF.160 electromagnetic clutch which introduces a low-speed creep drive in the reverse direction, cancelling out the initial overshoot. On regaining the coincidence point, the low-speed clutch is de-energized and simultaneous clamping of the slide takes place.

By judicious choice of creep rate and transistor switching of the electromagnetic clutches, the fast and accurate positioning of the axis is achieved both simply and reliably.

The diffraction grating scales used on this application have an intrinsic resolution of ±0.00025 in., with a traversing speed of 60 in./min; the table positioning performance on clutches gives a table positioning time in seconds equal to the distance travelled in inches, plus three seconds approximately.

This basic two-dimensional point-to-point positioning system has been applied to the Burgmaster range of turret drilling machines. Dial or tape instructions control the simultaneous positioning of the co-ordinate table and the index position of the turret head. When these instructions have been carried out, the drill cycle is initiated and the next instructions are read by the tape reader. On completion of the head movement, the next operation is carried out and thus the machine cycle is completed automatically by numerical instructions.

In order to compete with conventional multi-head drill stands, and associated drill templates, on this class of work, it is necessary to look for the minimum positioning and index cycle time. In the case of this range of machines, the table is positioned by hydraulic rams and a special hydraulic control valve which is of the five state type; i.e., rapid traverse in either direction, slow creep in either direction with a clearly defined dead zone. Rapid traverse is 200 in./min with a setting time of less than 1 sec for a positioning accuracy of ±0.001 in.

The basic co-ordinate positioning system has been further developed and includes special features for milling functions, etc. In the case of large co-ordinate positioning machines, such as horizontal borers, it is necessary to provide multiple anticipatory features on the co-ordinate positioning cycle to permit the machines to decelerate in an optimum manner.

**Continuous Control**

The continuous control of machine tools has been a major development by the electronics industry with the aircraft and associated industries very much in mind. The position now is much broader since the efforts in data processing of the numerical information has advanced and inevitably a wider range of industries is finding economic gain by the use of this type of machine.

Ferranti Ltd. has done a tremendous amount of pioneering work on this concept which is now defined as the computer control of machine tools and has culminated in the development of the Ferranti Mk. IV continuous control system.

The equipment incorporates transistor techniques and hydraulic servomechanisms with linear grating feedback, using a magnetic tape system and a centralized computer service for data preparation. This philosophy of control enables a computer centre to prepare the machining data for a large number of machine tools and by having this data preparation out with the machine, considerable economies are possible in the control equipment, together with benefits of simplification and associated reliability.

Further, the general advance of data processing tech-
Techniques is available to users of the system to increase the facilities of the associated machine tool.

Briefly, the control cabinet contains the magnetic tape deck, electronic equipment and power supply for the three-axis control of the machine tool. The electronic circuits are on printed-circuit boards, which are plugged into removable trays so that each axis of the machine is controlled from a single tray, with a fourth tray for reference channel purposes. The unit is furnished with a spare control-channel tray and spare reference-channel tray. By visual fault indication techniques, a defective channel can be replaced immediately by a spare channel and thus repairs to the defective tray can be carried out at leisure.

Measurement of the machine movement uses a reflecting grating technique and thus the movements are measured at the table slide and not through the inaccuracy or compliance of the machine tool transmission. As previously mentioned, hydraulic servomechanisms are fitted as standard with a continuous control equipment and the type of drive is dependent largely on the size of the machine tool.

In the case of the Hayes machine illustrated, this is by hydraulic rams on the three movements of the machine, giving a travel of 19 in. X 9 in. with 3 in. of control movement on the z axis with an ability to reset over a length of 12 in. of knee travel.

With larger knee-type milling machines, such as the Kearney and Trecker, C.V.A. TF.415, the size of the machine dictates the use of recirculating ball leadscrews, and the drives to these screws are by hydraulic motors through backlash-loaded gearboxes. However, with the large continuous profiling machines, the transmission stiffness becomes very critical and a resort is made in the case of the Cramic machine to rack gearboxes in the case of the gantry movement of the machine.

Readers who are familiar with the general problem of machine-tool design requirements for numerical control should note the massive cross feed screw on this machine, which is of 4 in. diameter.

The H.P.E. Contourmatic machine with Ferranti Mk. IV continuous control uses an interesting combination of drive techniques to achieve maximum performance at minimum cost. It has hydraulic screw drive on the longitudinal feed, together with hydraulic ram transmission on the transverse and vertical axes.

This machine has been designed for electronic control and uses Dexter type slides with a variable speed hydraulic motor on the machine tool spindle in the interests of good speed regulation and high power to weight ratio.

The B.O.C. Eagle Flame-Cutting Machine is an interesting application of Ferranti continuous control equipment, since while this is two-dimensional, the interlock and miscellaneous functions with regard to pre-heat, flame monitoring and general cutting cycle, together with special data presentation, represent unique developments. Position measurement on this machine is by synchros built into the traverse gearboxes.

Economics

It is fundamental that capital investment in electronically-controlled machinery should be accompanied by increased productivity with lower unit cost per item as compared with conventional production techniques.

The main factors in this economic statement are related therefore to product complexity and batch size with skilled manpower utilization, product lead time, quality, accuracy and overhead structure of planning, progress, and inspection, additional factors of increasing importance in modern industry, but as yet incapable of being expressed in general quantitative terms.

Milyard and Brewer suggest a criteria for the economic
advantages and disadvantages of continuous contour control systems related to a fixed batch size of 10 components, the aim concerned being component complexity expressed by geometrical considerations. Briefly, the number of straight lines parallel to a machine axis and the number of curves which can be specified simply by the data-processing medium are compared: if numerically in favour of the curvaceous component, economics of manufacture lie with numerical control.

It is further suggested that if the number of decelerations is higher than 50 (this might be better expressed as the number of co-ordinate change points), then the advantage will always lie with numerical control.

Case studies carried out by Ferranti Ltd. substantiate this economic criteria, although at the present moment batch size below 10 components requires closer investigation and straight-line components require understanding since these are undoubtedly more suitable to electronic-controlled straight-line millers, but not necessarily continuous control.

The average results for 14 detailed case studies carried out on behalf of a manufacturing company, with material ranging from gun metal to steel and cast iron, give the basis to Fig. 2, which is a plot of average unit cost for a numerical continuous-controlled milling machine, typical of the Kearney & Trecker, C.V.A. TF-415, against batch size for single-, double- and triple-shift working. It is interesting to note that apart from the economic savings, the productivity of the machine is up by a factor of eight over the conventional milling machine.

It has been pointed out that co-ordinate positioning machines are in direct competition with multi-head drill stands and the economic case for this class of machine resolves itself into a comparison of drill jig, and fixture costs for batch production against the increased capital cost of paper-tape positioning controls.

Such cases require to be treated on their merits. The present emphasis, whereby numerically controlled co-ordinate positioning machines are doing combination work (i.e., drilling, boring, reaming, milling, etc., at one set up), has a substantial effect on the overhead structure normally related to these machine shop operations, in the areas of planning, rate fixing, progress and inspection. In addition, there is the attractive floor-to-floor time of such combined operation.

In the areas of short batch production, while the process need not necessarily be 'automated', gains in productivity can be realized by electronic facilities to aid skilled operator utilization in such matters as setting-up, limiting arithmetic, gauging, etc.

It is interesting to note that several contract machine shops in this country and in France are now using Ferranti numerically-controlled machine tools. It will be appreciated that it is fundamental in contract machine work to produce the required components more efficiently than the contracting company in order to survive.

Value Engineering

Value Engineering Ltd., a subsidiary of Value Analysis Incorporated, U.S.A., has been formed in England to provide British industry with value engineering and analysis services which are aimed to produce a 25%, or more saving in production costs.

The services offered by Value Engineering are somewhat similar to time and motion study with the addition of fundamental design studies and a basic training course for the customer's staff. These services are referred to as the application of 'value analysis' which, by formal definition is a system of techniques and planned methods by which individuals learn to look objectively and with imagination at a part, a material, an operation, or a project, comparing the cost of these things with the function performed.

When called upon to implement value analysis Value Engineering would in a typical case organize and conduct training sessions for a number of the customers' managers and project leaders. These sessions would normally last for about three or four days and would include personnel representing design and development, production, and purchasing departments. At the training sessions a team made up from personnel from the various departments would study a project, from either the sales department or some internal source, under the leadership of an expert in value analysis. The initial goal of the team would be the reduction by at least 25%, of the manufacturing costs of the parts and/or product being studied.

It is claimed that by making all of the team aware of the various factors affecting manufacturing costs, new materials and techniques available, and services offered by outside suppliers, etc., it is possible to bring about a reduction of manufacturing costs for most products. At the end of the training session the team would be capable of applying the techniques learned to other projects.

Value Engineering state that from past experience it is possible to plot a graph showing the return of capital invested in value analysis against time and this shows that the return is 3 : 1 at the end of the first three-month period, 4 : 1 after six months, 8 : 1 after nine months and 10 : 1 after 12 months; thus after 12 months for every £1 invested in value engineering (including capital invested in additional equipment) there is a saving of £10.

Over 40 companies in the United States have used the services of Value Analysis Inc., and case histories of many of the projects are available.
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INFORMATION WANTED?

If you require further details of products or processes described or advertised in INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS you will find it convenient to use the enquiry cards which will be found in the front and back of the journal.
As part of a series of traffic flow surveys within the City of Leeds on-the-spot recordings of vehicle registration numbers were made with the Minifon wire recorder type P.55.S. Initial tests carried out proved that one enumerator dictating every registration number could cope with occasional rates of up to 2,000 vehicles per hour. With good practice an operator can transcribe a 1-hr long recording in about 2 hours. Illustrated here is the Minifon which has been opened for replacement of the reel of magnetic recording wire.
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Supplied from its own battery this A.E.I. surge indicator will enable on-the-spot checks to be made for voltage surges likely to be harmful to electronic and electrical equipment during manufacture, installation and maintenance. The voltage measuring range is 100 V to 1.5 kV and the input resistance is 4 MΩ.
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Here the Dawe Instruments portable d.c. valve voltmeter type 611A is being used to measure potentials from 30 µV to 1 kV on a storage oscilloscope. With an input impedance of 100 MΩ, except on the most sensitive ranges, the valve voltmeter presents a negligible load to the circuit being tested.
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A new form of thermometer for industrial application is described. It is based upon the mercury-in-glass thermometer, but the capacitance between the mercury and an external conductive coating is measured. Remote indication of temperature is easily achieved and an expanded scale about any desired mean can be arranged.

DEVELOPMENT of the transformer ratio arm bridge has made accurate and stable measurements of small capacitances possible. One application of this technique permits the column of mercury in a thermometer to be treated as the inner electrode of a coaxial capacitor and this allows a robust and reliable measurement of temperature to be made. Mercury-in-glass thermometers are still regarded by the majority of chemists and engineers to be the most satisfactory indication in the intermediate range and this article describes a bridge and transducer system built around a precision mercury-in-glass thermometer.

The implications of this system, however, go beyond the ordinary laboratory or chemical plant requirement. Mercury-in-glass thermometers suffer from two principal instabilities which preclude their use if very small temperature differences, of the order of a few millidegrees, are to be observed. If the mercury capillary is watched under a microscope when the thermometer bulb is cooling, it will be seen that the column contracts in a series of small jumps, each between one and ten millidegrees in length on the temperature scale. This effect is due to the compound forces of stiction in the capillary and contraction of the main mass of mercury in the bulb, which appears to draw the thin shell of the bulb into an hour-glass shape during each jump. A robust bulb partly helps to overcome this difficulty but the thermal time constant of the thermometer deteriorates considerably if the bulb thickness is made too great. The second instability is due to the supercooled fluid nature of the glass itself. A drift of a few millidegrees per year is caused by a gradual flow of the glass in the bulb under the pressure of the mercury. This can be eliminated by using quartz instead of glass in the construction of the thermometer.

Experiments conducted with a mercury-in-quartz thermometer fitted with coaxial electrodes, as described in a later section, have enabled chart recordings to be made of the jumps occurring due to the cooling of the bulb. Fig. 1 shows the irregular contraction occurring as the mercury cools. The width of the chart is equivalent to 0.03 °C and the thermometer was cooling from 25.0 °C at a rate of 0.16 °C per hr (1 in. per min chart speed). It was observed during these experiments that if the thermometer was connected to a small moving-coil vibrator and gently vibrated at a low frequency the steps disappeared and a smooth rundown resulted. This move could not be made with an optically read thermometer but appears to enable the mercury-in-quartz thermometer to be used as a stable transducer in conjunction with an a.c. bridge with an inherent accuracy of at least 0.001 °C.

Temperature Measurement and Control

At temperatures of the order of 30 °C, platinum-platinum/rhodium thermocouples have a sensitivity of 6 μV per °C and, while the thermocouple itself is very stable, the instrumentation required is extremely delicate if a high order of discrimination is required. A similar difficulty exists with platinum resistance elements which have a temperature coefficient of 0.0039 per °C. This means that an element which measures 100 Ω at a given temperature will change by about 0.4 Ω per °C, and if a few hundredths of a degree

*The Wayne Kerr Laboratories Ltd.
discrimination is required, a very stable bridge circuit and recorder amplifier arrangement are necessary. Although it can be argued that few industrial processes require temperature to be recorded more accurately than one degree or so, the advent of plant prediction and optimizing techniques requires minute changes to be observed and entered into the computer rate of change calculations, so that the maximum time may be available for corrective action to take place.

Thermistors are gaining popularity as temperature transducers and, while recent work indicates that they are capable of greater stability and repeatability than was previously supposed, they are still liable to random fluctuations and drifts, particularly if subjected to mechanical or thermal shock, or if they are operated at too great a power level in the measuring circuit. The advantage of the capacitance transducer thermometer is that a linear change of capacitance is measured over a large or small range of temperature according to whether a coarse or fine capillary is used in the construction of the basic thermometer unit and therefore the order of discrimination can be chosen. The calculations in the next section show that the capacitance for various diameters of capillary varies as a logarithmic function, and therefore the instrumentation problem is made easier for a large range of sensitivities.

**Capacitance Transducer**

If the surface of the stem of a thermometer is made electrically conducting, the mercury becomes the second terminal of a coaxial line as it rises in the capillary, and the capacitance in picofarads per millimetre is given by the following formula:

\[ C = 0.242 \times \log_{10} \left( \frac{D}{d} \right) \]

where \( \varepsilon \) is the dielectric constant of the glass, \( D \) is the inner diameter of the conducting tube, \( d \) is the diameter of the mercury column in the capillary tube. As the diameters \( D \) and \( d \) occur as a fraction, they may be...
measured in inches or millimetres, the conversion constants dividing out.

The capacitance is proportional to the logarithm of the ratio of the diameters; this means that thermometer capillary tubes of large diameter do not give a great increase in capacitance per unit length, as Table 1 indicates, D in this case being taken at 0.25 in., a fairly common diameter.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter of Capillary (in.)</th>
<th>$\log_{10} \frac{D}{d}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If it is assumed that no discontinuity exists between the conducting tube and the thermometer wall (i.e., that the diameters are identical and that there is no distortion of either cylinder) a typical value of capacitance per unit length would be 0.12 pF/mm, taking the dielectric constant of thermometer glass as 6.8 and $\log_{10} \frac{D}{d}$ as 1.40. In practice the conducting sleeve fitting the thermometer stem is a sliding fit and is cemented in position with a thin film of epoxide resin (dielectric constant about 3.5), but this film represents only a minor part of the effective dielectric.

Fig. 2 shows the schematic arrangement of a thermometer assembly. In practice the metal conducting sleeve surrounds only part of the diameter of the thermometer, allowing the thermometer scale to be observed visually while the electrical measurement is being made.

This reduces the electrical capacitance per unit length by a proportionate amount. A transparent conducting sleeve is fitted over the foil electrode forming a neutral screen and preventing flux lines leaving the system to cause errors from hand movements and surrounding apparatus. This sleeve is a glass cylinder with a tin-antimony oxide conducting film fired on to the outer surface only. The oxide film has a slight bluish tinge, but is transparent enough to permit the visual observation of the thermometer stem and mercury column. Fig. 3 shows a close-up of a thermometer scale viewed through an oxide film electrode. Connection to the mercury is made by a platinum wire sealed into the bulb and the oxide film neutral screen prevents external flux lines occurring between the foil electrode and this connection.

The design of the mercury-in-quartz transducer, required for critical measurement and control purposes beyond the limit of visual observation, employs a copper electrode fired on to the full diameter of the quartz stem. The whole transducer is placed in a continuous stainless steel tube which forms the neutral screen, and connection to the mercury is made by means of a second fired-on band at the bulb. This band gives a fixed transfer capacitance into the system in series with the variable capacitance from the capillary. It is necessary because at the present moment no satisfactory means appears to exist for sealing platinum wire into quartz and the slight non-linearity occurring is perfectly stable if fired-on electrodes are used. Five per cent non-linearity occurs if the bulb electrode capacitance is 20 pF and the mercury has risen to give 10 pF capacitance in the stem. Both types of transducer can be made to cover portions of
the temperature scale up to at least 200 °C, and low temperature versions employing mercury-thallium alloy can be made for temperatures as low as —55 °C.

**Transformer Ratio Arm Bridge**

The measurement of small capacitances requires, apart from a neutral electrode facility, extreme stability in the bridge network. Both requirements are met by the transformer ratio-arm bridge, which is now in general use where capacitance transducers measuring small distances, vibrations, permittivity, etc., are employed.

Fig. 4 shows the basic arrangement of a self-balancing bridge capable of operating a chart recorder, control system or alarm circuit.

The amplitude-stabilized oscillator feeds a transformer providing a phase reference voltage and the unknown voltage \( E_u \). The resultant unknown current \( I_u \) flowing through the impedance of the thermometer \( Z_u \) is practically balanced by \( I_F \), the feedback current derived from \( E_F \) and \( Z_F \), being the output voltage from the high-gain amplifier which is applied to the phase-sensitive detector. Because \( I_u \) and \( I_F \) are almost equal very little voltage appears across \( Z_{in} \) and \( Z_{en} \) shunts the transformer secondary. These elements, therefore, do not affect the accuracy of measurement.

In the phase-sensitive detector the reference voltage is added to and subtracted from the amplifier output to provide sum and difference signals which are rectified to provide a d.c. output. The phase-sensitive detector ensures that the indicated impedance is a true capacitance and is not influenced by the tan \( \delta \) term for the glass wall of the thermometer.

If it is required to record from only a part of the thermometer scale a third secondary can be wound on the voltage transformer, indicated by the dotted winding, providing a ‘backing-off’ current enabling part of the capacitance of the transducer to be cancelled. If \( Z_u \) is a capacitance such that 0 pF occurs at 10 °C (the mercury column just entering the coaxial electrode at this point), and 6 pF capacitance is measured when the mercury is at 40 °C, the output voltage from the phase sensitive detector can be made to cover say 30-40 °C by backing off the first 4 pF, adjusting \( Z_u \) (a pre-set capacitor), and setting \( Z_F \) (a second pre-set capacitor), so that the remaining 2 pF gives the required maximum output voltage. By this means ‘zero and span’ adjustments are possible, and by tapping this secondary winding in 10 equal taps a decade control can be added so that a progressive backing off is provided to give a series of outputs, each step being one-tenth of the scale covered by the electrode system.

Fig. 5 shows a complete self-balancing bridge together with the mercury-in-glass transducer illustrated in Fig. 3. The decade switch is arranged so that the meter indicates any step of one degree between 20 and 30 °C. A chart recorder or control circuit can be attached in parallel with this meter and an additional tap on the first secondary winding \( E_u \) provides a voltage of one-tenth the normal voltage so that the output circuit, and hence a chart recorder, can indicate the full range 20-30 °C if desired.

**References**


**Stroboscopic Testing of Motor Generator**

To maintain the high accuracies required, the motor generators governing the fuel flow in B.O.A.C.’s aircraft are checked during regular servicing by means of an E.M.I. stroboscope. The high speed rotating mechanisms in these generators are illuminated with flashes of light, so timed that the rotors appear stationary. The speed can then be determined accurately by reading off the frequency of the light flashes on the stroboscope dial.
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VACUUM AND GAS PHOTOCELLS

By J. SHARPE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

There are so many industrial applications of photoelectric cells, that a wide variety of types of cell is needed to meet the requirements. This article describes the characteristics of that broad class of cell in which the action takes place in an evacuated or gas-filled envelope, usually of glass.

WITHIN the visible spectrum of 0.4 to 0.76 micron, the sensitivity of the eye varies in the way shown in Fig. 1. If light values are to be recorded instrumentally so that they correspond with the brightness seen by the eye, the spectral response of the photocell must approximate to this curve and this usually necessitates the use of correcting filters between the light and the photocell.

Visual light power is measured in lumens. 4π lumens being emitted by a standard candle. However, this is now often expressed in terms of the radiation from a standard tungsten lamp operating at 2,870 °K. The power in one lumen between 0.4 and 0.76 micron wavelength, from such a lamp is 6 mW. The spectral content of light from a hot body depends very much on temperature, as shown in Fig. 2, but it must be remembered that gas-discharge lamps give quite different distributions of energy with wavelength.

The range of wavelengths with which we are concerned in this article is shown in Fig. 3, together with indications of the upper and lower cut-off wavelengths of transparent materials used for windows and the relative quantum energy in electron-volts.

Photoelectricity

Light interacts with matter in the form of 'packets' of energy, or 'quanta', of value $1.238/\lambda$ electron-volts per micron. The electron volt is equal to $1.6 \times 10^{-12}$ erg, and one lumen of green light of power 1.6 mW, is carried by $4.5 \times 10^{12}$ quanta, or photons, of 2.55 eV.

When a quantum is absorbed it may overcome the forces binding an electron in place, and in a photosensitive material the electron may be ejected from the surface (photoemission), or may be free to move about the solid.
under the influence of an electric field (photovoltaic and photoconductive effect). The electron binding energy sets a threshold to this effect, so wavelengths longer than a critical value, depending on the material, give no photovoltaic effect, but as the quantum energy increases past the threshold the effectiveness increases to a maximum to fall off again as the higher energy quanta are absorbed in the window of a photocell, or in insensitive surface layers.

The spectral response curves of photoelectric materials suitable for photoemissive cathodes are thus as shown in Fig. 4, rising to a maximum and falling off again at shorter wavelengths, and the sensitivity is expressed in quantum efficiency (electrons per photon), although the curves could have been drawn in terms of amperes per watt of radiation.

Photoemissive Cells and Multipliers

Two types of photocells are shown in Fig. 5, (a) having an opaque cathode, while (b) has a semitransparent surface. In both types a thin layer of metal, such as antimony, is evaporated in vacuo at room temperature, and then exposed to caesium vapour at 150 °C to form SbCs.3. At room temperature the Cs vapour pressure drops to 10^-6 mm Hg (other surfaces are formed by reacting Cs with AgO, with BiAgO, and with Sb(NaK)3). Under illumination, electrons are emitted from the cathode and drawn across to the anode, which is at 30 to 150 V. The sensitivity may conveniently be expressed in micromicroamperes per lumen of incident light from a lamp of colour temperature 2,870 °K (Table 1). The smallest measurable intensity is set by the cathode sensitivity, by the dark current flowing from the cathode due to thermionic emission, by leakage, and by noise which may be shot noise from the cathode and dark current, or Johnson noise from the anode load. In all but the most carefully made cells, leakage and Johnson noise predominate at low light levels (Table 2). Vacuum cells are almost always operated with high values of anode load in excess of 1 MΩ, and sometimes as high as 10^12 Ω, under essentially d.c. conditions for the accurate measurement of medium to high light levels in photometers, etc.

The effects masking the fundamental limitations of dark current and shot noise can be minimized if the cathode current is amplified before reaching the anode, and this is done in gas-filled cells, which contain a low pressure of argon. As electrons move from cathode to anode they cause multiple ionization in the gas, giving free electrons and positive ions, and the gas multiplication factor rises rapidly as the voltage across the tube increases, typically going from unity through 5, to 10, as the voltages rise from 15 V through 65, to 85 V. Gains higher than 20 are rarely used, and a protective resistance of some 100 kΩ must be used to prevent damage under excessive illumination. The frequency response of this type of cell is limited by de-ionization effects, and falls off sharply above 10 kc/s.
but this is of little importance for its main use in film projector sound heads.

**Photomultipliers**

A more effective way of achieving noiseless current multiplication is by the use of secondary emission, and the most commonly used arrangements are shown in Fig. 6. Each of the intermediate electrodes between cathode and anode, the dynodes, is coated with a good secondary emitter coating, the overall gain for a tube with \( n \) dynodes fed in electron varies with incident electron energy as the voltage applied across the tube gives a gain so high that feedback from the anode to cathode occurs, and the limiting gain thus defined with the 50 Mc/s of the box and grid. The venetian-blind type is intermediate for gain and speed but gives the best dark current.

Electrons from the cathode, whether photoelectrons or thermionic in origin, are multiplied to give an output current linearly proportional to cathode current, until the voltage across the tube gives a gain so high that feedback from anode to cathode occurs, and the limiting gain thus defined depends on the tube design, but varies from about 10\(^2\) for box and grid, to 10\(^8\) for venetian blind. In all cases, how-

### TABLE 1
**Typical Photocathodes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Photocathode</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Peak Sensitivity</th>
<th>Long Wavelength Threshold</th>
<th>Typical Sensitivity (2.870 K lamp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td></td>
<td>( n ) ( V ) ( A ) ( L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SbCsO (S-11)</td>
<td>Semi-transparent</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SbCs (S-4)</td>
<td>Opaque</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SbCs (EMI 'S')</td>
<td>Semi-transparent</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SbNaK(Cs) (S-20)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiAgOCs (S-10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgOCs (S-1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 2
**Characteristics of Vacuum and Gas Photocells and Photomultipliers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cathode</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Sens'y (Amps per lumen)</th>
<th>Area (cm(^2))</th>
<th>Av. dark current at 20 °C (Amps)</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Gain</th>
<th>Max. anode dark current (Amps)</th>
<th>Equiv. light power (lumens)</th>
<th>Equiv. light noise (lumens)</th>
<th>Typical anode load (L)</th>
<th>Johnson noise (equiv. lumens)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10(^2)</td>
<td>vac.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>10(^{-3})</td>
<td>3 \times 10(^3)</td>
<td>3 \times 10(^{-8})</td>
<td>10(^{11})</td>
<td>10(^{-8})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>vac.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3 \times 10(^{12})</td>
<td>6 \times 10(^3)</td>
<td>6 \times 10(^{-12})</td>
<td>10(^{11})</td>
<td>10(^{-12})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5 \times 10(^{3})</td>
<td>vac.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3 \times 10(^{4})</td>
<td>2 \times 10(^{-11})</td>
<td>5 \times 10(^{9})</td>
<td>2 \times 10(^{11})</td>
<td>2 \times 10(^{-10})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>gas</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8 \times 10(^{-12})</td>
<td>2 \times 10(^{4})</td>
<td>5 \times 10(^{10})</td>
<td>2 \times 10(^{11})</td>
<td>2 \times 10(^{-10})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'S'</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 \times 10(^{2})</td>
<td>mult.</td>
<td>10(^{-2})</td>
<td>3 \times 10(^{12})</td>
<td>2 \times 10(^{-12})</td>
<td>10(^{10})</td>
<td>4 \times 10(^{-10})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6 \times 10(^{3})</td>
<td>mult.</td>
<td>10(^{-2})</td>
<td>2 \times 10(^{10})</td>
<td>2 \times 10(^{-12})</td>
<td>10(^{10})</td>
<td>2 \times 10(^{11})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>mult.</td>
<td>10(^{-4})</td>
<td>2 \times 10(^{12})</td>
<td>3 \times 10(^{-15})</td>
<td>10(^{10})</td>
<td>10(^{-15})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10(^{4})</td>
<td>mult.</td>
<td>10(^{-6})</td>
<td>3 \times 10(^{12})</td>
<td>10(^{10})</td>
<td>10(^{-15})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
- (a) S1 cathode is AgO-Cs; S4 is SbCs, opaque; S11 is SbCsO, semi-transparent; 'S' is E.M.I. low dark current SbCs; S20 is Sb, NaK, Cs.
- (b) Anode dark current \( I_{an} \) is specification maximum, including leakage.
- (c) Figures are for a bandwidth \( 3 \Delta f \) of 1 c/s.
Fig. 4. Spectral response of various photo cathodes

Fig. 5. Two ways of forming a photo cathode are shown here. At (a) the cathode is of opaque construction, at (b) it is semi-transparent. For convenience, the anodes can incorporate an evaporator for the deposition of a component of the photo cathode; e.g., Sb

Fig. 6. Various forms of electrostatic dynode systems are sketched here. At (a) is a focused structure, while (b) shows a compact focused structure; (c) illustrates the 'venetian blind' arrangement and (d) a 'box-and-grid' structure

Fig. 7. These curves show the variation of gain with overall voltage for various dynode systems in photomultiplier tubes and for different secondary-emitting surfaces
ever, p.m. tubes are able to give a gain high enough to make shot noise the limiting factor in wide bandwidth measurements (Table 2).

P.m. tubes, as shown in the photograph, are made in a range of sizes, from ½ in. to 16 in., and with four basic cathode types, namely SbCs; Sb-NaK Cs; BiAgO3 Cs; and AgO Cs, but a number of others is also employed. The ability of p.m. tubes to operate right down to the fundamental shot-noise limit makes them suitable for television flying-spot film machines, while their low dark current is of great importance in spectroscopic apparatus. Their high gain and fast response has, in addition, created applications, such as the scintillation detection of low energy nucleonic particles, which would otherwise be impossible.

The whole range of photoemissive cells has a fundamental upper temperature limitation of about 60 °C when caesium is used, although the bi-alkali surface, NaK-Sb can be used up to 150 °C, while the lower temperature limit is between —80 and —180 °C. Very good rugged-ization can be achieved, and p.m. tubes capable of withstanding accelerations of 50 g over the range 20 to 2,000 c/s are available.

The three broad classes of cell discussed here are the vacuum type, the gas-filled type, and the vacuum with a built-in electron multiplier, that is, the photomultiplier. As already mentioned, they each have their own sphere of application. The uses of the vacuum type are now mainly the measurement of light intensity. The gas type is not very suited to this and its use is now largely confined to the sound heads of cine-film projectors. Apart from its television applications, the photomultiplier tube finds much use in the nucleonic field and is even employed in astronomy—for the measurement of the light intensity from stars.

There are further classes of photocell which are very important in industry. These are the solid-state or semiconductor types and these will be described in a further article.
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ELECTRON EMISSION FROM SEMICONDUCTORS

The use of a reversed-biased p-n junction in a valve in place of a thermionic cathode is being investigated at The Hirst Research Centre of the General Electric Co. Ltd.

An obvious advantage is the great reduction in the cathode power supply for the reverse bias should consume less power than a heated cathode. It is expected that it will prove possible to obtain very high current density.

The high electric field which exists in a reversed-biased p-n junction produces energetic electrons and some have sufficient energy to be emitted into a vacuum. Silicon junctions have been developed with a thin n-type layer on a p-type base. Because of the thinness of the n-type layer electron emission can occur over the whole area.

Silicon-carbide grown junctions, however, give emission only from the periphery. The inset to the photograph, which shows experimental work on the new cathodes, illustrates the electron-emission pattern imaged on a fluorescent screen. The dotted lines indicate the outline of the crystal.

So far currents of 30 nA have been obtained, but there is no reason to suppose that this is the limit. It is a small current, but it is enough for some applications and it is expected that further development will enable the current to be increased.
Simulators are being increasingly used for training purposes because they are cheaper and safer than using real aircraft. Efforts are continually being made to improve the degree of simulation and in this article is described the latest development, a colour picture of an airfield viewed by a colour television camera under the control of a computer.

**FLIGHT SIMULATORS**

A SIMULATOR is basically a device which imitates the performance of some other device. It is a form of analogue computer which provides outputs which, instead of being in numerical form are of the same kind as the real device. A simulator is normally used for training purposes because it is cheaper or safer to train an operator with a simulator than with the real device.

One example is in training air-traffic control personnel. In this case, the trainee has a normal radar display unit. However, the echoes which appear on it to represent aircraft in the vicinity are not signals from real aircraft. They are pulses generated in a simulator under the control of an instructor. He turns knobs on this instrument and it produces output signals which simulate those which real aircraft would produce in the operational system. A factor of special importance here is the ease with which emergency procedures can be taught, for the instructor can set up dangerous conditions, such as 'aircraft' on a collision course, in a way which would be quite inadmissible in reality.

This is a relatively simple example. Much more complex is a simulator for pilot training. The aim here is to have a full-scale model of the cockpit of an aircraft complete with instruments and controls. Not only must all the instrument readings vary correctly with control movements as they do in the real aircraft, but the whole cockpit must so move that the pilot has the same feeling of movement as he would have in the real aircraft. Ideally, too, he would be able to see a coloured moving picture of the normal view ahead; this is especially important during 'take-off' and 'landing'.

Although the cost of such an elaborate simulator is naturally considerable, so is the cost of flying a large modern aircraft. With the simulator the bulk of a pilot's training can take place on the ground and he can have many hours 'flying time' very cheaply.

The modern flight simulator is a descendant of the early Link trainers, conceived and built by Ed. Link in the U.S.A. Various trainers were built during the War for the Royal Air Force and the United States Air Force. Among these were the elaborate celestial Link trainers, the Slouth trainer and the mechanical computing simulators built by R.A.F. personnel at St. Athans for some of the war-time bombers.
Fixed-Base Simulators
The first simulator recognizable as belonging to the modern family was designed by Dr. Dehmel for the Boeing B377 Stratocruiser and it was built by Curtis Wright for Pan American Airways. A second simulator, also for the B377, was built for B.O.A.C. in this country by Redifon; this firm also built the first jet transport aircraft simulator for the Comet 1.
The first B377 simulator went into service in 1948 and subsequently others were developed for other aircraft and were widely used. With them the aircrew not only learnt cockpit drills and the procedures for engine and systems handling but carried out these procedures and emergency drills while 'flying' the simulator to maintain a correct course as laid down by simulated radio aids. These early trainers were fixed base; that is, the cockpit was stationary and gave the crew no sense of motion.

Movable-Base Simulators
With fixed-base units simulation was not complete for, in fact, a pilot gets a lot of information almost unconsciously from the 'feel' of the aircraft. It is highly desirable that the cockpit should move in such a way that to the pilot the movements feel like those of the real aircraft. As the need for this became appreciated, aircraft themselves were increasing in complexity, and the demands on the simulator consequently increasing. It was necessary to bring in cabin pressurization, hydraulics, power plants and so on, and to improve the accuracy of flight computation. At the same time, with the increasing flying costs, the importance of a simulator for training was getting greater.

These improvements have all proved possible and are found in modern simulators. It is in computer techniques and components and in hydraulic components that the more important developments have taken place. Motion of the cockpit in three axes can now be obtained, giving a rotation in pitch, a vertical component of acceleration and a lateral component of side forces and some aspects of roll. Unless such physical cues are provided the pilot is dependent upon watching his instruments at all times to maintain his correct course, attitude and altitude. In an actual aircraft, however, the pilot is subjected to acceleration cues which allow him subconsciously to check the aircraft's behaviour before reading his instruments for confirmatory information. Lacking such cues in a stationary simulator, the pilot must look to his instruments for initiating information which, of course, is unrealistic; also it necessitates the use of incorrect damping of the simulator if the pilot is to fly it in a satisfactory manner. Modern movement systems are of sufficient magnitude and controlled by sufficient power to provide the acceleration cues in phase with the computer, even though the simulator fuselage with the crew in it may weigh as much as two and a half to three tons.

Visual Aid
Even with such provision of the acceleration cues, which are sometimes related to the pilot 'flying by the seat of his pants', there is still the final external visual scene missing from the flight simulators. It is true to say, however, that at all times, even back in the days of the very early Link trainer, circa 1936, everyone has said

View of airfield in half-light showing the runway and approach lighting
'Wouldn't it be nice if only we had a visual system or projection of the airfield so that we would land under visual contact conditions'. Until recently the problems of providing such visual pictures have been prohibitive both with regard to price and to a satisfactory manner of faithfully reproducing the outward scene so that at all times the pilot sees it as he would in real life. Various suggestions were put forward, such as using film with appropriate correction, but all such devices, since they were already recorded history, suffered severe limitations if the pilot deviated from the very narrow segment of approach. With the availability of television cameras and projectors, however, it became possible to control television cameras with respect to a three-dimensional model of an airfield so that the camera sees the scene in the same way as would a pilot looking out through the windscreen of his aircraft. Redifon Ltd. in its approach to the subject, decided that the only medium in which to present such a picture was to use a three-dimensional model correctly coloured, a colour-television camera and associated colour projectors. After some years of development, during which a suitable lens was designed and developed, this has allowed them to produce a visual system for attachment to flight simulators which allows the pilot not only to make his approach and flare-out, but actually to land on the runway and taxi as he would in real life. Similarly, he may line up prior to take-off and carry out his take-off run and climb within the limits of the model, again as he would in real life.

Monochrome or Colour?

The decision to use colour rather than monochrome was influenced by the two major factors of recognition, namely that a person determines what a particular object is by both shape and colour, and if he is to forfeit colour a greater period of time must be taken to come to his final conclusion. While under approach conditions of approximately 135 knots, the pilot has adequate time to make this recognition if he is not subject to any other problems and if he is on the proper glide slope and correct runway course. Experiments, however, have proved that if the pilot is not in this favourable condition it will take him a considerably longer period to establish himself correctly or to regain the proper position when carrying out his approach with a monochrome projector picture as against doing the same task in natural 'true to life' colours.

B.O.A.C., after some considerable
testing of the Redifon system, have ordered this visual aid for attachment to two VC-10 simulators which are also being made for the Corporation by Redifon. The time sharing of the single camera and model is carried out by automatic switching circuits under the control of the simulator instructors, each simulator having its own projector and screen in front of the appropriate pilot. In this way the two simulators will share one airfield in much the same way as two separate aircraft will land and take-off in appropriate sequence according to the instructions of the control tower. The Redifon colour visual system is scheduled to go into training operation with the first VC-10 simulator at the beginning of July, 1963.

The equipment can be supplied as an integral part of new installations or as a modification to existing equipment. It consists of a full-colour closed-circuit television system and a three-dimensional coloured model of an airport and the surrounding countryside. As the pilot flies the simulator, the television camera is automatically controlled so that the correct aspect of the scene is viewed and the resultant ‘picture’ is either projected on a screen in front of the pilot by means of a colour television projector, or else shown to him on a 21-in. direct-vision colour television tube mounted in front of the flight-deck windows. The result is an entirely natural and convincing impression of landing and take-off, aided by the acceleration and aural cues provided in the existing simulator. The cover picture indicates the effect obtained.

Lighting and visibility are infinitely variable from day to night and from clear visibility to extreme cloud base and or fog conditions. It will be appreciated that under night conditions only a system utilizing colour can show the runway lights and approach lighting bars in their appropriate colours. This applies still more with the almost universal introduction of VASI RED/WHITE visual landing aid, which is fully simulated in the Redifon system.

This development emphasizes the considerable advantages and economies already evident in simulator usage, compared with the use of actual aircraft for initial, elementary, procedure, conversion and other aspects of flight crew training. Quite apart from the saving of the enormous expense involved in using training aircraft or directing operational aircraft for training purposes, full-flight simulators with visual indication enable pilots and crews to become experienced in the handling of emergency conditions (and, indeed, to make all kinds of mistakes in the training process) without danger or damage to the equipment and without danger to life or limb.

The way in which all this is effected cannot be described in detail, for it would take quite a large book to do so! Basically, the simulator is an analogue computer which performs all the usual mathematical functions of addition, subtraction, multiplication, integration and function generation. It operates on the basic aerodynamic equations to compute what the aircraft would do under the particular conditions existing. Its outputs represent this and are used to control servomechanisms and hydraulic systems which produce in the cockpit not only the appropriate instrument reading but the proper ‘feel’ to the pilot.

For example, if in the real aircraft the pilot moves a control to make a turn the control will offer a certain resistance to movement which will depend in part upon the airspeed and any cross wind. In the simulator the trainee must experience that same resistance and so the control must have a variable loading controlled appropriately by the computer. In the real aircraft, the pilot will feel the aircraft turn; that is, he will experience various forces. In the simulator, the cockpit must be moved in such a way that the trainee experiences very similar forces. The cockpit must thus be moved in the required way at the proper rate by servomechanisms operating under the control of the computer, which has first to work out what these must be! With the visual aid, the model airfield and television camera must move relatively so that the television picture corresponds. Again, the computer works out what must be done and provides the necessary output signals to control the camera system and carry out the movements.

For further information circle 44 on Service Card
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IN a modern railway system, where fast-moving trains must be matched by a rapid, reliable and highly efficient means of transmitting written messages, good communications are of vital importance. Speed and accuracy are essential not only for operational messages, but also for important communications such as those giving details of customers' special requirements, etc.

To meet these needs, the London Midland Region of British Railways are to install a fully automatic electronic telegraphic switching system which is built around the Standard Telephones' "Strad" equipment. "Strad" is short for Signal Transmitting Receiving and Distribution and, in this application, it receives teleprinted messages and relays them automatically, at a speed of up to 66 words a minute, in priority and time order to one or to any number of addresses. Messages can also be stored in the system and relayed to destinations at a later date or at any selected time.

The system does not give direct point-to-point contact between sending and receiving stations; messages are directed to their destination(s) by routing codes, teleprinted at the top of the message by the originating operator.

The London Midland 'Strad' system, which will be one of the first of its kind in commercial use, is to be installed in three stages: stage 1 covers the connection of 33 existing telegraph offices to the 'Strad' centre which is now being installed at Crewe. Stage 2 is planned to extend the system to include the existing commercial teleprinter network at present centred on Birmingham; and stage 3 covers the connection of the system to other main offices.

As the efficiency of this system depends to a very great extent upon a high standard of teleprinter operation a school has been established at Hendon to provide training in teleprinter operation. This school will run two types of course. The first, a short course of one or two weeks for railway staff at offices to be connected to the 'Strad' network, who are already experienced in teleprinter operating but require instruction and practice in the 'Strad' procedure. Secondly, a six-week course for staff who have no knowledge of teleprinters.
MAGNETIC

Above: Fig. 1. Diagram illustrating the symbols used in the nomograph

\[ H_p = 1.5 - T \times \left( \text{FACTOR INDICATED ON CHART} \right) \]

If \( z \) is the current in amps, and \( S \) is the width of the strip in cm, then \( H_p \) is the magnetic field in oersteds parallel to the strip.

Right: Fig. 2. Nomograph for calculating the parallel component of the magnetic field due to a strip conductor.

\[ H_p = \frac{\pi z}{5.3} \times \left( \text{FACTOR INDICATED ON CHART} \right) \]

If \( z \) is the current in amps, and \( S \) is the width of the strip in cm, then \( H_p \) is the magnetic field in oersteds parallel to the strip.

Below: Fig. 3. Distribution of the parallel component of the magnetic field due to a strip conductor.
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FIELD NOMOGRAPHS


Describes a graphical way of determining the magnetic field produced by current in a strip. This is a problem which must often be solved in designing some kinds of stores for computers.

In the design of printed circuitry for use with matrices of thin magnetic films, it is frequently necessary to calculate the distribution of the component of magnetic field in the plane of the film when a current is passed down a strip conductor above the film. Calculation of this distribution may prove tedious and for this reason a nomograph has been prepared which enables the field distribution to be obtained simply and rapidly.

If the strip is of width $S$ and of negligible thickness, and $R$ and $b$ refer to the co-ordinates of $P$ the point under consideration (Fig. 1), then the component of magnetic field at $P$ parallel to the plane of the strip is given by:

$$H_P = \frac{i}{SS} \tan^{-1} \left[ \frac{SR}{R^2 - \frac{S^2}{4} + b^2} \right]$$

where, if $S$, $b$ and $R$ are in cm, and $i$ is in amps, then $H$ is given in Oersteds.

It may be shown that the angle in the foregoing expression is, in fact, the angle subtended by the strip at the point $P$. It follows that any circle of which the strip forms a chord is a locus of points of equal parallel field. The nomograph of Fig. 2 consists of a family of such circles which have been drawn for equal increments of this angle expressed as decimals of $\pi$. This nomograph may be used to calculate the parallel component of magnetic field at any point in the vicinity of the strip.

In order to determine the distribution of the parallel component of field in a plane distant $R$ from the strip, the distance $R$ must first be expressed in units of the strip width $S$, and a line drawn on the nomograph parallel to the strip at a value appropriate to that circle. By measuring the distances from the vertical axis at which the line in question cuts each circle on the chart, the distribution of the ‘field factor’ at a distance $R$ from the strip may be obtained. Fig. 3 shows the distribution obtained for a number of suitable values of $R/S$.

R.E.C.M.F. EXHIBITION, BASLE

The British Electronic Component & Instrument Exhibition which was held in Basle, Switzerland, from the 15th to 20th October is the first of a series of exhibitions in which the British electronics and instrument industries plan to stage a comprehensive show in a different European city every year. The Exhibition was sponsored by the Radio & Electronic Component Manufacturers' Federation and included 52 companies. The majority of these were showing electronic components. Stand 56 was occupied by Mullard Electrical Publications Ltd. and featured Industrial Electronics.

The total attendance figure for the week was 7,923. However, admission was by invitation only and most of the visitors were really interested in British products. Visitors included those from most countries in Europe, South Africa and U.S.A.

The general impression gained from the exhibitors was that the time spent at the show was worthwhile and that in most cases useful contacts had been made with Continental distributors and agents. Both the Germans and Swiss expressed their high regard for the quality of British electronic products and their surprise at the competitive prices quoted.

* Mullard Research Laboratories.
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1. Digital Control Systems

A DIGITAL SYSTEM, by which the most complex controls are assembled from basic standard units, is announced by Lancashire Dynamo. The system, for the application of electronic control to industry, is designed to ensure ease of understanding of even the most advanced installations. It has been developed to a high degree after three years of service, particularly in the steel industry.

Two other advantages are claimed: 1. Maximum flexibility because all the standard units are of an identical physical construction, plug into standard frames and use identical supplies and signals; 2. No routine maintenance is needed because of the absence of moving parts.

The same units are used for a wide range of industries and are applicable to industrial control, measuring, calculating, counting, sequencing and programming. Where additions to plant are required, the extension of an existing system is simple.

Systems can be used economically at all levels of complexity from simple static switching to complete programmed position and measuring controls.

The company has expanded its Digital Systems Division to provide customer advice and to prepare proposals for the solution of individual problems.— Lancashire Dynamo Electronic Products, Rugeley, Staffordshire.

2. High-Speed Dry-Reed Relays

INCLUDED in a new range of dry-reed relays introduced by Erg Industrial Corporation, are four basic types - standard, double throw, heavy duty and miniature. All are very compact and are electrically operated at speeds down to less than 1 msec without coil lag. The contacts are hermetically sealed in an inert gas atmosphere so ensuring complete freedom from contamination. The whole is then encapsulated as proof against adverse climatic conditions and with a high surface resistance between coil and leads.

Now available are some 15 variants of the four basic types, giving a wide and versatile range from which can be selected types for many purposes. Special layouts are available for low leakage applications and for special systems of operation.— Erg Industrial Corporation Ltd., Luton Road Works, Dunstable, Beds.

For further information circle 1 on Service Card

3. Angular Motion Transducer

A COMPACT angular motion transducer which produces high d.c. output voltage for small angular deflections from zero to 18 degrees is available from Avelay Electric. Manufactured by Brush Instruments and designated Metripak model 33 01, the unit is one of a series offered as basic building blocks for use in control, weighing, instrumentation and similar systems. The series includes units for a.c. or d.c. operation with a.c. or d.c. outputs, and is based on
incorporation of a carrier-excited high-output sensing element in the same package with all the electronics required to operate it.

The Metripak model 33 01 operates on 115 V r.m.s., 60 c/s, and produces a minimum output of 0-6 V d.c. per degree of shaft rotation. Included in the compact package are a sensing element, power supply, precision oscillator and phase-sensitive output demodulator. Electrical specifications, characteristic of the basic Metripak series, are:—(1) stepless resolution; (2) 0-01% repeatability; (3) linearity 0-1% at 10 degree shaft position into a 100-kΩ load. Reactive force, exclusive of bearing friction, is negligible. Temperature stability is 1% over a 100°F range and 2% from -40°F to 160°F. A 10% change in input voltage will produce a change in output of less than 1%.

Angular motions to be measured are connected directly to the input shaft. The shaft is an integral part of the sensing element and does not require cams or linkages to translate rotation. A precision boss concentric with the shaft assures accurate alignment with associated positioning device. A special mounting plate is available for flange type installations. Input shaft may be supplied with either precision ball bearings or flexure pivots, or units may be provided without bearings and shaft, permitting direct coupling with user's shaft.

The dimensions of the Metripak Model 33 01 are 3 11/16 in. x 2 3/16 in. x 1 in.; total weight is 7 oz.—Avelley Electric Ltd., South Ockendon, Essex. For further information circle 3 on Service Card

4. Solid-State Current Regulators

CIRCUIT DYNE CORPORATION, of U.S.A. have announced two new series of 'Currector' current regulating devices, an 800-mW high-temperature silicon series, and a 350-mW series featuring low minimum operating voltage.

These current regulators are two-terminal, solid-state devices that limit current much as zener diodes limit voltage. Both of the new series are available in fixed current ratings of one to twenty milliamperes in 5% increments.

The CP2 and CN2 silicon series have an operating temperature range from -55°C to +125°C with controlled regulation to 40 V. The CP2 is a polar version, and has a reverse characteristic similar to that of reverse-biased silicon diode. The non-polar CN2 has identical forward and reverse characteristics.

CP3 and CN3 'Currectors' have typical minimum operating voltages as low as 2 V, with current regulation closely maintained up to 25 V. Operating temperature range for the series is -55°C to +85°C. Both new series feature current regulation of typically 1% over their operating voltage ranges, low shunt capacitance, and low temperature coefficient of current. They can be used advantageously in many designs, providing the engineer with a significant means of circuit simplification. Typical applications of the 'Currector' include timing and squaring circuits, pulse integrators, differential amplifiers, sweep circuits, multivibrators and power supplies.

The new series are epoxy encapsulated and are available with axial or single-ended leads and are distributed by: Sylvan Ginsbury Ltd., 8 West 40th Street, New York 18, New York, U.S.A.

For further information circle 4 on Service Card

5. Rubidium Vapour Frequency Standard

VARIAN AG are now able to offer a portable frequency standard, based on the Rubidium 87 Hyperfine transition, with long-term stability of the order 5 parts in 10¹¹.

Two of these instruments type X4700 were checked against each other and the U.S. Frequency Standard, and the results published weekly over a period of several months. An analysis of the performance during this period indicates a stability of 5 x 10⁻¹¹ over a one year period and a short term stability over a one second averaging time of 1 x 10⁻¹¹.

Operating over a wide range of temperatures and humidities, the instrument combines the accuracy and stability of an 'Atomic' Frequency Standard in a rugged dependable and portable unit. Standard output frequencies are 5 Mc/s, 1 Mc/s and 100 kc/s simultaneously, but other frequencies are available to order.—Livingston Laboratories Ltd., 31 Camden Road, London, N.W.1.

For further information circle 5 on Service Card

6. Improved Photoswitch

HIRD-BROWN are now marketing an improved version of their standard PSI photoswitch, known as PSIM, in which a milliammeter is incorporated to aid the alignment of the light projector and receiver.

In this PSIM photoswitch the meter is connected to monitor the photocell current, which rises to a maximum when the light beam from the projector is aligned exactly with the photocell. The meter can also be used to
monitor the photocell current remotely to indicate that the light and the cell are working and also to indicate that the intensity of the light is normal.—Hird-Brown Ltd., 244 Marsland Road, Sale, Cheshire.

For further information circle 6 on Service Card

7. Automatic Timer
A DIAL-SETTING AUTOMATIC TIMER with four sets of change-over contacts is one of the latest units to be produced by Elremco.

This is the Super-Star type in which time setting is achieved by rotating a 44-in. diameter bezel. Models are available with a wide selection of time ranges from 0-12 sec to 0-120 hr and for operation from most standard a.c. mains supplies. The switching action of the timer has two modes: first, the four sets of contacts can change over at the end of the pre-set timing period and, secondly, three sets of contacts can change over for the duration of the timing period. The switching capacity for each set of contacts is 5 A at 240 V a.c.—Electrical Remote Control Co. Ltd., The Fairway, Bush Fair, Harlow, Essex.

For further information circle 7 on Service Card

8. Electronic Pressure Transmitter
FIELDEN ELECTRONICS have just introduced the most advanced pressure transmitter of its kind available to industry. It is offered in ranges from 0-50 p.s.i.g. up to 0-12,000 p.s.i.g. and produces a d.c. signal of 0-15 mA unaffected by line resistance, supply voltage variations, ambient temperature variations, a.c. pick-up, etc. The indicating instrument can be a normal moving coil meter and if required, several indicators and/or recorders could be used in series without affecting the calibration.

The complete transmitter consists of an electronic unit and a separate transducer which houses a bourdon tube and differential transformer. The two units have been separated so that the bourdon tube unit can be used in higher temperatures than the electronic unit and so that the electronic unit can be mounted in an accessible position whereas the transducer could be relatively inaccessible after installation.

The movable core of the differential transformer is connected directly to the bourdon tube without any linkages or pivots and the user is not expected to make any adjustments at all.

The electronic unit has an oscillator operating at approx. 1,600 c/s which supplies the primary current to the differential transformer and this current is maintained constant irrespective of changes of the transformer primary resistance with temperature. The output voltage of the differential transformer is amplified and rectified to produce the output current and because of the very high input impedance of the amplifier changes in the resistance of the transformer secondary windings with temperature have no effect. Current feedback in the amplifier also ensures that the output current is unaffected by output circuit resistance.

Transistors are used throughout to improve reliability. To assist in servicing, a test-switch is fitted in the transmitter and both of the oscillator and amplifier cards can be replaced in less than one minute without any need for recalibration.—Fielden Electronics Ltd., Wythenshawe, Manchester.
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9. Pressure Transducers
CONSOLIDATED ELECTRO-DYNAMICS have added three units to their current range of pressure transducers. These are all type 4-326 and are the Low-Range Transducer, the Low-Range Differential Transducer and the High-Range Differential Transducer.

The first measures gauge and absolute pressures from 10 to 100 p.s.i., the second has a pressure range ±10 p.s.i. to ±99 p.s.i., while that of the High-Range Differential model is from 100 p.s.i. to 5,000 p.s.i.

A most useful feature of the type 4-326 range is the provision for the adjustment of bridge balance, temperature compensation and sensitivity external to the strain-gauge sensing element, thus making it possible to set unusually close tolerances during manufacture.

All of the transducers will operate in temperatures ranging from −320 °F to +300 °F and are rugged and are usable in 1,000-g environments.

The spring-type, strain-gauge sensing element used is attached to the force-summing diaphragm. Pressure against the diaphragm produces a displacement that changes the resistance of the active arms. This then causes an electrical output precisely proportional to the applied pressure. Erroneous outputs caused by distortion or vibration are eliminated by the special stress
isolation design. The four-active arm Wheatstone-bridge design of the sensing element has resulted in a symmetrical, thermally balanced unit. This symmetry and balance allow excitation voltages to 10 V, with a correspondingly high output of 40 mV. Temperature, vibration and acceleration sensitivity have been minimized by this design feature, which provides close proximity of windings in the four-arm elements. The series meets high vibrational environments and has negligible response at 35 g peak.—Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation (U.K.) Ltd., 14 Commercial Road, Woking, Surrey.
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10. X-Y Chart Recorders

SCIENTIFIC FURNISHINGS are now able to supply two additional X-Y recorders which are produced by Houston Instrument Corp., U.S.A.

The first is Model HR-95T which has been designed with a built-in timebase and for use either in a standard 19-in. rack or, with a case, as a bench instrument.

The recorder features high performance servos, interchangeable plug-in control modules including timebase on X axis, standard zener reference supplies and 0.1% ten-turn attenuators on both axes.

It utilizes conventional vacuum system for holding standard 8½ in. x 11 in. graph paper to a platen. A snap-in pen design utilizes standard recorder ink cartridges to eliminate ink-filling problems. A wide input range capability, with a d.c. accuracy greater than 0.25%, full scale and pen speed of 15 in./sec are provided by this recorder.

A door assembly carrying the platen, pen carriage, servo motors and rebalance potentiometer swings out for ease of maintenance and adjustment. The servo amplifiers contain individual power supplies and are completely independent, isolated and interchangeable.

The second is Model HR-97 X-Y plotter. This is an addition to a line of accurate, reliable and inexpensive recorders. Housed in an attractive and usable bench case, it offers vacuum paper hold-down, zener references, 15 in./sec pen speed both axes, and over 600 in./sec² acceleration. Each axis is independent of the other with amplifiers that are interchangeable and contain independent power supplies. Maximum sensitivity of 1 mV/in. can be readjusted with a continuously variable attenuator for exact and known full-scale calibration. A combination of a snap-in pen that uses replaceable ink cartridges and a high-speed electric pen lifter allows point plotting up to 20 points/second.

A built-in time base is an optional feature. Sweep rates of 1.5 sec to 15 min full scale can be directly set with a continuously variable control.—Scientific Furnishings Ltd., Instrument Division, Poynton, Cheshire.
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11. Fluxmeter with Amplified Damping

THE APPLICATION of the normal moving-coil fluxmeter to capacity, speed and magnetic measurements is limited by the instrument drift which frequently causes errors. A fluxmeter is being marketed by Acru Electric Tool, which employs a double moving-coil system giving a damping effect to any drift which occurs. This damping action is electronically amplified and the resulting measurement is almost entirely free from drift.

This means that measurements over much longer periods can be taken; i.e., the measurement of magnetic flux, field strength, the recording of hysteresis curves, etc., etc. Provision is made so that an X-Y recorder can be connected to the instrument. The delivery period for the fluxmeter is 5/6 weeks.—The Acru Electric Tool Mfg. Co. Ltd., Acru Works, Demmings Road, Cheadle, Cheshire.
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12. Tri-Pac Circuit-Breaker

A RANGE of AB De-ion moulded case circuit-breakers guaranteeing 2- and 3-pole protection at maximum interrupting ratings of up to 100,000 symmetrical r.m.s. amperes, has been introduced by Chilton Electric following the recent sales and manufacturing agreement signed with the Westinghouse Electric International Corporation of America.

The range of Tri-pac breakers features thermal time delay protection, instantaneous magnetic protection and current limiter protection—combined and co-ordinated in a single device.

Tri-pac breakers are suitable for use on low-voltage distribution systems of up to 600 V a.c. and 250 V d.c., where maximum current does not exceed
EQUIPMENT REVIEW

600 A. They are designed for use in switchboards, control centres, panelboards, combination starters, bus duct plug-in units and separate individual enclosures.

A unique feature of the Tri-pac range is a specially designed current limiter. The limiter consists of either two or three silver link fuses which melt when abnormal fault currents above the nominal capacity of the instantaneous magnetic trip of the circuit-breaker are encountered, so opening the circuit. Simultaneously, the magnetic action of the breaker functions to open the contacts. When the silver links melt, a second wire also melts. In doing so, it releases a plunger from the pressure of a spring, so allowing it to be extended and to lock the trip bar in the unlatched position. Until the blown limiter is replaced, it is impossible to reclose the circuit. Further protection is provided by the inclusion of interlocks which prevent relatching of the breaker if the limiter is missing.

An additional feature of the Tri-pac range is the De-ion are quenchers which ensure that dangerous arcs are extinguished within half a cycle.

The breakers are available in various frame sizes, with current ratings of from 15 to 600 A and may be had in either two- or three-pole versions as standard.—Chilton Electric Products Ltd., Hungerford, Berks.
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13. Twin-Wire Strippers
CREATORS LTD. have recently introduced a wire stripping tool which has been designed to remove easily the insulation from flat twin flex cable.

This hand tool, which is known as Model F2, accepts flat twin flex cable and separates and strips both wires simultaneously. It is suitable for 1.4/0.076 cable (and similar sizes) and can be used for stripping-off rubber or plastic insulation.—Creators Ltd., Sheerwater, Woking, Surrey.
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14. Miniature High-Voltage Silicon Rectifiers
MOTOROLA SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS are now supplying a range of subminiature, high-voltage silicon rectifiers. P.I.V. ratings up to 3,000 V are available and the mean current is 100 mA at 25 °C. The rectifier is 0.27-in. long and 0.02-in. diameter with leads of 1-in. length. Noteworthy features are a temperature range of —65 to +150 °C and a forward voltage drop of 2.5 V (max). The range has the titles 1N3282 to 1N3286.—Walmore Electronics Ltd., 11-15 Beatton Street, Drury Lane, W.C.2.
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15. Tunnel Diode Adaptor
A TUNNEL DIODE adaptor, to be known as the TD601, has been introduced by Wayne Kerr. It has been designed to be used either on its own or with the Wayne Kerr radio-frequency bridge B601. On its own, the tunnel diode adaptor provides all the facilities necessary for plotting the d.c. voltage—current characteristic of such diodes. Operated in conjunction with the B601 bridge, it enables the bridge to be used for measuring the conductance of tunnel diodes, in the positive and negative regions, together with the associated junction capacitance.

Suitable for measurements on germanium or gallium arsenide tunnel diodes, the TD601 is intended for operation at frequencies between 3 and 3.5 Mc/s when it provides a negative conductance range from —1.0 millimho to —50 millimhos (—1,000 Ω to —20 Ω) and will measure junction
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capacitances up to 5,000 pF. The d.c. metering facilities are 1, 5, 10 and 50 mA full-scale on one meter and 0-5 or 0-1 V full-scale on the other.

Both the meters of the control unit have an accuracy of ±1% f.s.d. Variations in capacitance can be detected to better than 1 pF and at 100 pF the accuracy is ±2%. At -10 millimhos or higher the conductance accuracy is to within ±3% and at -2 millimhos the limit is ±5%.

The control unit measures 24 in. x 12 in. x 9¾ in. and weighs 45 lb. The head measures 12½ in. x 6½ in. x 4½ in. and weighs 5 lb. The maximum separation between the units is 6 ft.—Salford Electrical Instruments Ltd., Peel Works, Silk Street, Salford 3.
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17. Radioactive Contamination Monitor

THIS TYPE PNI 1125 battery-operated portable instrument has been designed by Plessey to check whether radioactive contamination in bulk food supplies exceeds the maximum permissible (emergency) level (m.p.l.) for human consumption. It is currently being supplied in quantity to the Ministry of Agriculture.

All indications from the instrument are aural: clicks from the built-in loudspeaker indicate the presence of contamination, and when a preset alarm level is reached a continuous howl is superimposed.

The instrument uses a G-M tube normally sensitive to both beta and gamma radiations. In the case of food contamination assessment a simple calibration procedure allows the gamma contribution to be backed-off by the operator. This facility permits more accurate assessment of food contamination, as a beta check can be made on the sample under test, ignoring gamma radiation from other materials in the vicinity. Also background gamma radiation which may well be abnormally high under emergency conditions.

With the gamma compensation facility switched out, the instrument can be used additionally for general scanning, detecting both beta and gamma radiations. Under these conditions the alarm level will be three times that for beta radiation only.—Plessey Nucleonics Ltd., Weedon Road, Northampton.
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18. Electronic Control Meter

LELAND LEROUX announce a new electronic control meter by International Instruments Inc., of Connecticut, U.S.A., operating without electrical contacts and providing the multiple advantages of continuous output signal past the control setting, with accuracy, uninterrupted full-scale indication and automatic resetting.

Contactless operation, with no electrical contacts at the control point eliminates contact resistance, flutter and corrosion. It also permits accurate full-scale indication at all times, above and below set point, and eliminates unnecessary such additional items as special power supplies, reset mechanisms, pull-in and locking coils, and its completely isolated indicating and transistorized switching circuit eliminates undesirable feedback.

The heart of the electronic control meter is a meter movement and two coils—one oscillator coil and one pick-up coil, both in the vertical plane. The position of these coils is adjustable by means of a movable control arm, and they may be set to correspond with any point on the scale.

In operation, a vane attached to the rear extension of the pointer of the meter movement passes between the coils; disturbance of the oscillation between these coils by the interposition of the vane creates a signal, which is amplified by the transistorized section. This signal remains 'on' so long as the pointer is beyond the selected point because the coils continue to be shielded while the pointer is beyond the set point. This gives continuous output signal at and above a selected control setting. The pointer may travel further upscale to continue to give accurate readout at all times. When the input signal to the meter movement drops below the control setting the control signal immediately goes 'off' as the coils are then no longer shielded by the movable vane. This gives automatic resetting as the control system goes 'off' or 'on' depending on the direction of the pointer travel.

The new electronic control meter is known as the Model 2547, and is available in two standard types, respectively incorporating one, or two, independent control-arm circuits; and it is available with scales for horizontal...
or vertical mounting. These instruments are available with zero at left, right or centre according to circuit and installation design requirements.

All models are designed for operation with a power input of 221 V d.c. at 10 mA for the switching circuit. Meter movements are available in a wide variety of a.c. and d.c. ranges.—Leland Leroux Ltd., 145 Grosvenor Road, Westminster, London, S.W.1.
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19. Transistor Clips

AVAILABLE from Plessey are two transistor clips Types A and B, which are intended for 5 or 6-mm nominal diameter transistors.

The Type A clip is moulded in virgin polythene which incorporates a high density pigment to eliminate absorption of ultraviolet radiation. This pigment also serves to identify the two sizes of clip—black for 5-mm and brown for 6-mm diameter transistors. The polythene used is completely inert and will not affect protective coatings on either metal or glass-cased components. Tests indicate that these clips do not limit transistor heat dissipation and can be used over a range of ambient temperatures from -55 °C to + 70 °C.

The mounting of this type is designed for single shank fixing for high speed assembly into printed-circuit boards. Type B is formed from beryllium copper, hardened by heat treatment. One clip covers both 5 and 6-mm diameter transistor units.

Two holes are provided to enable the clip to be riveted to the board or chassis. The spacing from the clip edge to the transistor lead soldering points should be arranged to accommodate the minimum lead lengths recommended by the transistor manufacturers. After springing open, the transistor is inserted, and the clip released to grip the unit.

Transistors can be operated at full power rating.—The Plessey Co. Ltd., Ilford, Essex.
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20. Direct Angular Measurement Device

THE THETA INSTRUMENT Corp. of U.S.A. announce the availability of their 'Decitrak' direct-decimal shaft-position encoders, offering the convenience of a true decimal output without a translation circuit.

The uniquely simple two-element design of the 'Decitrak' encoder eliminates many weaknesses inherent in conventional brush-commutator encoders. The transmitter performs the conversion from shaft position to true 10-wire digit code directly; no flip-flops or other 'translation' devices are required. The only associated electronics is an array of simple, solid-state gate circuits, completely uncritical as to power supply, ambient temperature, component aging or signal 'purity'. With this gate logic, 'Decitrak' eliminates all forms of readout ambiguity (it cannot generate false readings, even at cardinal point transitions), and it will function without error five to ten times longer than conventional encoders.

Accuracy (and resolution) is 1 part in 4,000 (±0.025%) in a single speed system. By combining two transmitters in a multi-speed (geared) system, almost unlimited accuracy and resolution may be obtained. In a typical two-speed extension of the system, resolution and accuracy of 6 seconds of arc are achieved: 35° 59.9' full scale.)

'Decitrak' will drive any commercial 4-digit readout and is compatible with any digital printer. With a continuous output and essentially instantaneous response, 'Decitrak' is claimed to offer significant advantages in replacing servo-repeaters.

The 'Decitrak' transmitter is housed in a standard No. 25 servo case and weighs only 11 oz. A typical power supply requirement is 28 V d.c. unregulated. The gate array is approx. 4 in. × 6 in. × 4 in., and weighs approximately 15 oz.—Theta Instrument Corporation, 520 Victor Street, Saddle Brook, New Jersey, U.S.A.
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21. End-Window Photomultiplier

A PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE, with an improved response speed, for scintillation counters and other low-light applications has been introduced by A.E.I.

The tube, the Ediswan 27M14, is a ten-stage end-window photomultiplier of a circularly-focused structure which gives a high response speed (e.g., a rise time of 3 millimicroseconds at an anode potential of 1,000 V), a very short transit time, and higher linear output pulse currents than the more conventional venetian blind structure.

The overall length is 147 mm, the base diameter is 58-7 mm, and the
22. Complete Vacuum Systems

NOW AVAILABLE from Mullard is a complete vapour-free vacuum pumping system for operation down to pressures of $10^{-10}$ torr, and ready for operation within minutes of delivery.

The system (type number UHPS-1) uses one Penning pump, two vacuum taps and one sorption pump all mounted on a heat resistant bench top. Leak rate is tested before delivery to ensure that it is less than $10^{-8}$ lusec. (One lusec corresponds to a leakage rate of $10^{-3}$ torr per second in a volume of one litre.)

Because the UHPS-1 will pump down to pressures of the order of $10^{-10}$ torr in only a few hours it is expected that in the near future it will replace, in many instances, the conventional diffusion and rotary pump equipments which take several days to reach such low pressures.

The sorption pump (Mullard type VAP-10) will pump down volumes of up to 5 litres to a pressure of $10^{-3}$ torr, the starting pressure of the Penning pump (Mullard type VPP-5). Pump-down time will depend on a number of local factors such as water vapour content and internal impedance, but typically pump-down should be completed in less than 15 minutes. The VAP-10 is of stainless steel construction and is, therefore, corrosion proof.

Pumping action is continued from $10^{-3}$ torr to $10^{-10}$ torr by the VPP-5. Over this range the pumping speed for air is 5 litres per second. The VPP-5 is contained in a stainless steel case with a metal lead-in consisting of a vacuum-tight insulating seal. The pump is connected to the vacuum system by means of a flange and a demountable metal seal. Power requirements are: open-circuit voltage 3.0 kV; maximum load current 200 mA. A suitable unit which incorporates a meter calibrated directly in torr is available.—Mullard Ltd., Mullard House, Torrington Place, London, W.C.1.
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23. Instrument Terminal

AN INTERESTING terminal for instrumentation was announced recently by Belling & Lee. This is a smaller version of their 'Continental' range, but has the same current rating of 15 A. It incorporates a new mounting collar and bush assembly, which fits an area only 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) square at the rear of the panel to facilitate corner mounting, but may also be used with the standard 'B', 'L', and 'W' type fittings if desired.

The new terminal, L.1568, is suitable for metal or insulated panels from 1.2 to 3.2 mm (0.046 in. to 0.125 in.) thick. Like the larger version, its head is moulded in polypropylene or nylon, and there is the same choice of six standard colours, black, blue, green, red, yellow, and natural white. A top socket is provided for 4 mm wander plugs. The clamping gap is free from threads, and has a 2.4 mm (0.093 in.) diameter crosshole for tag pins.—Belling & Lee Ltd., Great Cambridge Road, Enfield, Middlesex.
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24. Microminiature Multway Connectors

BRITISH CENTRAL ELECTRICAL are now marketing a range of microminiature multiway plug and socket connectors. These are available in 3, 5, 6, 10 and 15-way plug and socket strips with 0.1-in. pin spacing, mounted in 3-mm thick Rilsan insulating strip (Rilsan is a nylon type material). The rating of each pin is 3 A at 240 V a.c. or d.c.

The contacts are of the floating, self-aligning type and are gold plated. The connectors can be used singly or joined together in multilayer stacks to make multiway plugs and sockets from 3 to 340 pins or more.—British Central Electrical Co. Ltd., 6 & 8 Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1.
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25. Sweep Generator

A SWEEP GENERATOR developed by Telonic Industries Inc. especially for laboratory and production testing of u.h.f. television equipment is now available through Livingston Laboratories. This instrument, designated SD-3M, has a centre frequency range tunable from 440 to 920 Mc/s, with
sweep widths adjustable from 0.06 to 10% of cycle frequency. The sweep rate is 50 c/s.

The generator provides a maximum r.f. output of 0.75 V r.m.s. into 50 Ω and an oscilloscope sweep output of approximately 20 V peak to peak.

A feature of the SD-3M is a built-in variable marker operating as a frequency reference over the range 400 to 920 Mc/s with an accuracy of ±0.25%. In addition, sockets are provided for up to eight plug-in crystal markers, which can be selected by separate switches mounted on the front panel. The SD-3M is available in cabinet form or with a dust cover for 19-in. rack-mounting.— Livingston Laboratories Ltd., 31 Camden Road, London, N.W.1.
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26. Compact Decade Capacitor
A COMPACT decade capacitor which features direct digital readout is announced by Arnold Magnetics Corporation of the U.S.A. Designated Model CDB, the unit is another in the Arnold 'Digibox’ line of laboratory-grade instruments providing direct digital presentation of component values. Operating range is 0 to 0.9999 µF in steps of 100 pF. The accuracy is ±1%. Frequency range 30 c/s to 200 kc/s. The size is 4 in. x 5 in. x 3 in. high and delivery can be made from stock.—Sylvan Ginsbury Ltd., 8 West 40th Street, New York 18, New York, U.S.A.
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27. Automatic Welding Machine
FOR THE automatic welding of wire, supplied from a continuous coil, to capacitors, resistors and similar cylindrical components, Witte & Sutor of Western Germany are marketing a fully automatic welding machine. The machine is designed so that the cylindrical components are placed in a vibrating hopper and from there the components are automatically fed by a conveyor channel to a magazine which transfers each component to the welding head. Wires are then fed simultaneously from two directions, cut to the required length and butt welded to each end face of the component; they are then ejected. The output of this machine is approximately 1,500 double welded components per hr. The basic model can handle components from approximately 8 to 60 mm in length and 2 to 15 mm in diameter.—Witte & Sutor GMBH, 7157 Muehhardt/Württ, Western Germany.
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28. Air Thermostat
WAYNE KERR have produced a portable air thermostat, Type AT205, whose internal temperature is electronically controlled, with a stability of better than 0.05 °C over 24 hours. The capacity is approximately 3 to 4 cu ft and a front panel control enables the temperature to be set anywhere within the range 20 to 30 °C.
or, on an alternative model, from 30 to 40 °C. The inner enclosure is insulated from the steel case and the electronic circuits are housed in a separate compartment at one side of the case. Bungs are provided to permit the insertion of a thermometer and manipulation of the enclosed specimen which is completely visible through the transparent front panel.

The Air Thermostat is particularly suitable for experiments relating to the temperature coefficients of electrical components such as wire-wound resistors or ceramic capacitors, the performance of crystals cut for low-temperature operation, and incubation measurements on biological tissues. A further important application is for permittivity and conductivity measurements at controlled temperatures.

Operation is based on a thermistor associated with a transistorized control circuit suitable for 110 or 200-250 V supplies, consuming less than 30 W. The technique developed overcomes the disadvantages associated with the mercury-toluene type of regulator. Accurate temperature stability is achieved rapidly and fully maintained even when the ambient temperature rises to within 2 °C of the enclosure. The enclosed air is constantly circulated over the heating elements, ensuring an even temperature throughout all parts of the enclosure.—Wayne Kerr Laboratories Ltd., New Malden, Surrey.
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29. Counter-Tachometer

THE COUNTER-TACHOMETER type M.1157 is a transistorized digital frequency and time interval meter which is produced by Southern Instruments. It is especially useful in tachometry applications to indicate speed directly in r.p.m. Its principle features are the fully variable digital time base, a high input impedance, and the easy to read in-line in-plane display.

Count periods between 1 millisecond and 10 seconds in millisecond steps are available for the measurement of frequencies from 0-1 c/s to 120 kc/s: the counting interval may also be controlled manually or externally, by signals and/or contact closures, for the general determination of the number of events per unit time. Time intervals defined by electrical signals and/or contact closures are measured in clock units of 0.1 and 10 milliseconds, 0.1 and 10 seconds to a maximum of 10,000 units. The clock pulses are internally generated from a quartz crystal source and are available at outlets on the front panel for time calibration applications.—Southern Instruments Ltd., Frimley Road, Camberley, Surrey.
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30. Ovalgrip' Cable Markers

A RANGE of sleeves and cable markers that have been designed for fitting without the aid of tools is now available from Hellermann. "Ovalgrip' are oval in design and are fitted simply by being pressed into a circular shape with finger and thumb and placed over the cable or terminal and then released.

The 'Ovalgrip' sleeve will then revert back to its original oval shape tightly gripping the cable.

A range of ten colours is immediately available (registered colour-code as specified in DEF 20A) for either plain sleeves or markers. 'Ovalgrip' with customers' special markings can be supplied upon demand.

Manufactured in p.v.c., 'Ovalgrip' ranges in size from (Int.Dia. 'A') 0.050 in. up to 0.338 in. and (Int.Dia. 'B') 0.015 in. up to 0.098 in.

The 'Ovalgrip' series can be supplied to fit maximum outside diameters of cables from 0.035 in. up to 0.235 in. —Hellermann Ltd., Gatwick Road, Crawley, Sussex.
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31. Process-Control Level Switches

MAGNETIC INSTRUMENTS 'Pro- c-tror level switches for process control applications are designed to detect and either indicate and/or control the level of liquids and granular/powdered solids, according to predetermined level set-points. Each 'Procetrol' level switch is composed of a level-sensing probe, and an indicating/relay-actuating control unit. The output of the switch is normally a sp.d.t. relay, but other output modes may be obtained. These switches find wide use because of their sensitivity, simplicity, and ruggedness at a comparatively low cost.

The control unit models include the simplest integral head for use where process tank temperature does not exceed 120 °F, to remote-control units, with fixed or adjustable set-points. All control units are solid-state in design and operate at temperatures from 0 to 120 °F.

The probes vary from the most-widely-used Dupont Teflon-coated model to the highly sensitive model for electrically non-conductive/low-dielectric-constant fluids. Probes operate at a temperature of max. 475 °F continuous, standard 300 p.s.i.
32. Plotter Switch

A FOUR DIRECTION toggle control switch is being produced by Jay-El Products, Inc., U.S.A. This panel control features a positive tactile switching action in each quadrant, with a spring return to a neutral centre. Contact rating is 10 A inductive at 30 V d.c. with the mechanical life of each switch rated above 20 million cycles. It is ideally suited as a central control of four separate functions. The switch contact assembly is removable while the toggle unit is mounted.

33. Strain-Gauge Accelerometer

A STRAIN-GAUGE accelerometer which is designed to measure accelerations parallel to the mounting surface is now being marketed in the U.K. by Consolidated- Electrodynamics.

Known as the type 4-203, it is claimed to be the smallest temperature-compensated strain-gauge accelerometer commercially available, being 1-in. cube and weighing less than 3 oz. Other features claimed for the unit include small damping change with temperature, low cross-axis response and high resonant frequency.

The type 4-203 is available in eight ranges from +5 g to +500 g and the operable temperature range is from 300 °F to –70 °F. The sensitivity perpendicular to the sensitive axis is less than 0.01 g per g. For inputs of three times the rated range or 150 g input, whichever is the smallest. Damping is 0.7±0.1 of the critical at 77 °F. The combined linearity and hysteresis is rated at less than ±0.75% of the full-range output. The accelerometer has provision for strain-gauge bridge electrical compensation external to the sealed damping-media-filled chamber.

— Consolidated Electrodynamics (U.K.) Ltd., 14 Commercial Road, Woking, Surrey.
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34. Mecpot Potentiometers Up-Rated

THE M.E.C. Mecpot potentiometer range has now been extended and the ratings increased.

Existing models have been joined by the model MP32 and the rating of all Mecpot potentiometers has been increased from 0.75 W to 1 W at 20 °C.

The MP32 has three pins spaced along the length of the body, for direct mounting into printed wiring boards using the 0.1-in. module. These miniature pre-set potentiometers are available with total resistance values from 10 Ω to 20 kΩ and they will operate up to a maximum temperature of 85 °C with a ½-W dissipation.
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35. Magnetic Logic Breadboard

A MAGNETIC logic breadboard has been introduced by DI/AN Controls Inc. for magnetic logic development in the fields of education, design and research.

The breadboard provides for demonstrations of all logic circuits, evaluation of core-logic systems for compatibility with other circuitry, life-test, marginal test, examination of operating margins, signal-to-noise ratios, etc., on practical working elements.

The breadboard has 25 core-transistor logic modules, two core-transistor input amplifiers and one 5-kc/s oscillator permanently mounted and wired to the jacks on the panel.
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Provision has also been made for an additional optional circuit module. All permanent connections are made through printed circuits on the back of the panel. Interconnection between the modules is made with the 150 patch cords furnished for this purpose.

Core transistor modules combine logic, power, storage and signal regeneration in one compact non-critical and reliable building block. The minimum life expectancy is 50,000 hr at full rating at worst rated extremes of temperature ( — 55 ° C to +125 ° C) and at 100% humidity. Repetition rates up to 750 kilobits! sec are available.— Scientific Furnishings Ltd., Poynton, Cheshire.
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36. Miniature Soldering Iron

THE LAST few years have seen the rapid development of sub-miniature components and the development of efficient tools to handle these components—not least important of these being the soldering iron. Antex have developed a range of sub-miniature soldering irons to meet the present-day needs and the latest addition to this range is the Model L. This is a 20-W, mains-operated soldering iron that weighs 2½ oz and is designed with replaceable bits of ⅛ in., ⅜ in. and ⅜ in. diameter. Three different versions are available for 110 to 120 V, 220 to 230 V and 230 to 250 V operation and chisel-, spade- and angle-shaped bits of various materials are also available. The price of the soldering iron is 35s.—Antex Ltd., Grosvenor House, Croydon, Surrey.
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37. Two-Way Radio

FOR OPERATORS of small vehicle fleets Pye Telecommunications have produced two mobile radiotelephone equipments.

The car-boot-mounted equipment is named the ‘Vanguard’. It is a 25 W, v.h.f., a.m. radiotelephone with 4-W audio output. The control unit and a separate speaker are mounted near the driver while the remaining main unit is mounted in the boot.

The other equipment is named the ‘Cambridge’ and designed for mounting under the dashboard of a car. It is 6-W v.h.f. equipment with a completely transistorized receiver.

Each equipment can be supplied with the facility of single or six-channel operation.

The range of each model will depend on the surrounding terrain, etc., but an average figure for the ‘Vanguard’ is 25 miles and for the ‘Cambridge’ 15 miles. The ‘Cambridge’ radiotelephone can be rented at about 20s. per week for the mobile units and 30s. a week for the fixed station.—Pye Telecommunications Ltd., Newmarket Road, Cambridge.
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38. Q-Band Attenuator

ELLIOTT BROTHERS announce a Q-Band (W.G.22) Rotary Vane Attenuator type 2218. This attenuator possesses all the important features of the Precision Rotary Vane Attenuator but sells for less than half the cost at £95. This low price for a precision instrument is achieved by simplification of the construction, and replacement of the fine drive and engraved vernier scale by a very simple drive and a photo-printed scale. The instrument is direct reading with the following resolution: from 0 dB to 1 dB, 0-1 dB divisions; from 1 dB to 5 dB, 0-2 dB divisions; from 5 dB to 30 dB, 1-0 dB divisions; from 30 dB to 50 dB, 5 dB divisions. By interpolation it is possible to reset to approximately ½ of a division. A v.s.w.r. scale is also provided. The instrument is available with flange types 5085-99-083-0018 UG 599/U or UG 381/U on short delivery terms.—Elliott Brothers (London) Ltd., Microwave & Electronic Instruments Division, Elstree Way, Borehamwood, Herts.
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THIN-FILM TRANSISTOR

A new type of transistor, which can be manufactured by thin-film deposition techniques, is described. It is at present in the experimental stage, but it could well be an important development in microminiaturization.

Normally a transistor is manufactured from single-crystal semiconductor material, generally germanium but sometimes silicon. There is now news of an entirely different technique whereby a transistor can be made by the deposition on a substrate of thin films of conducting and semiconducting materials. Not only is the construction apparently greatly eased by this process but associated circuit elements, such as resistors and capacitors, and, of course, connectors, can simultaneously be produced. The process is thus one which lends itself admirably to microminiaturization.

So far, thin-film transistors are experimental. Early models had a mutual conductance of 5 mA/V at a current of 6.5 mA. In later ones this was raised to 25 mA/V. No particular care has yet been taken to design units for high-frequency operation, but oscillation has been obtained with existing types up to 17 Mc/s.

The construction and theory of the device is described in the June 1962 issue of Proc. I.R.E. ("The TFT—A New Thin-Film Transistor" by Paul K. Weimer, p. 1462). The electrodes are given names different from those of the conventional transistor and different again from those of the thermionic valve. In all cases they are functionally analogous, however, and Table 1 shows the equivalence in the three cases.

The form of construction is shown in Fig. 1. The insulating substrate is a glass plate upon which the source and drain electrodes are deposited. These are of a metal suitable for making low-resistance contact to the semiconductor. Typically, gold is used and is evaporated on to the substrate with the usual masking arrangements to define the deposited areas; the separation of the electrodes is some 5–50 microns.

A semiconducting layer of cadmium sulphide is then deposited to overlap the source and drain electrodes. This forms a layer of under one micron in thickness. The outer surface is then covered with a thin layer of silicon monoxide to act as an insulator, and on this in turn a gold layer is deposited as the gate electrode.

The characteristics of one experimental transistor are shown in Fig. 2. The device depends on electrons as charge carriers and so the drain requires to be positive with respect to the source. Operation can be with the gate either positive or negative and in neither case is there appreciable gate current. The curves of Fig. 2 are for a positive gate and operation is said to be in the 'enrichment' or 'enhancement' mode. Negative gate voltage is said to produce operation in a 'depletion' mode.

Fig. 3 shows curves covering both modes, and Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of illuminating the device. Cadmium sulphide is a light sensitive material and illuminating the transistor with 20 foot-candles produces a large increase of drain current.

![Fig. 1.—Cross-section and plan of thin-film transistor. The thickness of the layers and the electrode spacings are only a few microns.](Courtesy Proc. I.R.E.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Electrode Equivalence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valve</td>
<td>Transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cathode</td>
<td>emitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grid</td>
<td>base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anode</td>
<td>collector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The input capacitance is quite large, 300 pF in early models. However, this has been greatly reduced and types with a capacitance of 50 pF and a mutual conductance of 25 mA/V have been produced. Such types have a gain-bandwidth product of about 12 Mc/s.

With positive gate operation the required gate voltage is of the same order as the drain voltage. Consequently direct coupling of one drain to the next gate in cascaded stages is very easy and lends itself to an economical structure in which a complete amplifier is constructed entirely by the evaporation of thin films.

The theory of the device is not yet fully understood. In particular the reason for the hysteresis loop, which can be seen in the more positive gate-voltage curves in Figs. 2 and 3, is not yet known. However, many if not all of the characteristics can be explained in terms of field-effect considerations.

The thin-film transistor is not yet developed to the production stage. It appears so attractive, however, that it will be surprising if more is not heard of it. Indeed, unless some major 'snag' is encountered it could revolutionize microminiaturization practice.

Cyclotron Wave Phase Shifter

A new and precise method of shifting the phase of u.h.f. and microwave signals was recently demonstrated by Zenith Radio Corporation at the National Electronics Conference in Chicago, U.S.A. An electron beam serves as the signal transmitting medium; its phase transfer function can be varied by hundreds of degrees at megacycle rates, with a linear relationship between phase shift and externally-applied control current. Insertion loss, which does not change with phase shift, is between 1 and 2 dB. Transmitted r.f. power capability can range from a few micro-watts (initial demonstration of this phase shift method was at -20 dBm) to many kilowatts. The phase shifter also functions as an isolator, providing stable matched impedance at its input and output together with about 60 dB of reverse attenuation. Utilizing the cyclotron rotation of free electrons in a beam, the device is free from the hysteresis effects and temperature variations common to ferrite devices and exhibits a high degree of stability.

In the electron beam phase shifter, a beam is 'projected from a gun through an input coupler, a phase shifting region and an output coupler. The phase change is accomplished by varying the magnetic field in the phase-shifting region by means of an external current source which feeds a small solenoid inside the vacuum envelope. The entire tube is immersed in a longitudinal magnetic field. To conserve d.c. power, the collector may be held at a low potential.
CONTROL-SYSTEM engineers, concerned with replacing men with machines, often come up against the problem that some particular operation has to be performed by humans because of the difficulty of specifying precisely what the operation is. For example, a letter-sorting system has to include a human to read the address because it is quite impossible to specify mathematically all the different variety of shapes which any given character can assume, and so, it might appear, a machine to perform this operation can never be constructed. Fortunately, however, the outlook is not as black as this. A young child is also unable to sort letters, but after a prolonged training period, during which he receives instruction in the correspondence between shapes and characters, he then has the necessary ability. The change from being useless to being useful in this task is possible because the child possesses the faculties of learning and memory. Clearly, if a device can be constructed which also possesses these faculties, then the control problem disappears: we have only to teach the machine, using a human instructor and a wide variety of character shapes, and we have then obtained the necessary machine without in fact having to define its function mathematically at all. The problem that some particular operation has to be performed by humans because of the difficulty of specifying precisely what the operation is.

Definition of a Learning Circuit

A learning circuit, just like any other circuit, can be regarded as being a closed box with a number of input and output terminals. The features of a learning circuit which distinguish it from any other circuit may be summarized in the following, which will be taken as the definition in the subsequent discussion:

The outputs from a learning circuit in response to any given set of inputs are initially zero or random, but become progressively adapted in some manner under the influence of the accumulated history of inputs to the circuit.

In the first place, the use of terms like 'circuit', 'terminal', 'inputs and outputs' must not be taken to imply that only artificial mechanisms are included in the discussion. Animals in general and humans in particular are difficult subjects for experiment; individual variations in learning ability are very marked and it is always difficult and often impossible to control the initial conditions in a learning experiment, because of the inevitable variations in the range of individual experience. For these and other reasons it is convenient to experiment and to try out theories with man-made models. Even although such models may have valuable engineering applications in their own right, however, much of the interest in them is aroused by the possibility that by considering parallels between these models and neurological systems, some light may be thrown on the workings of the brain. For any definition of a learning circuit to be generally useful, therefore, it must embrace both artificial and living systems, the distinguishing criteria being dependent on behaviour and not on structure. The definition proposed will apply to any system, provided we are prepared to allow the term 'circuit' to cover, for example, a group of nerve cells, or a complete living organism.

A second point arising from the definition is the meaning of the term 'initially'. This will be taken to be relative to the learning task under consideration in which the learning circuit is involved. In other words, this is the state of the learning circuit when there is no learning in it. The circuit is in this state early in its life before any learning has taken place, which is why the term 'initially' was used, but it can also re-enter the 'initial' state after it has been involved in learning if the learning is forgotten. Many, although not all, learning circuits encountered in practice do forget, so that this return to the initial state is an important feature of learning.

A third feature of the definition which perhaps calls for some explanation is the reference to progressive adaptation of the behaviour of the circuit. This property is really fundamental to the nature of a learning circuit. Without it, we would be obliged to include under the heading of learning circuits a ferrite core in the store of a digital computer. This, like any other form of memory device, could certainly form part of a learning circuit, but cannot by itself constitute
one. We must therefore note that learning and memory circuits are different, and that the essential distinguishing feature of a learning circuit is its adaptive behaviour, which is the property of modifying its own characteristics in the light of experience. Moreover this adaptation is progressive: that is to say, the behaviour cannot be radically modified without a substantial history of inputs consistently tending to produce similar adaptation. We can see the importance of this point by thinking for a moment of conditioned reflexes. Life would plainly become intolerable if every time that there was a single chance juxtaposition of two unrelated stimuli a conditioned reflex were to be established. To be useful, a reflex must not be set up until the number of such juxtapositions has risen significantly above what might be expected by chance, and this is in fact what seems to happen in nature. This feature of progressive rather than sharp changes is also unlike a normal computer memory element, which simply stores the information which is presented to it.

In the definition, references are made to inputs and outputs. The concept of the circuit possessing input and output terminals is a useful one, particularly in diagrammatic representations, but it must not be taken to imply even in a model that all such inputs and outputs are electrical or even that they are all of the same nature. In fact, both in models and in man, signals of several different kinds are commonly employed (for example, electrical, mechanical, optical and chemical) and these different kinds of signal can occur in the same circuit, so that an optical input may control a mechanical output, or an electrical input may control a chemical output. This leads us to the last point arising from the learning circuit definition: the distinction between control and information pathways. The reference to inputs and outputs in the plural was not intended simply to cover the case in which a single input and a single output are brought out each to a number of terminals, as, for example, is commonly done with d.c. amplifiers in analogue computers (see Fig. 1). This is merely a matter of mechanical convenience: functionally the amplifier has one input and one output. It is possible, however, to have several inputs which are functionally distinct and may be of different physical forms, but whatever their physical forms, all the inputs and outputs can be classified as belonging to either information or control pathways.

Fig. 2, for example, shows an arrangement of a box with a shutter which can be raised from its normal position by energizing a solenoid. When the shutter is allowed to fall back to its normal position no light can pass. Thus, the light signal input, carrying information, can reach the output only when there is a suitable electrical signal at the control input terminal. This kind of action is typical of, although not exclusive to, learning circuits, where an output may be connected to one input either directly or through an amplification or attenuating network, but where the form of the amplification or attenuation or the existence of the connection may be decided by some other quite independent input.

Fig. 3 shows a system precisely analogous to that of Fig. 2, only with electrical information pathways instead of optical ones. If either of the boxes shown in Figs. 2 or 3 were to form part of a learning circuit, it would appear as in Fig. 4, stressing again that in a general consideration of learning circuits we are concerned with behaviour and not with structure.

**Types of Learning Process**

We must now turn our attention to the learning processes that we wish to be carried out by learning circuits. There are many different kinds of learning process, but for
discussion purposes they will be arranged under four headings.

1. Association: This is the simplest possible form of learning, consisting of an association between two independent stimuli, requiring essentially a single binary decision element. A natural example of association learning is the classical Pavlovian conditioned reflex.

2. Classification: This is the process of sorting sets of inputs into separate categories in accordance with instructions received during a training period, resulting in a subsequent ability to sort patterns, often even incomplete or defective ones, into the appropriate categories without further need of instruction. A natural example of classification learning is reading.

3. Position: This can be regarded as an association learning in which the association is not universal but applies only at some specific point or points of a sensory field. An example of this is the ability to avoid obstacles when crossing a darkened room, using information about the positions of obstacles obtained on some previous occasion.

4. Co-ordination: This is the process of learning a continuous quantitative relationship between two different sensory fields so that after a training period any particular point in one field can be related to a corresponding point in the other. An example is the learning of relationships between positions in the visual field and the corresponding placing of the hand required to touch the positions; in other words the co-ordination between hand and eye.

Memory Elements

When discussing the definition of a learning circuit, some stress was laid on the fact that a memory element could not by itself form a learning circuit. Nevertheless, since by definition the characteristics of a learning circuit depend on a previous history of inputs, it must contain some information about this previous history, so that a learning circuit must always contain at least one memory element. Moreover the particular form of the memory element or elements will generally be of fundamental importance in determining the kind of learning of which the circuit is capable.

Before saying any more about learning systems in general, therefore, we must say a few words on the subject of memory. This term has already been used several times, re-appearing on an intuitive understanding of its meaning, but it is perhaps advisable to define it before going further. The following is proposed as a definition:

A memory element accepts and stores in a coded form information about some aspect of an existing situation, releasing this information at some later time in response to control signals.

Memory elements can be classified as qualitative, quantitative or transfer. A qualitative memory element stores information about events or general properties of the environment. This kind of element is used in association and classification learning circuits. A quantitative memory element stores information about properties of specific points of the environment and is the kind of element which forms the basis of a position learning circuit. A transfer element stores information about associations between specific points in different sensory fields, forming the basis of co-ordination learning circuits.

Memory elements of each of these functional classifications can be further classified temporally as either temporary or permanent. This division is of course often rather arbitrary, and with animals or with man it is not easy to know where to draw the line. With machines, however, we can be precise. A memory element will be regarded as permanent only if information placed in it will remain unaltered for an indefinite period in the absence of any further inputs. In models this almost invariably means that it must be a mechanical device (although probably electrically operated). For example, information may be stored as the position of a potentiometer wiper or of a uniselector arm, and in either case the information will not decay. Note, though, that calling a memory element permanent does not mean that the information it contains cannot be changed, but only that it will not change by itself.

The commonest form of temporary memory element is a capacitor on which charge is stored. This charge inevitably leaks away, and although a good capacitor may retain an effective amount of charge for a considerable period, any such element will be classified as temporary.

Features of Memory

At this point it is convenient to introduce a slight extension of terminology. There is some danger of confusion in the use of the term 'memory' as to whether we refer to the information which is stored or to the physical device which stores it. This difficulty has been pointed out by Young, who resolves it by calling the device a 'memory', and the information a 'representation'. I find it convenient, however, to adopt a different convention, and to speak of the information as a memory, and of the physical storage device as a memory element. The complete 'black box' containing one or more memory elements and the associated control circuits is then spoken of as a memory unit.

Features of a memory unit which are of interest are the conditions under which a memory can be stored or recalled and also the capacity of the unit. These features are not in general independent. A most important characteristic of any unit is what happens when the unit is full and a new memory is presented. There are two main possibilities: the new memory could be rejected, or an existing memory could be destroyed and the new one stored in its place. These alternatives represent different storage policies, and there is no very clear evidence from experiments with animals or humans to suggest that either policy is definitely to be preferred. On the one hand it seems likely that the latest memory presented will be available in the memory unit rather than older memories, but on the other hand it seems improbable that, for example, a new association should immediately destroy an old and well-established one. Experiments have been carried out to investigate the destruction of memory in a particular set of circumstances, although in their experiments it is brought about by conflicting information about the same event, rather than by over-loading of the memory unit. I have conducted some experiments myself with human subjects, and although in themselves they have been inconclusive, there is some indication that a new memory is sometimes rejected rather than an old one. Further experiments should yield more definite results but for the time being we can say only that neither policy is unreasonable and that evidence to support one to the exclusion of the other is lacking.

The question of saturation of the memory unit is bound up with an important property of the memory itself. We must observe that neither storage nor recall is a straightforward operation as it is, for example, in a digital computer, where once a decision has been made to store or recall from a particular element the appropriate control lines are energized and the storage or recall takes place. In a learning circuit storage and recall are dependent not only on the control signals but also on the memory in the element. In an association circuit, for example, it was pointed out earlier that a single juxtaposition of two separate stimuli must not establish a conditioned reflex. However the fact that this juxtaposition has occurred must be
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Fig. 6. Memory element

Fig. 7. Control of behaviour

recorded: it might be the first of a long series, and in this case an association should eventually be established. The element, therefore, is occupied, so that storage of new information in that element is prevented, but at the same time the memory cannot be recalled so as to affect behaviour. With repetitions of the juxtaposition of stimuli, the reflex is eventually established, but without continued repetitions extinction of the reflex occurs and ultimately the memory may be lost altogether and the element becomes available for storage of other information. Throughout these changes, however, the nature of the memory remains unchanged. The differences may be ascribed to a property which will be referred to as strength of memory. Wells and Wells have deduced the existence of this property in the octopus. They trained octopuses to perform tactile discriminations and then allowed an interval of some days. When retested, the animals reacted uncertainly, but the amount of retraining necessary to get them back to their former performance figures was significantly less than the amount of training required originally. This demonstrates that the memory itself was still present, although the power to recall it had diminished. Wells and Wells also suggested, on the basis of their results, that recall could become impossible due to a low strength of memory.

It is here suggested that strength of memory is a fundamental concept in learning circuits. It is suggested that the strength of memory component is incrementally increased with the input of information to the element, and otherwise decays continuously towards zero. For the purposes of subsequent discussion, three threshold values will also be defined, although not all of them are necessarily present in every element. The first threshold determines whether the element is regarded as occupied or empty by the storage mechanism when it is seeking a location for a new memory. The second threshold determines whether the recall mechanism is able to extract the memory. The third threshold, which will be discussed later, determines whether a temporary memory becomes permanent. Thus the property of strength of memory is seen as holding a central position in the mechanism of learning, exercising an over-riding control over the functioning of the memory unit.

For completeness, we should mention here one more feature of memory: accuracy. This concerns only position and co-ordination systems, and is a measure of how closely the information extracted from the memory element compares with the information put in. We would like the comparison to be exact, but in practice it cannot be, and we then have to ask what accuracy is necessary to enable the learning circuit to do what is required of it. To help to decide this, we can examine evidence of man's ability in comparable situations. We will pursue this a little further when we discuss neurological parallels.

Simple Learning Circuit

We will turn now to an examination of a particular learning circuit of a very simple kind. Despite its simplicity however, it does bring out a number of interesting points. The circuit, described by Huggins, was designed to exhibit the characteristics of Pavlov's dog by learning to associate the sound of a bell with the appearance of food. It is an association learning circuit, whose memory unit contains a single temporary qualitative memory element.

Fig. 5 shows a block diagram of the circuit. The box marked 'behaviour' represents the mechanism of salivation, whose activation is indicated in this model by the lighting of a pair of lamps. This activation can be produced by a control signal either from the eye or from the coincidence 'B' unit. Activation by the eye represents the normal response of an untrained animal to a signal from the environment indicating the appearance of food.
The coincidence 'B' unit can activate behaviour only when it is simultaneously stimulated by the memory element and by a signal from the environment through the ear. The memory contained in the memory element is a quantity which increases with simultaneous activations of eye and ear, detected by the coincidence 'A' unit, and decreases with activations of ear alone.

The circuit diagram of the memory element is shown in Fig. 7. Positive charge is added to the capacitor C when the coincidence 'A' unit is activated, and removed from it when the ear is activated. There is also a continual leakage of charge through the resistor \( R_h \), which governs the rate of forgetting. \( R_{th} \) sets the threshold level (in terms of the earlier nomenclature this is a second threshold) and so determines how much charge has to be stored in C to energize relay L.

Fig. 7 shows how 'behaviour' (the lighting of the lamps) is brought about. The S and H relays are energized by the eye and ear respectively.

It is interesting to observe that in this circuit the memory consists solely of a strength of memory component, the qualitative information in the memory being inherent in the wiring. In other words, this memory element is a special purpose one, able to store information only about particular events (seeing and hearing) specified by the structure of the mechanism. For this reason there is no first threshold: information about these particular events is always stored in this element, so the problem of finding a vacant element is eliminated. Thus the control circuitry is made very much simpler than in the general case, but the resulting machine is a special purpose one, able to form only those associations which were envisaged by the maker. To make a machine on these lines general would mean supplying a memory element for every possible association, so that the simplicity of control is then paid for by the complication of having a very large number of memory elements. A machine working on this principle has in fact been made by Uttley.

(To be continued)
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ENVIRONMENTAL MOTION SIMULATOR

A 2-axis rocking table which has been designed by Short Brothers & Harland for use in testing their Belfast freighter's Autoland system, has proved so successful that the Company is to build a general purpose, production version. The new design is suitable for the testing of all kinds of gyroscopic equipment.

The 'Belfast' rocking table carries those units of the automatic landing system which sense the aircraft's attitude in pitch and roll. By tilting these units to the correct angles, in response to electrical signals from an analogue computer, the rocking table causes them to function exactly as they would during an actual flight. It is powered by electro-hydraulic servomotors operating at 2,500 p.s.i. The analogue computer can be programmed to provide, for other applications, any motion pattern within the mechanical limits of the table.

The table has an operating surface of more than 400 sq in., split into two levels, and is arranged so as to roll about its pitch axis. The maximum rate of rotation about both axes is greater than 100° sec, but to prevent damage to the units under test, provision is made for limiting the table's deceleration when it is driven into the resilient stops. In pitch the maximum deceleration is 6 g; and in roll, 4 g. The table has +30° of freedom about the roll axis and ±28° of freedom about its pitch axis.

Control is by means of d.c. input to the servos which are capable of receiving a maximum signal of ±100 V. In both axes the maximum threshold is less than the equivalent of an input signal demand for 0.05° table rotation. The frequency response characteristics are good, with very high accelerations in response to step function inputs, combined with stability of the table.

Equipment connections are provided in the form of two 'looped' looms of fixed wiring carrying 480 electrical leads.

The production version of the rocking table will have, in the standard model, a single operating surface 22 in. X 22 in. capable of handling equipment up to the weight of 100 lb. There will be less load inertia than on the 'Belfast' unit and thus an improvement in performance.

In cases where the surface area of the standard model is insufficient for a customer's requirements, Shorts can design and supply a special two-layer work table similar to that of the 'Belfast' unit. As an alternative to the standard 2-axis table, a 3-axis model is offered—the third axis being normal to the plane of roll and pitch. The 3-axis unit will have a working table 20½ in. in diameter.

The electronic amplifiers, control and stabilized power supply units for each model are contained in a separate cabinet. All rocking tables are fitted with hydraulic accumulators to supply high transient hydraulic demands, but the main hydraulic supply is from a separate pump set.

For further information circle 45 on Service Card
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conversion loss in RECTIFIER MODULATORS

As was mentioned in the introduction, the analysis in this section will be restricted to that form of feedback modulator in which the signal-frequency component at the output is fed back via a buffer amplifier to the input. This necessarily rules out the use of ring or other double-balanced modulators, as these do not produce a component at signal frequency at their output terminals.

The previous paper on this topic established that under ideal conditions it was possible completely to stabilize two forms of modulator against both changes in $r_b$ and $r_f$. To approach this desirable condition, however, it is necessary to have a high gain buffer amplifier, and a modulator with terminating impedances a long way removed from optimum, so that it has considerable loss. This work considers the effect of parameter changes in more detail in order to see what practical use can be made of this form of feedback. It is influenced by experimental results obtained by J. C. Gardiner, who found, using this system of feedback, that the conversion loss of the modulator he had built could be stabilized against changes in $r_f$ or $r_b$, but not against both. These conditions will now be investigated theoretically, to determine if any modulators can be made which will stabilize against changes in both parameters, and to find out which circuit leads to the most practical feedback modulator.

**Modulator with Constant-Resistance Terminations**

From previous work it is known that the currents at wanted product frequency and at signal frequency in this circuit are given by:

$$i_s = \frac{1}{V} \frac{r_b - r_f}{R_1 + R(r_b + r_f) + r_b r_f}$$

$$i_o = \frac{R_1 + \frac{1}{2}(r_b + r_f)}{V}$$

$$V = R_s + R(r_b + r_f) + r_b r_f$$

where it is assumed that the wanted product is the first-order lower sideband. The formula for the first-order upper sideband is identical. In both cases no account has been taken of the fact that the wanted sideband current is $180^\circ$ out of phase with the signal current since this does not affect the validity of the analysis but merely makes it more difficult to follow.

If this modulator is to be used in a feedback circuit, such as Fig. 2 in which a voltage proportional to the current $i_o$ is fed back to the signal source, then it is

Continuing the discussion of rectifier modulators, this part of the article deals with the effect of negative feedback on stabilizing conversion loss.
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Changes in \( r_f \) therefore produce corresponding increases or decreases in \( i_b \) and \( i_i \), but in contrast changes in \( r_b \) increase the one while decreasing the other. Using conventional feedback, therefore, it is clearly possible to stabilize \( i_i \) and therefore the conversion loss to some extent against changes in \( r_f \), but the addition of feedback will worsen the effect on the conversion loss of changes in \( r_b \). However, to determine the percentage changes in the parameters it is necessary to consider \( di_b/i_a \) and \( di_i/i_i \) for variations of \( r_f \) and of \( r_b \). These expressions may be readily formed from the preceding equations, and it is found on examination that the percentage change in \( i_i \) is always larger than that in \( i_b \) for variation of \( r_f \) tending to equality only when the terminating resistance \( R \ll r_b \). Under this condition, however, changes in \( r_b \) have little effect on the modulator conversion loss anyway, so that by using sufficient feedback in this way the modulator conversion loss is relatively unaffected by changes in either parameter. Table 2 illustrates these effects for selected component values and Fig. 11 shows some experimental results. (These were little different from the corresponding theoretical results.) The following physical argument seems to support the above theory. If \( r_f \) is increased, because there is a greater resistance in the circuit \( i_b \) will decrease. However, the efficiency of the rectifier is also diminished, since its reverse-to-forward resistance ratio is less, and so \( i_i \) decreases. On the other hand if \( r_b \) is increased by the same argument \( i_i \) will increase. The corresponding shunt modulator by duality will stabilize against changes of \( r_b \) but not against changes of \( r_f \). For the latter effects to be negligible it will be necessary to have \( G \ll g_f \) i.e., \( R \gg r_f \). In practice it appears that if it is only desired to stabilize against temperature change this latter condition will not be necessary, as for many carrier generator circuits there will be little change in \( r_b \). A note on duality is included in the Appendix; its effect as stated above has been verified experimentally.

Modulator with High or Low Impedance Terminations to Unwanted Products

From the first part of the article it seems clear that the only types of modulator with behaviour radically different from the constant-resistance modulator with respect to parameter changes are those mentioned in the heading above. Moreover, it is clear from Fig. 5 that it is possible to make modulators reverse the sign of \( d_i/i_0 \). This is important, as it is clear from the last section that this will allow the modulator conversion loss to be stabilized against both changes in \( r_f \) and \( r_b \). However, a combination of circumstances makes these types of circuits of little use in this context. It is found that the amount of feedback required to stabilize against changes in one parameter is relatively small, and varies for different values of the parameter. A large amount of feedback is required to stabilize against changes in the other parameter, so that in practice it is impossible to produce a circuit which will work well for the two forms of change. Variation of the mark/space ratio of the switching signal improves the position a little, but still does not make possible the design of a satisfactory circuit.

Conclusions

Modulators may be divided into two groups by the manner in which their conversion loss changes when the parameters of the time-varying resistance are changed. The first, or normal group, includes most types of modulators, as can be seen from inspection of Figs. 4 and 7, and Table 1. Normal behaviour means that:

(i) When the modulator is terminated so that the conversion loss is a minimum, an increase in one parameter \( (r \to or) \) of a corresponding decrease in the other \( (r \to r/a) \) gives rise to the same change in conversion loss.

(ii) The graph of the change of conversion loss for change of one parameter against terminating resistance is a mirror image of the graph for a change in the other parameter, about a line drawn through the optimum resistance.

(iii) The substitution of a more efficient rectifier with the same mean value of resistance \( (p) \) makes the modulator less sensitive to changes in either parameter.

(iv) An increase in the terminating resistance renders the modulator more sensitive to changes in the reverse resistance, and similarly a decrease to changes in the forward resistance.

Abnormal behaviour is confined to modulators with both terminations either high or low to unwanted products. For these:

(i) The modulator is highly sensitive to changes in one parameter and quite insensitive to changes in the

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminating Resistance</th>
<th>Normal C.L. (dB)</th>
<th>Change in Rectifier Resistance</th>
<th>Change in C.L. in ( 1:0 )</th>
<th>Change in C.L. in ( 1:0 )</th>
<th>Change in C.L. with Feedback (dB)</th>
<th>Change in C.L. with Feedback (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( p ) 10-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>( r_f ) 10</td>
<td>0-928</td>
<td>0-93</td>
<td>0-6</td>
<td>-0-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_b ) 10</td>
<td></td>
<td>( r_f ) 10</td>
<td>1-09</td>
<td>0-92</td>
<td>-0-6</td>
<td>1-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p ) 10-8</td>
<td></td>
<td>( r_f ) 10</td>
<td>0-549</td>
<td>0-55</td>
<td>-5-2</td>
<td>-0-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_b ) 10</td>
<td></td>
<td>( r_f ) 10</td>
<td>1-06</td>
<td>0-992</td>
<td>-0-07</td>
<td>0-17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 12. Single loop equivalent circuit for the shunt modulator

other, over the whole of the practical range of terminating resistance, as can be seen in Fig. 5.

(ii) The substitution of a more efficient rectifier reduces but little the sensitivity of the modulator to changes in the same parameter, but renders it even more insensitive to changes in the other.

(iii) If the mark/space ratio of the switching signal is changed until the minimum conversion loss possible for this form of modulator is reached, then the behaviour becomes more normal.

(iv) A change in the parameter to which the modulator is highly sensitive may produce either an increase or a decrease in conversion loss depending on the value of the terminating resistance.

The possibility of stabilizing conversion loss against temperature change by selecting the most suitable terminating impedances was considered. It was shown that whereas this was quite feasible for small changes, over the normal range of ambient temperature little improvement was to be expected.

The use of feedback at signal frequency on single-balanced modulators with normal behaviour will allow the conversion loss to be stabilized against changes in one parameter only. However, it is possible to choose values of terminating resistance so that the modulator is insensitive to changes in the other parameter, and under these conditions a satisfactory circuit may be obtained.

If a modulator with abnormal behaviour is used in such a feedback loop it is possible to stabilize the conversion loss to some degree against changes in both parameters. However, due to the increased sensitivity of these modulators to changes in one parameter, and due to the different amounts of feedback required for each parameter, these circuits are not very practical and the former type is to be preferred.
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APPENDIX

Equivalence of Series and Shunt Modulators

Mention has been made of the representation of the shunt modulator by an equivalent single-loop circuit, as in Fig. 12. It is clear that the general equation for this equivalent single loop is

\[ V = V' = \frac{Z_1}{Z_s + Z_1} i', \]

and that this bears a direct relationship to the corresponding equation for the series modulator of Fig. 3

\[ V = Z'_{s0} - Z_L \]

so that the properties of \( V \) can be deduced by analogy with the properties of the current in the series modulator. However, the current that is of primary importance in the shunt modulator is not \( i' \) but the current through the load which has been called \( i \). This is related to \( i' \) by the equation

\[ i = \frac{Z_s}{Z_s + Z_L} i' \]

which on evaluation at signal and wanted product frequencies, gives

\[ i_0 = \frac{1}{Z_s + Z_L} (V - i_0' Z_L) \]

Thus, if the only concern is for the current at wanted product frequencies it is clear from equations (17), (18) and (21) that there is a direct relationship between the load currents in series and shunt modulators with the same terminating impedances. However, equally from (20) it is clear that there is no such relationship between the load currents at signal frequency. Therefore for feedback applications of the type under discussion, it is clear that this type of equivalence will not lead to corresponding series and shunt modulators performing in the same way when subjected to feedback at signal frequency. This is also true for feedback at wanted product frequency since here again the interest is in the insertion loss of the modulator to this product which will require an equation equivalent to (20) for evaluation, in addition to the conversion loss.

If the series modulator that is the exact dual of the particular shunt modulator is considered, however, it is easy to show (see for instance Reference 6, Appendix 2) that both signal and wanted product components behave in an analogous manner. Thus from the relationships governing the current \( i_0 \), \( i_1 \), and \( i \) in the series modulator may be deduced the variations in the load voltages \( v_0 \) and \( v_1 \) in the shunt modulator, and vice versa. This has been verified experimentally in feedback circuits, for it was found that a series modulator with constant-resistance terminations stabilized only against changes in \( f_L \) and not against those in \( f_L \); the corresponding shunt modulator with constant-resistance terminations showed exactly the opposite trends as would have been predicted from the above.
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Remote alarm for

Installing the transmitter, which in this instance is used with a Yagi aerial.
This article describes an economical low-power v.h.f. radio transmitter utilizing the existing mobile radio network and capable of automatically sending telegraphic or speech alarm signals from outstations. In the Electricity Supply and Gas Industries there are very large numbers of such unattended outstations at which switching, transforming or pumping plant forms a link in the complex chain of distribution from producer to consumer. Such equipment may find applications other than those described, such as in water distribution, railways, police and fire alarm pillars, in navigational buoys and in flood warning devices.

In the Electricity Supply Industry there are many instances where the condition of remote equipment is not known until a loss of supply is reported. For example, in a single Electricity Board there may be 12,000 circuit breakers, the operation of any one of which is not known until consumers report a failure of supply. Delay in restoration of supply can be costly in good will and may be a serious matter for consumers, particularly in industry and in some types of livestock production. In this latter case, small rural substations or even pole transformers may be involved. There are other cases where loss of supply and costly damage to equipment might result from ignorance of an alarm condition, such as in the use of oil- or gas-pressure cables. In all these instances it is without doubt desirable to have alarm facilities, but whether it is essential can only be decided by balancing the cost of failure against the cost of the alarm system; not forgetting that the cost of failure might include danger to human life. The provision of cheaper alarm equipment should therefore result in its more extensive use, with a consequent increase in efficiency of the industry concerned.

Due to the very widespread nature of the distribution networks and the large geographic areas covered from a given manned control centre, the transmission of information existing at the many outstations is becoming of greatly increasing importance. Complex telegraphic supervisory equipment has been available for this purpose for many years and modern developments in solid-state digital electronic techniques using radio or line links have been demonstrated as a further solution to this problem. However, such systems set out to provide a number of two-state indications (breakers, or valves, open or closed) and a number of analogue quantities (volts, amperes, stocks, pressures or flows) each telemetered, either on demand or automatically, when some change occurs. These schemes are therefore relatively costly, which results in their use being confined to the supervision of only the more important stations.

In the Electricity Supply Industry failures at a small transformer station, feeding one or more consumers, or even at an individual consumer's premises, are often not detected until the consumers complain. Owing to the very large number of such transformer stations, any suggested device must, of necessity, be simple, reliable and economical. It should preferably be self-contained and require virtually no maintenance.

On the high-voltage transmission networks, simple alarm requirements exist on plant such as oil- or gas-pressure cables where the pressure failure detecting element is located at one or other cable terminal which may itself be remote from a manned point.

In both cases the alarm conditions are very infrequent, probably arising only once in several years, so that it is most desirable to use a communication channel which will not lie idle during the intervening period. In the past, pilot cables or rented telephone lines have been employed but over distances greater than four or five miles, a radio link can be cheaper. In many remote areas it is impossible or uneconomical to provide pilots or telephone lines and radio is then the only alternative.

Underground pilot wire cable laid at the same time as power cables may cost around £1,000 per mile but if separate excavation and reinstatement has to be carried out, the costs may be £1,500—£2,500 per mile. Rented telephone circuits (2-wire Tariff 'S') cost about £24 per mile per annum for the lengths being considered for alarm purposes. The radio alarm costs between about £100 and £400 installed depending on the type of power supply, signal and housing if production quantities can be made at one time.

The majority of possible users have already got v.h.f. radio coverage from manned base-station control points so the alarm transmissions can conveniently be made on the existing mobile-to-base frequencies where such coverage exists.

Owing to the need to economize in the use of radio frequencies and having regard to the relatively infrequent operation of the alarm, the equipment is thus designed to operate on the mobile transmitter frequency of the v.h.f. radio system in use in the particular area. In the U.K. a number of channels are allocated for use in the Electricity and Gas Industries and are arranged on a geographic basis.
The present alarm system therefore requires no extra radio frequencies and in fact makes a fuller use of existing allocations.

The equipment comprises a compact fully-transistorized transmitter, having an output of 200 mW, which is automatically energized under alarm conditions. The transmitter can be supplied for indoor or outdoor (watertight) mounting and will operate for a few hours from its self-contained sealed battery. The latter can be arranged for automatic recharging from the local 240 V a.c. supply or, as in the model illustrated, it may be recharged by the action of daylight on a set of solar cells.

**Signalling Requirements**

If not more than two or three individual alarms (say, not more than two or three) are required within the coverage area of one base receiving station (typically 15-20 mile radius), the transmissions can be cabled with 'pips' of tone. Both the 'pips' and the carrier are keyed to minimize interference with speech from mobile stations. By having a different tone frequency or pip repetition frequency for each of the installations, the base station operator, even if unskilled, can identify the individual alarm concerned. This system is most suitable for the oil- or gas-pressure cable alarm where operation is very infrequent and the transmission of simultaneous alarms from two or more stations is unlikely.

An alternative version, which will be more applicable to Electricity Board and Gas Board schemes, will incorporate a pre-recorded speech message announcing the name of the station concerned, repeated for a period of one to five minutes. This version utilizes the same transmitter but the 'pip-pip' modulator assembly is replaced by a miniature tape reproducing unit.

It will be noted that, in both versions, no extra equipment is needed at the base station receiver as the operator already exists to 'decode' speech messages arriving from mobile stations. Mobile stations can also hear the alarm message directly in the case of single-frequency working schemes and can also hear it in the case of two-frequency working schemes where talk-through is employed.

A problem peculiar to the Electricity Industry application lies in the possibility of receiving two (or even more) alarms from different outstations simultaneously. For example, if the transmission is initiated by auxiliary switches on circuit breakers, two stations may send simultaneously if a power line trips at both ends. This factor is taken into account in the design of the voice version by incorporating a pre-set delay between initiation and commencement of the transmission.

By having different delay settings at each installation, and also by appropriately limiting the duration of transmission of each equipment, simultaneous initiation at two or more points will result in sequential emission of voice alarm messages from each station in turn.

The brief alarm messages may, of course, occur during speech transmission from a mobile station and as a result interference could occur. However, as the substation name or other message is repeated over a period of a few minutes before being switched off, the base station can easily instruct mobiles to remain silent so that the alarm place name or names can be noted.

**Description of Equipment**

The requirements for the radio transmitter itself are principally that utmost reliability coupled with compliance with the relevant G.P.O. specifications. The first models were designed for use in the 71-5-88 Mc/s band and are capable of use with 25-kc/s channel-spacing schemes. Although the Electricity Industry will require amplitude-modulated units to be compatible with the majority of existing installations and the trials have been made on an a.m. basis, there is no difficulty in providing a corresponding f.m. version for which designs are already available. The transmitter output is limited to about 200 mW which with a suitable aerial and adequate path is capable of an effective range of at least 20 miles.

In the installation illustrated the closing of an external alarm switch connects the transmitter to the self-contained battery via a pair of wires connected to the equipment. The transmitter then delivers an r.f. signal to a 4-element Yagi aerial via a 70-ohm coaxial feeder.

The signal consists of a succession of half-second bursts of tone-modulated carrier (or 'pips') at three-second intervals. This signal is easily recognized and does not interfere with the normal working of the mobile v.h.f. radio network. The time interval between the pulses and the frequency of the tone modulation may readily be changed to provide identification of different stations.

The transmitter is transistorized throughout thus reducing the size, weight and power consumption to about 0.5 W. The power supply is obtained from a battery of sealed nickel-cadmium cells contained in the transmitter case. The battery is maintained at a constant voltage by the bank of 40 solar cells which charge it during daylight hours through a transistor voltage regulator. The solar cells can bring a fully discharged battery up to working condition in three days during mid-December and any loss of electrolyte or gassing is avoided by limiting the charge at a suitable voltage.

The apparatus is contained in a completely sealed cast aluminium box which is fitted with a desiccator to take up any condensation.

The solar battery consists of 40 silicon cells connected in series to the charge-regulating circuit which is designed to restrict the current to a level suitable for indoor use together with a battery charger to replace the solar cells. This version may be more convenient for use in small substations, kiosks and feeder pillars where the apparatus may be housed in dry conditions and where a mains supply is available to maintain the miniature battery automatically in charged condition.

The alarm signal may be initiated by one or both of two means. In the installation illustrated, closure of an external circuit (by the low oil-pressure alarm contacts) energizes the transmitter which continues to operate until the circuit is re-opened manually or until the battery is discharged. This starting circuit can also be used to signal operation of a circuit breaker by connection to the necessary auxiliary contacts.

A relay is incorporated for optional use, either to isolate the equipment from circuit breaker auxiliary wiring or to provide a 'mains failure' alarm. In the latter case the equipment can be employed at a small substation, kiosk or pole transformer, the 240 V a.c. supply serving to maintain the battery and also to hold the relay operated. On conditions of mains failure, the relay is released to energize the transmitter and send the alarm signal.

Experience has shown that the reliability of the equipment is excellent, but at the installation illustrated, a push button is connected in parallel with the initiating gauge contacts. The push-button can be operated from ground...
The transmitter partially withdrawn from its case although the transmitter assembly is, of course, mounted near the top of the tower.

An alternative to the manual test button would be to employ the solar cells in accordance with an ingenious suggestion made by Mr. H. C. Spencer of British Telecommunications Research Limited. The solar cells commence charging the battery at dawn and cease at dusk so a ready-made time switch exists to initiate a short period test transmission twice per day. A simple circuit can be added to give this facility where required.

The whole of the weatherproof version, including the battery, is mounted in a sealed cast metal box which is further surrounded by a radiation shield of bright anodized aluminium to reduce the temperature rise due to direct sunlight. The space between the sealed box and the shield is open below and free air circulation is permitted by the use of louvres at the top. The unit performs correctly over the temperature range -20 °C to +50 °C.

The cast box bolts directly to a special bracket fabricated from galvanized steel which enables the unit to be clamped to the angle iron legs of transmission-line towers. The bracket allows for an adjustment in azimuth exceeding 90° so that the solar cells may be directed towards geographic South regardless of the position of the tower. The bracket is also provided with two lugs to accommodate a vertical coaxial dipole aerial. The aerial connects directly to the transmitter via a short length of coaxial cable. Where directional properties are needed, as in the installation illustrated, a Yagi aerial can be used for which a separate mounting is available.

Both the 'pip-tone' and the speech versions use the same transistorized transmitter unit which can be arranged to operate either in the 70- or 170-Mc/s bands using either an a.m. or f.m. system of modulation. The trial units give 200 mW output into 75 ohms in the 70-Mc/s band and employ a.m. in order to be compatible with existing base station receivers. The transmitter circuit uses an oscillator with a series-mode crystal, a buffer amplifier, a driver and an output stage. Each stage uses a single transistor except the output stage, which has three transistors in parallel. A further transistor acts as a switch in the buffer amplifier circuit to cut off the carrier in accordance with the output of the modulator. The modulator assembly for the 'pip-tone' version is mounted on a separate card which facilitates replacement with the miniature tape speech-reproducer mechanism where required.

The 4-transistor modulator comprises a Colpitts type audio oscillator followed by a drive amplifier and a final push-pull amplifier which modulates the collector supply of the final transmitter stage.

A conventional multivibrator employing two further transistors keys the transmitter buffer amplifier to produce 0.5-second tone plus carrier bursts every three seconds.

Tests have shown that over a temperature range of -20 °C to +50 °C the frequency change was less than 3 kc/s total and the output power remained constant.
within \( \pm 1 \) dB. The harmonic levels in the output were checked up to the tenth and found to be below the permitted level of 2.5 \( \mu \)W. These and other tests have been carried out to obtain G.P.O. approval for the transmitter design, thus ensuring trouble-free integration into the system and providing an adequate degree of protection against interference with occupiers of adjacent channels.

In the voice alarm version now under development the modulation amplifier will be retained but the audio oscillator will be replaced with a source of pre-recorded speech on a short looped length of tape. The initiating contact (either external or an internal mains-failure relay) will start the tape transport motor which, in turn, actuates a sealing contact to maintain operation. The motor drives a blank length of tape for a pre-determined period of a few minutes after which a foil on the tape switches the transmitter on. This radiates the message previously recorded on the tape. At the conclusion of the message the transmitter is switched off.

To avoid repeated alarms resulting from one initiation, it has been decided to incorporate a manually controlled reset device. This will allow staff investigating the alarm to reset the equipment by depressing a push-button. Since the duration of the tape loop will only require a few minutes and the highest speech quality is not required, the size and complexity of the mechanism can be greatly reduced by moving the tape at only \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. per second.

Conclusion

Experience with the transistorized transmitter employing tone signalling has been most satisfactory and there is no reason to believe that there will be any difficulty in completing the development of the tape reproducer for modulating the same transmitter with speech. It is likely that the later transmitters will be even simpler due to the availability of improved transistors.

As the two forms of transmitter fill a long felt need in the Electricity Industry, their more widespread use should allow economical production. This will enable them to be applied to a variety of transforming and switching points so as to contribute to a saving in time and wasted journeys by staff and to the improvement of reliability in the supply.

The gas and the water distribution networks also have a number of uses for the device in the signalling of unattended outstations by staff and to the improvement of reliability in the supply.

Informal discussions at C.I.G.R.E. and studies made in the U.S.A. have emphasized the need for an alarm equipment such as that described.

The transmitter was developed for the Central Electricity Research Laboratories by British Telecommunications Research Limited and the author is indebted to Mr. J. Lawton, Director of Research, British Telecommunications Research Limited and to the Central Electricity Generating Board for permission to publish this article. He also wishes to express his thanks for assistance in the preparation of the article to Mr. H. C. Spencer and Mr. R. J. Millersh of British Telecommunications Research Limited. Mr. J. Hooper and Mr. A. W. Wyness arranged the field trials.
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MARINE RADAR

Argus is the name of a new marine radar system recently introduced by The Marconi International Marine Co. Ltd. It provides a display which can be stabilized either 'Bows Up' or 'North Up' and the change from one to the other can be made merely by operating a switch.

The display is at all times compass stabilized. As usual, the bearing ring is stabilized, but in addition the tube is also. With a change of course the tube rotates so that in the 'Bows Up' display the present course of the ship is always vertically upwards on the tube face. If the course is changed the tube and whole radar picture rotate to maintain this condition and the display picture turns about the ship position just as the real view appears to do.

The equipment thus gives the navigator the choice of two true-motion pictures at all times. A 12-in. p.p.i tube is used and the aerial is of the slotted waveguide type rotating at 25 r.p.m.

The transmitter power is 70 kW and display ranges of \( \frac{1}{4}, 1, 3, 6, 12, 18, 24 \) and 48 miles are provided. The display unit is connected to the transmitter and receiver by cable which can be up to 1,000 ft in length.

A more conventional radar set is the Hermes. This is designed to be compatible with the Argus and the two can be operated from a single aerial, transmitter and receiver. An Argus with stabilized display can be fitted in the wheelhouse, for instance, and a Hermes as a second display in the chartroom.

For further information circle 46 on Service Card
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IN every business good communications are essential for efficient operation and, therefore, flexibility in a communication system must bring about an improvement in efficiency. Shown here is a series of pictures that illustrate applications of the Cossor 'CariTel' portable two-way radio telephone. This is a battery-operated, transistor equipment which is simple to use and weighs less than 7 lb. It provides clear two-way speech communication over ranges of 1 to 5 miles between mobile equipments and 1 to 10 miles between a fixed base station and mobile equipments.

For further information circle 47 on Service Card.
A MODERN approach to many cooling problems lies in the application of thermoelectrics. While the efficiency of thermoelectric cooling devices is not comparable with that of compression refrigeration units, it does compare favourably with that of absorption types, and where the maximum cooling power required is of the order of tens of watts (1 watt = 0.239 calorie/sec) thermoelectric cooling devices have an unrivalled potential. In specialized applications thermoelectric units having cooling powers in the kilowatt range have been used.

Production of practical thermoelectric cooling devices has been made possible by comparatively recent advances in solid-state physics. Semiconductors having far better thermoelectric characteristics than the best found in metals have been developed, the outstanding ones being alloys of bismuth and tellurium modified by the addition of other elements. These alloys are grouped under the general heading of bismuth telluride, Bi₂Te₃, which is produced in both p and n types. Development of manufacturing techniques has resulted in the production and marketing of a range of commercially attractive thermoelectric cooling units. A selection of the units manufactured by Salford Electrical Instruments Ltd. is illustrated in the photograph. The smallest unit consists of a single p-n couple of bismuth telluride in which the p and n elements are bonded together with a heavy link of pure tin as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The larger devices are constructed from a number of similar couples connected electrically in series. In such multiple units the couples operate thermally in parallel, as in Fig. 1 (b). The dimensions of the single-junction unit are 0.25 in. x 0.25 in. x 0.5 in., and its nominal cooling power is 0.25 watt while maintaining a temperature difference of about 30 °C between its opposite faces. Instruments incorporating these cooling units are manufactured by the same company.

Principles of Operation

The operation of thermoelectric-cooling devices is based on two closely inter-related phenomena known as the Peltier effect and the Seebeck effect respectively, each of which is an inversion of the other.

**Peltier Effect**

A thermocouple (or simply a 'couple') is a closed-circuit formed by two dissimilar materials, A and B. In such a circuit there is inevitably a point at which any circulating current passes from A to B, and one at which the current passes from B to A. These two points are called the 'junctions'. When a direct current flows around such a circuit heat is absorbed at one junction (the cold junction), and released at the other (the hot junction). This phenomenon is called the Peltier effect, and the couple itself may be regarded as a heat pump.

Reversing the direction of the current also reverses the hot and cold junctions. Breaking the closed circuit to insert...
For long a textbook curiosity, the Peltier effect has become a practicable method of small-scale refrigeration. This is a consequence of the development of semiconductors, and very compact units are now available; one of volume about 0.03 cubic inch will give a heat transference of about 0.1 calorie per second.

A source of direct current, or inserting a third material between a junction does not affect the phenomenon. Any number of couples may be connected electrically in series, in which case each individual couple in the circuit exhibits the same phenomenon.

The heat released at the hot junction by the Peltier effect is distinct from, and additional to, the Joule heat dissipated in the region of the hot junction, which is proportional to resistance and the square of the applied current; but the Joule heat dissipated in the region of the cold junction has to be transferred to the hot junction by the action of the Peltier effect. The Joule heating, therefore, places a limitation on the effectiveness of a couple used as a heat pump. The pumping efficiency of a couple is further limited by its thermal conductance, which allows heat to flow back from the hot junction to the cold one. Further references to these points are made under 'Figure of Merit'. All couples have a Peltier coefficient \( \alpha \) which (when measured under standard conditions of temperature) is defined as the amount of heat absorbed (or released) per second at a junction of dissimilar materials when unit current flows through it.

**Seebeck Coefficient — \( \alpha \)**

The Seebeck coefficient is related to the Peltier coefficient by the expression \( \varepsilon = \alpha T \) where \( T \) is the temperature in °K.

The Seebeck coefficient of a material is defined as the e.m.f. in volts per °K generated across a junction of the material with a standard metal, usually lead. The sign of the Seebeck coefficient may be either positive or negative, according to the direction of polarity of the e.m.f. generated across the junction. The overall Seebeck coefficient for a junction of two dissimilar materials is the difference between the coefficients of the two materials used. Since the Seebeck coefficient of a material or a couple is more readily determined than the Peltier coefficient, the Seebeck coefficient is generally used in calculations related to thermoelectrics.

**Figure of Merit**

All materials investigated for use in thermoelectric cooling devices are given a figure of merit \( Z \), which takes into account its Seebeck coefficient, specific resistance, and specific thermal conductance. The figure of merit indicates the usefulness of a material in thermoelectric applications, the higher the figure of merit, the better the material. The figure of merit of any material is given by the expression:

\[
Z = \text{Specific resistance} \times \text{Specific thermal conductance} \]

Thermoelectric effects were first observed in metals, but their advantage of very low values of specific resistance is heavily offset by the correspondingly high values of thermal conductance and low values of \( \alpha \), so that the resulting figures of merit are too low to be of practical value. It is for this reason that thermoelectric cooling was for so long regarded as no more than a laboratory curiosity. In the newly-developed semiconductor alloys the high values of \( \alpha \) which are available are partly offset by the product of resistance and thermal conductance, which also tends to be high; but the resulting figures of merit are still good enough to make thermoelectric cooling a practical proposition.

**Overall Figure of Merit of a Junction**

The overall figure of merit for a junction of two dissimilar materials may be taken as the mean of the individual
figures of merit of the materials used, and provided that the two figures are not widely different the error will be small. The best overall figure of merit for a junction is obtained when the Seebeck coefficients of the materials used are of opposite sign, as is the case with p and n types of semiconductors.

Development of Materials

Although the basic physics of semiconductor materials is well known it is impossible to predict with any accuracy the performance of new materials before they have been manufactured. Consequently there is no reason to assume that bismuth telluride (which is currently the best material for use between temperatures of about $-80^\circ C$ to $+180^\circ C$) is the ultimate material for use in this application. Materials having figures of merit of just over $3 \times 10^{-3}$ per °K have been produced but are not available in quantity. Bismuth telluride alloys having figures of merit of between $2.5 \times 10^{-3}$ per °K and $2.9 \times 10^{-3}$ per °K can be produced consistently and are used in most of the thermoelectric-cooling devices offered for sale.

Performance of Practical Cooling Units

If there were no losses in a practical thermoelectric-cooling unit the watts of heat absorbed at the cold face (that is, the useful cooling power) would equal the product of the Seebeck coefficient, the current in amperes and the temperature of the cold face in °C. In practice, there are two kinds of loss which must be deducted to arrive at the true cooling power.

The first is the Joule heating loss. One-half of the total Joule heat is dissipated towards the cold side of the device and has to be removed by the Peltier effect. The loss is, therefore, $\frac{1}{2} P R$ where $R$ is the sum of all electrical resistances in the unit. Poor bonding of the links between semiconductor elements introduces resistance and increases Joule heating.

The second kind of loss is due to heat leakage across the unit from the hot side to the cold via the thermal conductance $K$ of the unit. This amounts to $K \Delta T$ where $\Delta T$ is the temperature difference across the unit. Now $K$ is the sum of all the thermal conductances in the unit, not only of the semiconductor elements from which it is made. Bad constructional design and methods of mounting create thermal shunts across the unit and so increase the heat leakage from the hot to the cold side. Such defects can result in the production of inefficient units even although the figure of merit of the constituent materials may be very good.

Using materials with a figure of merit of $2.5 \times 10^{-3}$ per °C, and with a mean temperature of $10^\circ C$, a temperature difference of about $75^\circ C$ can be achieved between the hot and cold junctions of a thermoelectric couple. With a figure of merit of $3 \times 10^{-3}$ per °C this temperature difference is increased to $90^\circ C$, but it must be appreciated that these figures represent the no-thermal-load condition with the element in vacuum and screened by radiant heat shields. It will be seen later that these temperature differences cannot be maintained in practical applications.

So far as the potential user is concerned a thermoelectric cooling unit takes the form of a small block fitted with a pair of electrical connectors. If these connectors are coupled to a suitable source of supply and a direct current is passed through the unit, heat is absorbed at one face (termed the 'cold face'), and is transferred to the opposite face (termed the 'hot face'). Reversal of the direction of the applied current also reverses the hot and cold faces. Transfer of heat between the two faces results in a temperature difference being set up between them, and the magnitude of this difference may be varied simply by adjusting the value of the applied current, which makes this type of device particularly suitable for use in proportional-control systems.

The unit may, therefore, correctly be regarded as a heat pump, in which changes of electron entropy may be compared with the changes of state of the refrigerant in a compression or absorption-type heat pump. The thermoelectric cooling unit may be thermally coupled to some mass or confined space and used to pump away heat, thus producing a temperature depression. The relationship between the applied current, and temperature difference for various values of heat load on a four-couple unit is illustrated by the family of curves shown in Fig. 2.

The total amount of heat generated at the hot face of the unit comprises the heat watts absorbed from the environ-
ment at the cold face of the unit, plus the power input of \( \frac{P}{2} \) watts. In order to dissipate this heat without incurring a serious rise in the temperature of the hot face of the unit, the hot face must be coupled to some form of heat exchanger, or heat sink. In practical applications the cooling unit will therefore be clamped between the mass to be cooled (i.e., a heat source) and the heat sink. In order to achieve the most efficient transfer of heat between the component parts of the assembly the thermal coupling must be as tight as possible, but the exposed electrical links on the faces of the cooling unit must be electrically insulated to prevent short-circuiting by the mating faces of the heat sink and heat source. This inevitably introduces some thermal resistance, which creates a thermal gradient between the mating surfaces and reduces the temperature difference which can be set up between the heat source and ambient. The effect of thermal resistance in a practical cooling assembly can be seen by comparing the curves in Fig. 2 with those shown in Fig. 3, and is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4.

**Current and Voltage Ratings**

The majority of thermoelectric cooling units commercially available are high-current—low-voltage (amps/millivolts) devices. In many applications, especially in electronic systems, low-current—higher-voltage devices would possess obvious advantages. For a given cooling power the number of pairs of elements required is inversely proportional to the optimum value of the applied current. Thus, a four-couple device with a nominal cooling power of 1 watt operating at 10 amps and 500 mV could be replaced by a 40-couple unit operating at 1 amp and 5 volts. However, since the cost of a thermoelectric cooling unit is more closely related to the number of couples used than to any other factor, a low-current device is inevitably much more expensive than a high-current device of similar cooling capacity, although the production of such devices presents no major difficulties.

**Coolers in Cascade**

From the curves shown in Fig. 2 it can be seen that, for a given thermoelectric cooling unit there is a limit to the maximum temperature difference which can be set up between its faces, and this is reached only when the optimum current is applied and the heat load is zero. For a given heat load, the maximum temperature difference can be approached only by increasing the number of couples and distributing the heat load between them. Even so the temperature difference which can be achieved cannot exceed the limit determined by the type of unit employed. Temperature differences greater than the maximum indicated by the curves of Fig. 2 can be achieved only by operating two or more units in cascade (i.e., series thermal operation, in which the hot face of one unit is coupled to the cold face of a second unit, and so on, the hot face of the final unit being coupled to a heat sink). The temperature difference across the complete assembly is then the sum of the difference across the separate units. A heavy penalty is incurred in terms of cost and power input since the ratio of the cooling powers of the cascaded units in a practical assembly must be of the order of 1:5-25 . . . etc.

---

**SMALL-SCALE DATA PROCESSOR**

The National Sterling Compu-Tronic, which is a desk-size accounting machine, has been adapted for use in a small-scale data-processing system. The resulting system is being used by Walter Graham (Jewellery) Ltd., manufacturers and wholesalers of costume jewellery, in order to produce invoices, sales and purchase ledger, and a punched-tape record.

To prepare an invoice, the operator feeds into the machine the price and quantity of each item ordered by the customer. The machine then works out the total price of each item, taking purchase tax and discount into account, prints the results on the invoice form and totals them. At the same time it records the transaction on the customer's ledger card. An associated paper-tape punch also records the details on paper tape.

The equipment has cost about £6,500 and it enables one operator to do the work of six or seven invoice typists and eliminates many copying errors. In addition, it is now practicable to produce a monthly series of sales and stock reports. The paper tape is fed monthly to a National-Elliott 803 computer to produce an analysis of the daily sales data.

For further information circle 48 on Service Card

---

**Small-Scale Data Processor**
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Typical printed-circuit plug-in static
switching unit, the A.E.I. Logicon. Units
of this kind, embodying semiconductor
elements, are used to carry out the
functions explained by switches in the
article.

The words of this title are ones which are being
increasingly used in the electronics industry. They
must be incomprehensible to most people outside it,
and it must be admitted that they are to many inside it! The
fact is that these words are technical terms of logic; each
refers specifically to some particular logical concept. The
terms have been borrowed by electronic engineers to describe
electronic apparatus which performs electrical functions
which are analogous to logical concepts.
The apparatus itself is usually quite simple and so are the
functions. Originally it formed some of the basic building
blocks of computers, but as computer methods are being
widely adopted in control systems they are now being used
well outside the computer field.

And

An AND circuit or unit is very simple indeed. It is merely
a unit which is controlled by a number of input signals and
which provides an output only when all the input signals are
present simultaneously. Thus, in Fig. 1 a battery with a pair
of switches in series represents a simple AND circuit. The
operation of closing switch A represents one input signal,
that of closing B a second. There is no output if both
switches are open (that is, no input signals). There is still
no output if either A or B is closed (one input only). The
output appears only when both A and B are closed.

Or

The OR circuit is equally simple, but as a trap for the
unwary there is the fact that in logic and in electronics
there are two kinds of 'or'. There are the inclusive 'or' and
the exclusive 'or'. For two signals the first is exemplified by
Fig. 2 (a). An output signal appears when one input signal
is applied or when the other is applied or when both are
present. As the circuit shows there is an output when either
A or B is closed or when both are.

With the exclusive OR there is an output when either input
is present but not when both are. Fig. 2 (b) shows an
arrangement of switches which gives this condition. When
both switches are to the right there are no input signals
and no output. Moving either switch to the left corresponds to
one input signal only and an output is obtained. But if
both switches are moved to the left, corresponding to two
inputs simultaneously present, there is no output.

Lest it should be thought that there is something peculiar
about the two kinds of OR, it may be remarked that they
occur naturally in everyday life, but most people do not

Fig. 1. A simple AND circuit: an output is obtained only when
switches A and B are closed. By merely redefining what is meant
by input and output it becomes a NOR circuit.

Fig. 2. An OR circuit: (a) inclusive OR; (b) exclusive OR.

This article explains the meaning of these logical terms which
are now so widely applied to certain electronic apparatus
used in computers and control equipment.
Fig. 2. An inclusive OR circuit is shown at (a): an output is obtained if A or B or both are closed. An exclusive OR circuit is shown at (b): an output occurs if A or B is to the left, but not if both are. The circuit (a) becomes a NAND one if input and output are redefined.

Fig. 3. This transistor circuit provides all four logical functions merely according to the precise definitions of input and output and an appropriate shift of the base bias voltage.

Consciously distinguish them. If one is told to 'sink or swim' one cannot do both simultaneously and the exclusive 'or' is necessarily meant. On the other hand, if one says 'If it rains I shall wear a coat or take an umbrella' the 'or' may be inclusive or exclusive, for it is perfectly possible to wear a coat and take an umbrella. That the exclusive 'or' is more common in ordinary life than the inclusive is shown by the fact that when the inclusive is meant the speaker will commonly add 'or both' to his statement.

In electronic circuitry, however, it is the other way round. It is the inclusive or which is the more common.

Nor

A NOR circuit should obviously be one which provides an output when there are no input signals: that is, when there is an input neither at A nor at B. The AND circuit of Fig. 1 will do this if the condition of the switches being closed is regarded as one of no input and the opening of a switch as an input.

The normal no-signal condition is with an input neither at A nor at B and both switches are closed. The appearance of a signal at A or B or both corresponds to opening switches A or B or both and the output disappears.

An AND and a NOR circuit are thus identical: the difference is merely in the conditions of use.

Nand

As might be expected a NAND circuit is one which means not AND: that is, the circuit gives an output only if there is not a signal at one input and not a signal at the other input. In Fig. 2 (a) the input signals hitherto been regarded as closing the switches and the output signal has been considered to be the appearance of the voltage V at the output terminals. Let us now reverse this as far as the output is concerned. Let us consider a voltage V at the output as being no signal and the disappearance of this voltage as an output signal. An output signal now appears only when both switches are open: that is, when there is not a signal on A and not a signal on B.

Transistor Circuit

It is a fact that one and the same circuit can provide AND, OR, NOR or NAND operation depending only on what are regarded as inputs and outputs. One such circuit is shown in Fig. 3. If all the inputs are connected to the zero line the transistor is cut off and the collector is at its most negative potential. If any one (or more) of the inputs is made sufficiently negative the transistor conducts and the collector potential changes in the positive direction. If we regard negative-going input voltages as input signals and a positive-going output voltage as an output signal, the circuit provides an or function, for the transistor conducts to give an output only if there is an input at A or B or C, etc. On the other hand, if we regard the output signal as being provided by a negative-going output the circuit is a nor one, for the output is negative only when there is a negative input neither at A nor at B nor at C.

Now regard the output as being a positive-going signal, and reduce the base bias so that when the inputs are joined to the zero line the transistor is conductive. NAND operation is now obtained for positive input signals. A positive output signal demands that the base of the transistor be negative, and this condition exists only when there is not a positive input at A and at B and at C.

If now the inputs are positive and we regard a negative signal as an output the circuit becomes an AND one. A negative output requires the transistor base to be zero which requires all the inputs to carry positive signals, as long as the bias is adjusted to make the transistor conductive with the input terminals joined to the zero line.

Thus the same circuit provides all four functions and the differences are merely whether we regard the input and output signals as positive or negative. A shift in the applied base bias voltage may be needed, but no change to the actual circuit. The differences between the four so-called modes of operation is really much more in the way of thinking about them, in the logic, than electronically, which accounts for the peculiar difficulty so many people seem to experience with them.

At the present time the NOR and NAND forms of operation are preferred to the OR and AND for the very simple reason that as the input and output signals are in each case of the same polarity one stage can drive another directly without intermediate phase reversers. A complete logical unit can be constructed from a number of identical sub-units.

FOR THE BUYER

You must have read about a number of products and processes in this issue of which you would like further details. You can obtain this information very easily by filling in and posting one or more of the enquiry cards to be found inset in the front and back of the journal.
Personal and Company News

Sir Gordon Radley has been appointed Chairman of Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd. in succession to Lord Nelson of Stafford. F. N. Sutherland has been appointed Deputy Chairman while retaining his position as managing director.

Ultra Electronics, Ltd. and Eichner Organization G.m.b.H. of Frankfurt now have a licence agreement covering the marketing and manufacture of Eichner equipment in the U.K. and the marketing of Ultra Automatic Business Systems in continental Europe. The agreement involves the investment by Ultra of £225,000 in Eichner.

The management structure of English Electric Valve Co. Ltd. has been changed. Dr. D. C. Thompson becomes assistant general manager and is responsible for internal company maintenance and service departments as well as the piece-part production plant and the Display-Tube Department.

A new division is under the management of J. Dain. It is the Microwave Tube Division, which now incorporates the older Radar Division, Magnetron Department and the Microwave Research Division.

E. Allard has been appointed Development Manager.

F. H. Miller has been appointed executive director of Coutant Electronics Ltd. and is in charge of transducer operations.

D. H. C. Scholes has been appointed Executive Director of The Plessey Co. Ltd. and Technical Co-ordinator for the Plessey Group of Companies.

The M.O Valve Co. Ltd. has appointed John Wallace, D.I.C. (Eng.) Hons., Production Director.

Aveley Electric Ltd. has appointed Paul Thomson, A.M.Brit.I.R.E., M.A.S.E.E., to investigate the needs of organized training in technical fields and to make recommendations for improvement of existing equipment or to evolve new systems.

High Precision Equipment Ltd. has concluded a licence agreement with Baird Machine Co., U.S.A., for the manufacture in England of Baird multi-spindle chucking machines. The agreement also covers the marketing and provision of after-sales service for other Baird machines.

J. B. Goodacre of 55 Blacketts Wood Drive, Chorley Wood, Herts., has resigned his position as Commercial Manager with J. Langham Thompson Ltd.

Elliott Bros. Ltd. has been appointed exclusive technical products distributor for Fairchild Controls Corporation, U.S.A., in Great Britain and Eire.

A new service depot for Murphy radiotelephones has been set up at 398 Caledonian Road, Glasgow, C.5.
A machine tool developed by J. L. Jameson Ltd., of Ewell, for drilling and reaming tube plates used in heat exchangers, condensers and boilers has now been adapted for numerical control by E.M.I. Electronics Ltd. Operated by the EMICON B.100 analogue positional control equipment, this drill consists of a bed on which moves a flat work-table. A bridge across the work-table carries a motorized drilling head with its spindle feeding downwards. Both single and multi-spindle drilling heads are available. A total drilling area of 72 in. x 72 in. can be covered by the drilling spindle, and holes can be drilled in any position by co-ordinate settings of the two movements with an accuracy of 0.0005 in.

Miniature Electronic Components Ltd. has appointed Leslie G. Harrison as sales office supervisor and David C. Dance as company sales engineer for the South of England.

A.E.I. Automation Ltd., a new company formed to develop and supply systems of automation for industrial applications, has appointed J. L. Russell as managing director and L. S. Tredgett as commercial manager.

Alan Threlfall, A.M.I.Mech.E., Graduate I.E.E., has been appointed sales manager of the Numerical Control Division of Ferranti Ltd.

The main A.E.I. sales office in Sheffield is now at 19 Cumberland Street (Telephone: 20051).

J. B. Coleridge has become a director of Plessey International Ltd.

I.B.M. United Kingdom Ltd. have a new branch office at 1 Eastgate, Leeds.

John Ayres has resigned all his directorships within the group of Simms Motor and Electronics Corporation Ltd.

Partridge Transformers Ltd. of Roebuck Road, Chessington, Surrey, have changed their telephone number to Lower Hook 4353/4/5.

Cossor Radar & Electronics Ltd., a subsidiary of A. C. Cossor Ltd., has changed its name to Cossor Electronics Ltd. and Frank F. Oddi has been appointed chairman and managing director. Richard J. Yates, B.Sc., has become chief engineer of Instrument Operations of A. C. Cossor Ltd.


C. J. Smith has been appointed the technical representative for the North of England for Morganite Resistors Ltd. Address: 4 Martindale Avenue, Seaburn Dene, Nr. Sunderland.

The Distillers Co. Ltd. and Union Carbide Corp. of New York are bringing into joint ownership certain of their plastic interests in the U.K. The joint company will consist of British Xylonite, the low-density polyethylene operations of Union Carbide at Grangemouth and the present interest of Union Carbide in Bakelite Ltd.

Mullard Ltd. have appointed Livingston Control Ltd. (Retcar St., London, N.19: Archway 6251) as agents for Norbits, Combi-Elements and associated equipment.
Mallard WPS3 transistorized control unit for operating the 10G12 ionization gauge.
A feature of the WPS3 is its very wide pressure range coverage from $10^{-3}$ to $10^{-11}$ torr. On all ranges pressure readings are taken directly from the meter. The order of pressure is shown by the illumination of one of the row of indicator lamps on the front panel.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS [continued]

The photograph shows a model of the Mark II radio-telescope which is to be built for Manchester University and erected at Jodrell Bank. The contract for building and installing the machinery is for £74,520 and has been awarded to Sir William Arrol & Co.

Thin Insulating Films

I.B.M. announce a new technique for forming very thin insulating films on solid material. An organic gas, butadiene, is polymerized into a solid insulating layer by bombardment by a beam of electrons. The polymerization occurs initially in an adsorbed layer on the surface of the substrate and as the film grows it continues by the reaction of the adsorbed gas with active sites on the polymer surface. It appears practicable to draw fine lines of insulating film on a surface by suitably deflecting the electron beam.

Measurement of Grain Size

The National Engineering Laboratory has developed a machine for measuring automatically the average grain size of metallurgical specimens. A photomicrograph is used and moved mechanically so that it is scanned by a beam of light. The optical path is interrupted at each grain boundary so that a photocell produces an electrical pulse for each boundary, and an electronic counter displays the total number of such pulses.

Electronics and Industrial Productivity

From 16th to 20th April 1963 the British Institution of Radio Engineers is holding a Convention on Electronics and Industrial Productivity. It will be held at the University of Southampton. Sessions are planned under five headings: Measurement and sensing devices, Information transmission and Communication, Control and information processing, Output devices and final control elements, and Industrial applications of electronic systems.
Pulse and Digital Circuits

The College of Advanced Technology at Birmingham has arranged a course in Pulse and Digital Circuits. The course is intended to provide basic principles of design and opportunities for the measurement of the performance of such circuits. It will be held on Tuesday and Thursday evenings, commencing 8th January next, and further details may be obtained from the Secretary, College of Advanced Technology, Gosta Green, Birmingham, 4.

Marine Radar

Following the introduction of the Hermes and Argus radars, by Marconi International Marine Co. Ltd., arrangements have been made for this company to offer on a rental basis only the Kelvin Hughes 14/9 and 14/12 radars to U.K. shipowners. Marconi Marine service facilities will be available.

7th International Instrument Show

Organized by B. & K. Laboratories Ltd. this show will be held from 27th-31st May 1963 inclusive at 4 Tilney Street, Park Lane, London, W.1. Admission is to be by ticket only. Coincident with it, there will be held the 1st Environmental Engineering Symposium. Those who wish to attend the symposium are requested to write soon to B. & K. Laboratories Ltd., 57 Union Street, London, S.E.1.

Interkamer

The next International Congress and Exhibition of Measuring Instruments and Automation will be 10th to 16th November 1965.

Superconducting Solenoid

What is believed to be the first superconducting solenoid constructed from niobium-zirconium alloy wire made in the U.K. was tested on Monday, 15th October, at the Nuclear Research Centre of C. A. Parsons & Co. Ltd., Newcastle-upon-Tyne. A small coil was wound from 100 ft of this wire and tests in liquid helium, at a temperature of 4°C above absolute zero, yielded a maximum magnetic field strength of 16,000 gauss. The wire, 0.01 in. dia., was fabricated at the Centre and formed part of the longest continuous length (300 ft) of this material produced so far in this country. Other portions of the wire have been forwarded to government and university research establishments for further testing.

Automatic Production Symposium

The Institution of Electrical Engineers will hold a two-day Symposium in October 1963 on Automatic Production in Electrical and Electronic Engineering.

It is proposed that there will be two parts, the first dealing with the design of components to facilitate the application of automatic production techniques, and the second concerning the design and operation of, and experience with, plant for the automatic fabrication and assembly of relatively complicated equipment.

National Radio Show

For the first time for many years there will be no National Radio Show in 1963. There may, however, be a trade show. Plans are being considered for a Show in 1964 when the first 625-line television transmissions on the u.h.f. band have begun.
Esaki Diode Decision Circuit

Sirs,-We should like to draw your attention to an interesting application of the tunnel-diode twin.

A tunnel-diode twin, comprising two diodes with similar volt-ampere characteristics, Fig. 1, works in such a way that when increasing both supply voltages $V_1$ and $V_2$, the point A between both diodes remains for some time at potential $V_A = 0$. When, at time $T$, the voltages $V_1$ and $V_2$ reach the magnitudes $V_p$ and $-V_p$ respectively, the differential resistance at point A increases to infinity. Therefore, at this moment, a theoretically infinitesimal current impulse is able to change the balanced state of the circuit. With a further increase of the supply voltages the operating point of one diode crosses the negative-resistance region, while the operating point of the other returns to the initial point of the characteristic.

Thus the potential $V_A$ approximates after time $T$ to $V_p$ or $-V_p$, depending upon the polarity of the predetermining current impulse. This current at the instant $T$ could be arbitrarily small if both characteristics were ideally congruent, disregarding the noise of the circuit.

In reality, if in the time $T$ there is no predetermining signal from outside present, the noise decides between one of two stable states. So the probability of occurrence of both stable states is the same.

This phenomenon can be used for the construction of a random decision circuit; that is one which generates a series of randomly-following binary digits. The relation of occurrence of both stable states may be changed by the presence of a very small signal from outside. The amplitude may be less than the noise level. From the relation of the occurrence of both states, or from its changes, we can determined not only the polarity but also the magnitude of the signal.

The occurrence relation may also be influenced by resistances in parallel with both diodes.

On account of its great sensitivity, the whole circuit may also be used, when slightly adjusted, as a systematic-decision circuit for indicating the polarity of very low voltages or currents. The frequency of supply impulses is only limited by the cut-off frequency of the Esaki diode, and may be very high, of the order of hundreds of Mc/s. For this reason the systematic-decision circuit with tunnel diodes can be used in the comparison circuits of fast and precision analogue-to-digital converters, servos and voltage stabilizers. In many cases it may be a substitute for the Schmidt circuit and polarized relay. We have both carried out experimental work with the circuit. Both diodes had approximately the same characteristics with a peak current $I_p = 10$ mA, and were equalized by parallel-connected
resistors. A current of 1 mA was sufficient for systematic
decision and we believe that the sensitivity of the circuit
may be increased by using diodes of lower I.

We both wish to thank Mr. A. Marek for his kind
assistance in our work.

Jan Janku,
Zdenek Malec.
Institute of Mathematical Machines,
Prague, Czechoslovakia.

Radio and Television Test Instruments
By Gordon J. King, Assoc.I.R.E. Pp. 175. Odhams

This book describes the kinds of instrument commonly
used for servicing domestic radio and television receivers.
It also describes, rather briefly, how to use them. It is an
elementary book but one which should be very useful to
the newcomer to the subject.

One incorrect statement was noted. It is said that 'the
total power taken by any a.c. appliance can be determined
by measuring the voltage and multiplying by the current'
This is clearly untrue, for it is necessary to measure the
voltage and current in phase and are sinusoidal. Considerable
error can occur with an a.c./d.c. set, because the h.t. rectifier
may be used where 'power is meant. Quite a number of diagrams
contain errors, for example, Figs. 6.15(a) and 7.2(a) and (b).

The book could be a very good one, but it needs thorough
revision.

Junction Transistor Circuit Analysis
By S. S. Hakim, Ph.D., B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. Pp. 522. Iliffe

There are twelve chapters in this book and four
appendices. The first deals with the physical properties
of the transistor and the second with small-signal equiva-
cent circuits. After that biasing circuits and stability are
treated. Chapters on single-stage, multistage and power
amplifiers follow. These first six chapters occupy some
one-fifths of the book and are followed by over 100 pages
on negative-feedback amplifiers.

Tuned amplifiers, oscillators and negative-impedance
converters are the subjects of the next three chapters after
which the book is completed with large-signal response and
switching circuits.

Algebra is freely used, including matrix methods and the
Laplace transform. The reader will not get very far unless
he is thoroughly familiar with the ordinary mathematics of
circuits; the more advanced mathematics occurs relatively
rarely, but the reader will be in difficulty with, for example,
multistage amplifiers unless he is fully conversant with
matrices.

The treatment is very thorough and there are numerous
worked examples. The book is essentially one for the
designer.

Transistor Radios—Circuitry and Servicing
Prepared by the Mullard Technical Information Depart-
ment and issued by Mullard Ltd., Mullard House,

The first three chapters of this booklet deal with semi-
conductors and transistors and the fourth with printed
wiring. Chapter 5 is a long one covering circuits, starting
with the basic stages and ending with the complete diagram
of an a.m./f.m. portable receiver. A chapter on servicing
follows and, finally, one on test equipment.

The booklet forms a most useful guide to those unfamiliar
with the practice of transistor receivers.

Information Theory and its Engineering Applications
(3rd Ed.)
By D. A. Bell, M.A., Ph.D., M.I.E.E. Pp. 196 + viii. Sir
Isaac Pitman and Sons Ltd., Pitman House, Parker Street,

This now well-known book is to be welcomed in its
re-appearance as a third edition. There is no major change in it, but a review of error-detecting and error-correcting
digital codes has been added and there is a new chapter on
electronic computers and data-processing.

For the most part the book is non-mathematical and is
very clearly written. There are places, however, where a
knowledge of probability is necessary to a proper under-
standing, although useful information can be gained without
this knowledge, but it is necessary if one is to get the
most out of the book.

Communal Aerials and Coaxial Relay Practice
King ( Enterprises) Ltd. 1962. ' Kingsford', South Furzeham
Road, Brixham, S. Devon. Price 8s 6d.

This booklet is descriptive of television cable distribution
systems and, in spite of the title, it contains very little about
aerials.

How to Build Electronic Equipment
By J. Richard Johnson. John F. Rider Publisher, Inc.,

This is a very elementary book dealing with the mechanics
of constructing electronic apparatus. It deals with useful
hand tools and describes the kinds and sizes of screws
commonly used (threads are American), it explains how to
make a chassis and then treats component layout and
wiring. It is essentially a book for the real beginner in
such work.

An Introduction to Electric Circuit Analysis
W.1. Price 42s.

This is a serious and well-written book. The first half
deals with electrical fundamentals from a circuit point of
view, the second half covers methods of circuit analysis,
ending with third-order systems. The ground covered is
treated in countless other books but here there is not the
complexity of mathematics which appears in so many and
which is so deterring to the beginner.

It must not be inferred, however, that this book is non-
mathematical. It is far from that: differential equations and
Laplace transforms are freely used. There are few
pages that are free from equations, and yet the result is not
at all deterring.

Manufacturers' Literature

Preformed Wiring and Accessories. This brochure, publication
No. 425, gives details of the Plessey preformed wiring service
and describes the advantages of preformed wiring. Also
illustrated are several ancillary items including cubicles, elec-
tronic control systems and sheet metal enclosures.
The Plessey Co. (U.K.) Ltd., Wiring & Connectors Division,
Cheney Manor, Swindon, Wills.

For further information circle 49 on Service Card

Siemens & Halske Test Gear. R. H. Cole announces the avail-
ability of a range of leaflets which describe Siemens & Halske
test gear. These include leaflets on Noise Intermodulation
Measuring Setup, Complex-Ratio Tracing Receiver, Level
Tracer, and Carrier-Frequency Measuring Setup.

For further information circle 50 on Service Card

Mullard Special Quality Valves and Equivalents. A 6-page
quick reference chart which gives abridged data for Mullard
Special Quality Valves and equivalents of C.V., American, and
standard types.


For further information circle 51 on Service Card

T.M.C. Sound-Powered Telephones. In this 8-page brochure the complete range of T.M.C. sound-powered telephones
and ancillary equipment is described. The equipment is designed for
marine, mining, railway, factory building site and similar
applications.
Telephone Manufacturing Co., Hubbard Road, London, S.E.27.

For further information circle 52 on Service Card

Kent Commander Range. An 11-page brochure which includes
details of the recorders, indicators, integrators, controllers,
transmitters and receivers in the Commander range. These are
designed as accurate, easy-to-use instruments for precision
measurement and control.

George Kent Ltd., Luton, Beds.

For further information circle 53 on Service Card

Wayne Kerr Measuring Instruments. This 20-page brochure
includes illustrations and brief specifications of the range of
precision measuring instruments which are available from
Wayne Kerr Laboratories Ltd., New Malden, Surrey.

For further information circle 54 on Service Card

Pulse Equipment Bulletin. This 6-page brochure gives details of the pulse, sweep, and time-delay generators, pulse amplifiers,
and variable delay lines which are produced by the
General Radio Co., West Concord, Mass., U.S.A.

For further information circle 55 on Service Card

Slewing and Tubing in Fluorocarbon TFE and FEP. In
this 9-page booklet a list of the full range of Polypenco slewing
is given along with dimensions and tolerances.
Polypenco Ltd., Gate House, Welwyn Garden City, Herts.

For further information circle 56 on Service Card

Morganite Qualification Approved Components. Listed in
this 11-page booklet are the ranges of Morganite variable
resistors which are manufactured to the specification D.E.F.512
and fixed resistors manufactured to D.E.F.5112; also some
details are given for each type.

Morganite Resistors Ltd., Bede Trading Estate, Jarrow, Co.
Durham.

For further information circle 57 on Service Card

Pye Scientific Instruments Catalogue. A 32-page booklet which
gives comprehensive details of the current range of W. G. Pye
instruments including chemical, d.c. electrical measuring, elec-
tronic and metrological instruments.
W. G. Pye & Co. Ltd., York Street, Cambridge.

For further information circle 58 on Service Card

English Numbering Machines Catalogue. This 60-page book-
et gives details of the counting and numbering devices which
are manufactured by:

English Numbering Machines Ltd., 25 Queensway, Enfield,
Middlesex.

For further information circle 59 on Service Card

Ferranti Apollo Computer. This is an 18-page technical de-
scription of the Apollo computer.

For further information circle 60 on Service Card

A.E.I. Industrial Valves and Cathode Ray Tubes. A 47-page publi-
cation by:
Telecommunications Division of Associated Electrical Industries
Ltd., 155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

For further information circle 61 on Service Card
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The AEI synchronous chopper is intended for chopping direct current from low power signal sources to alternating current of mains frequency, usually as a preliminary to a.c. amplification. It is suitable for both high-resistance and low-impedance transformer-coupled circuits and is widely used in such applications as recording thermocouple and ionization chamber outputs, drift correction of analogue computer amplifiers and industrial instrumentation generally.

The AEI synchronous chopper consists of a miniature contact assembly actuated by a coil driven reed. In the CK3 this vibrates at 50 or 60 c/s, in the CK4 at 100 c/s. Both types of chopper fit a standard B9A 9-pin thermionic valve holder.
For further information circle 218 on Service Card

**CORRECTOR**

Designed for situations where high percentage regulation is not necessary, the **CORRECTOR** is Phoenix's answer to demand for a general purpose heavy duty component at an economical price. Percentage regulation is between 10% and 85%, load ranges from 125 W to 7 kW single phase.

**A.C.R.**

Like the Correactor, the **A.C.R.** comprises three coils about a shellform core of laminated silicon iron. It has been designed for situations where wider output control range is required and higher power is to be used. Percentage regulation is between 10% and 93%, load ranges from 8 kW to 60 kW single phase.

**TOROIDAL REACTOR**

TOROIDAL REACTORS are offered specifically for precision installations where higher power gains are called for. Power gains in the order of 100 are available with toroids. Toroids can also be made to customers' own specifications. Maximum percentage regulation is 98%, overall. Toroids are powered up to 60 kW single phase.

All these reactors are designed to operate on D.C. control, which can be varied by only small potentiometers in remote positions. Used in conjunction with CORREX Magnetic Amplifiers, they can be operated from signals on standard equipment down to 5 mV. There are no moving parts, so no maintenance is needed.

**UP TO DATE COMPONENTS FOR STEPLESS CONTROL OF VOLTAGE, POWER, HEAT AND LIGHT IN ANY SITUATION**

**RELIABLE LONG-LIFE DEVICES WITH STEADY CHARACTERISTICS DESIGNED FOR PROCESS CONTROL**

Five components, in the M.A.420/430 range, are auto-excited single-ended stages of toroidal construction. They are used as driver stages for Saturable Reactors through variable D.C. output control. Voltage is set by bias control from a small transformer and selenium bridge rectifier.

**MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS**

For instrument and process control amplification, the M.A.412 can be used with thermo-couples, photocells etc. This is a two-stage push-pull unit with cascade connection. It has been developed to harmonize in a number of applications with all other CORREX equipment of this kind.

Newest among these Magnetic Amplifiers is the versatile M.A.437, driving a Post Office type 3000 relay at close differential. This is intended to trigger a function on a variable monitored control signal and also from signals too small to drive a conventional relay. Minimum operational signal for the M.A.437 is 80 µA.

**PHOENIX TELEPHONES LIMITED**


SATURABLE REACTORS MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS TRANSFORMERS & TOROIDS SPECIALISED CONTROL EQUIPMENT

**CORREX MEANS ECONOMY IN PLANNING AND PRICE**
Let the INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS Reader Enquiry Service help you to obtain more information.

Circle the code numbers of the items in which you are interested. Insert your name and address, etc., in block capitals and post the card to us.

We will communicate with the manufacturers concerned and arrange for the information you require to be sent to you without obligation.

(No postage stamp is required if posted in Great Britain or Northern Ireland)

Is this your own copy?

Each month INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS will bring you news of the latest applications, the most recently announced equipment, produced by the rapidly expanding electronics industries of the world.

It is invaluable to all management and production executives, and engineers, in industry generally, who need to be informed of the latest developments in electronic aids to industry.

MAKE SURE OF YOUR COPIES USE THE ORDER CARD NOW
LET THE
INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONICS
READER ENQUIRY
SERVICE
HELP YOU TO
OBTAIN MORE
INFORMATION

CIRCLE THE CODE NUMBERS OF THE ITEMS IN WHICH YOU ARE INTERESTED. INSERT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS, ETC., IN BLOCK CAPITALS AND POST THE CARD TO US.

WE WILL COMMUNICATE WITH THE MANUFACTURERS CONCERNED AND ARRANGE FOR THE INFORMATION YOU REQUIRE TO BE SENT TO YOU WITHOUT OBLIGATION.

(NO POSTAGE STAMP IS REQUIRED IF POSTED IN GREAT BRITAIN OR NORTHERN IRELAND)

IS THIS YOUR OWN COPY?

EACH MONTH INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS WILL BRING YOU NEWS OF THE LATEST APPLICATIONS, THE MOST RECENTLY ANNOUNCED EQUIPMENT, PRODUCED BY THE RAPIDLY EXPANDING ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES OF THE WORLD.

IT IS INVALUABLE TO ALL MANAGEMENT AND PRODUCTION EXECUTIVES, AND ENGINEERS, IN INDUSTRY GENERALLY, WHO NEED TO BE INFORMED OF THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN ELECTRONIC AIDS TO INDUSTRY.

MAKE SURE OF YOUR COPIES
USE THE ORDER CARD NOW
CLASS V RELAYS
(MERCURY WETTED)

The Class V relay answers the need for a modern, high speed relay for use in computers, data processing and control equipment. Its outstanding features include long life, freedom from contact bounce and wear, high operate speed, and sensitivity. The relay has a life of over 1 billion operations with full rated load on the contacts, due to the unique hermetically sealed glass capsule which encloses the contact assembly combined with the mercury wetted contacts.


Please write for full details to the U.K. distributors
THORN ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION, GT. CAMBRIDGE RD., ENFIELD, MIDDX. ENFIELD 5353
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new ILIFFE books
for students and technicians
in radio, television and electronics

**Principles of Transistor Circuits** 2nd EDITION
Introduction to the design of amplifiers, receivers and other circuits
S. H. Amos, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. A thoroughly revised and enlarged edition of an already popular book. The first two chapters, which have been entirely rewritten, deal with the basic properties of transistors, but the main emphasis of the book is on circuit design.
21s. net. by post 22s. 210pp. 125 diagrams

**Principles of Semiconductors**
Introduction to the production and applications of semiconducting materials
M. G. Scroggie, B.Sc., M.I.E.E. Covers the many applications of the use of semiconducting materials. There are over 100 graphs and line drawings, and 12 pages of photographs illustrating the width of the semiconductor field.
21s. net. by post 21s. 11d. 156pp. inc. 115 diagrams and 12pp. plates.

**Television Receiver Servicing**
Volume I. Time base circuits. 2nd EDITION
E. A. W. Spreadbury, M.Brit.I.R.E. This completely revised edition covers the faults occurring in the time base circuits or in other parts of the receiver affected by their operation, and shows how to locate faults and how to isolate a faulty section.
25s. net. by post 26s. 5d. 362pp. Illustrated

**Radio Valve Data** 7th EDITION
Characteristics of 4,800 valves, transistors, rectifiers and cathode ray tubes
Compiled by "Wireless World". A completely revised and re-indexed edition which incorporates the characteristics of the latest types of valves and cathode ray tubes, with particular emphasis on semiconductors.
6s. 6d. net. by post 6s. 10d. about 160pp.

From leading booksellers

Published by ILIFFE Books Ltd.

DORSET HOUSE · STAMFORD STREET · LONDON, S.E.1
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R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR B4

An a.m. signal generator with comprehensive modulation facilities which has a frequency accuracy of ± 1%. There is a 5 inch dial with a vernier scale and a 50:1 reduction drive so that the frequency can be accurately set. The dual purpose set carrier/set modulation meter monitors the internal and external modulation amplitudes and the 400 c/s output from the internal oscillator is available as an audio test signal. R.F. leakage is at an extremely low level. There are two models available which are identical except for their frequency ranges.

FEATURES
* FREQUENCY RANGE
  MODEL 84A7 100 Kc/s to 80 Mc/s.
  MODEL 8487 30 Kc/s to 30 Mc/s.
* FREQUENCY ACCURACY ± 1%
* OUTPUT IMPEDANCE 75 OHMS UNTERMINATED, AND 27 OHMS OR 10 OHMS WHEN TERMINATED WITH THE PAD PROVIDED.
* MODULATION: INTERNAL, AT 400 c/s VARIABLE FROM 0 TO 80%. EXTERNAL, VARIABLE FROM 0 TO 80% AT THOSE FREQUENCIES:
  MODEL 84A7 10 c/s to 30 Kc/s.
  MODEL 8487 10 c/s to 10 Kc/s.
NETT PRICE IN U.K. £85

COMPONENTS LIMITED,
INSTRUMENTS DIVISION
ROEBUCK ROAD - HAINAULT - ILFORD
ESSEX - HAINAULT 4444
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A unique new book which will solve the problem of communication

SIX-LANGUAGE DICTIONARY
OF AUTOMATION, ELECTRONICS
AND SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

OVER 5500
technical terms in
English, French, German
Italian, Spanish and Russian

Compiled by a team of multi-lingual technologists fully conversant with latest terminology, this new dictionary will enable anyone, whether scientist, engineer or technologist, to read and understand the technical literature on electronics and automation control in any one of the six principal languages of which he already has a basic knowledge. The scope of the dictionary is indicated by the fact that it contains the equivalents in each language of over 5,500 terms in the basic English glossary. Essential for libraries and professional translators, it is invaluable to everyone who must be familiar with current international developments in the far-reaching fields of automation and electronics.

Published by ILIFFE Books Ltd. DORSET HOUSE STAMFORD STREET LONDON S.E.1

For further information circle 223 on Service Card

1962-63 electrical WHO'S WHO

an unique and indispensable guide to prominent people in all branches of the electrical industry

Provides brief biographies of leading people in the electrical and allied industries and professions, and an indexed list of firms and organisations. Every entry has been checked and many new names added. Particular account has been taken of the many recent reorganisations by electrical manufacturers, and a guide to their senior staff has been provided by the organisations. Executives, technologists, consultants — everyone in the industry will find ELECTRICAL WHO'S WHO 1962-63 even more useful and necessary than its predecessors.

45s. net by post 47s. 3d. 540 pages

obtainable from leading booksellers

For further information circle 222 on Service Card
BARB PLUGS AND SOCKETS
The Oxley plugs and sockets are rapidly assembled connectors of outstanding electrical and mechanical characteristics. The design of the bush making maximum use of the elastic and insulating properties of polytetrafluoroethylene.
The socket tube is a one piece component, heavily silver plated (with an optional gold flash) slit longitudinally to exploit the elastic properties of the insulating bush so providing the necessary retention of the plug under the most arduous conditions.
To fit 156" dia. chassis hole.
Both plugs and sockets supplied: Black, Brown, Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Violet, Grey and White. Packed in sealed packets of 100.
Further details supplied on request.

OXLEY
OXLEY DEVELOPMENTS CO. LTD., ULVERSTON, LANCs.

Junction Transistor Circuit Analysis

Deals with the mathematical treatment of a wide range of problems associated with the design of transistor circuits.
Although the approach is largely theoretical, many examples are included to illustrate the application of theory to practice.
Although the book deals with an advanced subject, the introductory remarks at the beginning of each chapter will give the newcomer a sense of connection with things he already knows, and will enable him to follow the contents of each chapter.

105s net by post 107s 3d 522 pp. 443 diagrams

published by ILIFFE Books Ltd.
DORSET HOUSE STAMFORD STREET LONDON S.E.1

Apply direct to
Head Office Sales and Service
ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD.
ADCOLA HOUSE
GAUDEN ROAD
LONDON S.W.4

Telephones
MACaulay 4272
and
3101

Telegrams
SOLJOINT, LONDON S.W.4
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TELEVISION ENGINEERING

Vol. IV: General circuit techniques
S. W. AMOS, B.SC.(HONS.), A.M.I.E.E., AND D. C. BIRKINSHAW, M.B.E., M.A.

This is the fourth and final volume of a comprehensive work on the fundamentals of television theory and practice written primarily for the instruction of B.B.C. Engineering Staff. It covers such subjects as counter circuits, frequency dividers, principles and circuitry of d.c. restorer and d.c. clamping, gamma control amplifiers, delay lines, fixed and variable equalisers and electrical characteristics of scanning coils. The work has been thoroughly revised to include modern techniques and the chapters on field and line output stages have been entirely rewritten.


other volumes in the series

Covers basic theory of the signal, modern camera tubes, theory of light, mirrors and lenses as applied to television and electron optics.
35s net by post 36s 2d

Vol. II: Video-frequency amplification.
Describes the fundamental principles of video-frequency amplifiers and examines the factors which limit their performance at the extremes of the pass-band.
35s net by post 36s 2d

Gives the application in television of sinusoidal, rectangular, sawtooth and parabolic waves and shows the mathematical relationship between them.
30s net by post 31s

obtainable from leading booksellers

Published for "Wireless World" by
ILIFFE Books Ltd. DORSET HOUSE STAMFORD STREET LONDON S.E.1

for all interested in ferrite materials and their applications in computers

Square-Loop Ferrite Circuitry

C. J. QUARTLY M.A.

Describes the behaviour of square-loop ferrite materials and their application in memory stores for digital computers, both in large computers and in small data handling equipment. Early chapters describe the historical developments and then discuss the properties of square-loop materials in general. Various systems—coincident drive storage, word address storage and faster storage—are then described in detail. Further chapters explain fully non-destructive read out, the construction of stores, special purpose stores, circuits in storage systems, logical circuits, multi-apertured logical elements and counting circuits using more than two flux levels.

42s net by post 42s 11d. 100 pages, 92 diagrams
obtainable from leading booksellers

ILIFFE Books Ltd. DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD ST. LONDON, S.E.1
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SITUATIONS VACANT

OIL Exploration. Holders of B.Sc., B.E., or M.Eng. qualifications, with experience in Oil Exploration and Geophysics, are required to work on the Continental shelf. Also, geologists with experience in exploration and appraisal work are required. These posts are available in the U.K. and overseas, and are suitable for graduates who are ready to take up responsibilities in technology and administration. Excellent opportunities for advancement will be available. Applicants should have a good background in Geophysics and should be prepared to travel.

ULTRASONICS ASSISTANT EDITOR

A position is available for a qualified Ultrasonics expert to assist in the publication of a new quarterly journal. This is a well-established field, and the journal will be produced in collaboration with an established publisher.

BOOKS, ETC.

"LAPLACE Transforms for Electrical Engineers." By B. J. Starkey, DeplIng.. A.MIEE. A presentation of the theory of the Laplace transformation in which a physical problem is posed, and a purely mathematical one is used as far as possible in an attempt to frame the utmost simplicity. This method of analysis has become of increasing importance to electrical engineers in many fields during recent years, and the work is designed to provide a thorough treatment of the subject with a supplement which is familiar to the student. By post 35s 9d from all booksellers. By post 46s 6d from Illiffe Books Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.

"ABACUS or Nomograms." By A. G. G. Translated from the French by H. D. Pippen and J. W. Head. Many engineers have made use of nomograms at some time in their careers, and are fully alive to the fact that they are a very convenient tool when the same formula has to be solved repeatedly for different sets of variables. In such cases, a nomogram may be drawn for each set of variables, but this method has the disadvantage that only a small proportion of the many and varied applications of the abac or nomogram, but shows how even those who have had even the most highly specialised mathematical knowledge may construct their own charts. By post 35s 9d from all booksellers. By post 46s 6d from Illiffe Books Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.

"BASIC Mathematics for Radio and Electronics." By J. M. Colebrook, B.Sc., D.I.C., A.G.C.I. Revised and enlarged by J. M. Head, M.A. (Cambridge). Presents an easily understood form of the complete course in basic mathematics for engineering students of all kinds and leads on to the more advanced branches of mathematics of increasing importance in radio engineering. In this edition the chapter on the application of mathematics to radio has been revised and enlarged, while new subjects covered include Complex Numbers, Series, and Fourier Series. By post 35s 9d from all booksellers. By post 46s 6d from Illiffe Books Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.

"ADVANCED Theory of Wavesguides." By L. L. Lowen. Sets out various methods of solving problems arising in work on this complex subject. The author has selected for discussion a number of topics as representative of the field in which the centimetre-wave engineer is engaged, many of the examples being concerned with the rectangular waveguide. By post 35s 9d from all booksellers. By post 46s 6d from Illiffe Books Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertising Rates. 6d. per word, minimum charge 6s.-, each paragraph charged separately. Remittances payable in U.S. Dollars, 100¢ equals 6d. for 100 words. For position and postage, replies should be addressed Box No. 0000, to "Industrial Electronics," Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.

Box Numbers are available at an additional charge of 2s. to defray costs of registration and postage. Replies should be addressed Box No. 0000, to "Industrial Electronics," Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.

Semi-Display advertisements with centralized lines £1/15s. per single column inch. Display advertising charges £2/10s. per single column inch.—no additional charge for Box Numbers. The Publishers are not responsible for clerical or printers' errors although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

College of Advanced Technology
Gosta Green, Birmingham, 4

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Head of Department: E. May, M.Sc.(Eng.), A.C.G.I., M.I.E.E.

PULSE AND DIGITAL CIRCUITS


A twelve week course of lectures and laboratory work on basic principles of design of pulse circuits will be held in the Department on Tuesday and Thursday evenings, commencing 8th January 1963.

Fee for the course . . . . . 4 guineas

Further details may be obtained from the Head of Department.

HAWKER SIDDELEY AEROSPACE

WHITWORTH GLOSTER AIRCRAFT LIMITED

Pulse and Digital Circuits

Senior Scientist on Systems study Work

The essential qualifications are a Degree in Electrical or Electronic Engineering together with several years' experience. The work is concerned with studying the overall behaviour of guided missile systems in all their aspects.

Seneior Aeronautical Engineer

This post is for an Engineer with a Degree or equivalent qualification in Aeronautical Engineering, who has acquired a number of years' experience in working on aerodynamic problems on aircraft or missiles.

Senior Electrical Engineer on Analogue Computing

These posts are responsible positions on the monthly staff of the firm and offer considerable scope. First class digital and analogue computing facilities are available including E.A.C., the country's largest analogue computer on systems problems.

Senior Aeronautical Engineer

These posts are responsible positions on the monthly staff of the firm and offer considerable scope. First class digital and analogue computing facilities are available including E.A.C., the country's largest analogue computer on systems problems.

More Junior Positions are also available in the above three areas of study. Prospective candidates are invited to write giving full details of their qualifications.

Replies should be addressed to:
Staff Personnel Officer, WHITWORTH GLOSTER AIRCRAFT LIMITED
Bawdon, Nr. Coventry, quoting ref. ARM AL MT.
THE NEW LOOK IN PANEL INSTRUMENTS

WESTON

CLEAR FRONT CONTEMPORARY SERIES

In this new range of panel instruments, simplicity and readability are combined with a choice of seven colours making the Weston Clear Front Contemporary series the right choice for any modern panel layout. Clear moulded covers are a feature giving excellent light transmission on to the open type scale. For easy reading there are bold cypher scale captions with lance pointer. Alternatively the more conventional scales and knife-edge pointers can be supplied. Behind the new look face is the traditional accuracy and reliability Weston has built its reputation upon. The new C.F. range has spring loaded jewels for shock protection and a movement that will last for years without attention. Write for the brochure giving complete specifications of the range and colours. Available for current or voltage measurement.

D.C. MOVING COIL A.C. RECTIFIER H.F. THERMOCOUPLE SQUARE OR RECTANGULAR COVER INSERTS AVAILABLE IN 7 ATTRACTIVE COLOURS

SANGAMO WESTON LIMITED • ENFIELD • MIDDLESEX • ENGLAND
TELEPHONE: ENFIELD 3434 (6 LINES) AND 1242 (6 LINES) TELEGRAMS: SANWEST, ENFIELD


LAPLACE TRANSFORMS FOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

By B. J. Starkey, Dipl. Ing., A.M.I.E.E. A presentation of the theory of Laplace transformation in which a physical vocabulary rather than a purely mathematical one is used as far as possible. This method of analysis has become of increasing importance to electrical engineers in many fields, and the work is designed to provide a thorough treatment of the subject in a language with which they will be familiar.

Published for "Electronic Technology."

30s. net BY POST 31s. 2d.
From leading booksellers, published by ILIFFE Books Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1
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SHAFT-ANGLE ENCODERS
FOR RADAR DIGITAL SERVO CONTROL SYSTEMS

Major advances in the safe and accurate flying of aircraft and guided missiles demand the wider use of shaft-angle encoders. Rotax-Baldwin Shaft Encoders mark an important step forward in the radar field; they provide far greater accuracy than any single turn unit—up to 4.94 seconds of arc for an 18-bit unit. This type of encoder is linked to the radar control system by telemetry and ensures high accuracy of angle measurement. Rotax Engineers are available to discuss the encoder and its associated data handling and telemetry system. Demonstrations can be arranged in the Rotax Laboratories.
Parmeko have been designing and manufacturing transformers and other electronic equipment of the highest quality for over thirty years. Only a small selection from the range can be illustrated here. Full technical information about any Parmeko product is available on request.